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Barbara Spahn

T his week we are publishing, in effect, two Special Reports. One

of them, leading our International section, is on the PAN party of

Mexico-which is not a Mexican phenomenon at all, but a creature

of the same U.S.-based organized crime circles who have contributed
so much to destroying political life on the northern side of the border.

The Sept. 6 electoral results in the state of Baja California, where

the PAN is threatening to take power, will be a signal for all of

Mexico, for the rest of the developing sector, and for those in the

industrialized sector who do or do not welcome the advent of what

can only be called fascism.

Our second Special Report, edited by Nora Hamerman, covers a

wonderful development: on Aug.

73,

an agreement was reached in

Erice,. Italy to establish U.S., U.S.S.R., and Western European

scientific working groups that will "identify the character of the

principles involved" in high-energy antiballistic-missile defense sys

tems, to determine whether they would be destabilizing, and if so,

how that might be remedied. This result of the third annual confer
ence on questions of nuclear warfare in Erice was given banner

coverage in the Italian press, but nowhere else, as of this writing,
has it been reported.

In future issues, we will analyze the Soviet policy fight over

whether this "first small step," as Dr. Teller characterized it,' will

lead to Soviet acceptance of the Reagan proposal for parallel devel

opment and deployment of defensive weapons to end the age of
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thermonuclear terror, or whether Moscow will stick to the Yuri
Andropov-Fyodor Burlatskii line-analyzed in the Special Report

by EIR founder Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. in all its ramifications

that U.S. development of such systems would not only be a desta

bilizing replacement for the Mutually Assured Destruction doctrine,

but a casus belli .

The Western opponents of beam weapons know or ought to know

that at present, only the U.S.S.R. has developed the capability to
send weapons into space. EIR will soon publish an assessment of
accomplishments and failures in the Soviets' military and civilian

space programs.
Something else to look forward to: olir overview of the prospects
for agro-industrial development on a grand scale on the continent of
Asia.
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Bankers plan resource
grab against debtor nations
by David Goldman

Reports Aug . 25 that Brazil will suspend all grain exports ,
an evident defensive measure against economic warfare , cor
respond to indications that the country has ceased to use
export revenues to pay bills and is re-accumulating reserves ,
and also to semi-public preparations b y the Brazilian military
to ration oil and other scarce imported materials in event of a
total credit cutoff. In private discussions , the same bankers
who insisted only weeks ago that the Brazil situation was
under control and that a debtors ' cartel was unthinkable now
state that a controlled moratorium , with painful write-offs , is
the best scenario they can hope for.
Following Michigan National Bank ' s $5 million suit
against Citibank over a Mexican loan , the major commercial
banks have concluded that a moratorium is an unavoidable
fallback option , as Chase risk analysis chief Francis Mason
suggested to EIR in a July interview; otherwise , the consortia
will break up . A moratorium would trap the smaller, reluctant
creditors in their present positions .
Executives at Citibank , whose Latin America chief B ill
Rhoades manages the creditors ' consoFti um, now argue that
a "Polish solution" will emerge in the Brazilian case . The
Polish government accepted a lien on its coal exports for the
duration of a long-term debt stretchout agreed between Citi
bank and Deutsche Bank on behalf of the creditors . The
bankers want Brazil' s Carajas iron ore project and similar
concessions .
Two things must be viewed separately in this conjunc
ture . The first is American commercial bankers ' illusions that
along-term stretchout will be available at this point, along
with asides from Bank of England officials that the IMP may
back down from some of its most extreme demands upon the
4
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Brazilians. Fritz Leutwiler, Bank for International Settle
ments president, dispatched this one Aug . 22, saying , "I also
claim to have a heart. But with heart these problems will
never be solved , also not with money and more money .
Realistic economic measures are required . To say that these
countries should not be treated with toughness is grotesque ,"
said Leutwiler, in an interview Aug . 20 with the Zurich
Tagesanzeiger.

,

Leutwiler added that debtor countries must· "discipline
their economies , check growth , bring down inflation , and
reduce government deficits . " But the creditors will have to
pay too , debt write-offs and lower interest receipts . "

The 'privatization' of economies
The second issue , a more important one regardless of
whether some stretchout is jerry-rigged in October, is the
"privatization" of the economies of the developing sector.
IMF statistics reveal that about one-quarter of world trade is
already conducted outside of the control of governments . The
bankers ' plan would wreck the ability of developing nations
to use their exports to fund industrial development , and tum
their remaining assets into loot for private banking networks
who manage the "illegalization" of the world economy .
According to the IMF, $ 1 80 billion of international pay
ments cannot be accounted for by government agencies' of
ficial statistics ; most of this represents hidden investment
income , phony insurance and shipping fees , and other forms
of flight capital . Add to this $ 1 50 billion of international
narcotics traffic and $50 billion of illegal arms traffic , and
the sum of illegal world trade exceeds one-quarter of total
world exports!

EIR
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Short of foreign exchange , Brazilian industrialists have
to pay double the official rate to get black-market dollars for
needed components and material s . A quarter billion dollars
per year of black-market Brazilian coffee is now exported
through Paraguay , as well as a comparable amount of gold
panned from the Amazon .
EIR's gold columnist Montresor revealed last week that
unreported gold sales may well add 50 percent to the esti
mates of gold market supply this year, including gold lent or
sold by hard-pressed European and Ibero-American central
banks , as well as gold smuggled out of Brazil , the Soviet
Union , and other producing countries .
This is the scenario projected by Swiss banker Leutwiler
at a secret bankers ' meeting May 26 in Geneva, reported
exclusively by EIR . The major Swiss banks and trading com
panies agreed that a collapse of Third World finances would
enable them to pick up the pieces in the form of raw-materials
barter agreements .
Citibank is not negotiating on behalf of the shareholders
and depositors of the commercial banks whose capital is
compromised two to three times over in Brazil ; these repre
sent onl y one of the constituencies which W alter Wriston and
Edward Palmer must answer to . The major commercial banks
are not mstitutions with a coherent outlook , but hotels of a
sort, with different rooms occupied by different private in
terests . Wriston ' s alliance with the Oppenheimer-Engelhard
interests at the Minerva holding company, created in Ber
muda following Anglo-American ' s 1 98 1 merger with Do
minion Trust, and former Citibank international department
chief George V ojta' s seconding to Phibro , the world' s largest
raw materials trader, and thence to Nicholas Deak and Co. ,
indicates the other sort of relationship in which the banks are
involved .
From the standpoint of the European commercial and
central banks , the debt issue has already been decided .
The head of international affairs of a central European
central bank , who is a member of the board of his institution ,
gave the following interview on condition that he be allowed
to retain his anonymity .
EIR: The Brazilians have just declared a partial
moratorium .
A: If you don 't have money, you can't pay .
EIR: Why don 't you convince your colleague Leutwiler
of that?
A: Leutwiler understands it, he just does not like it. But
see , you can't get anything where there is nothing . We have
a saying in German that goes "Where there is nothing , the
emperor has lost his right. "
EIR : So you think the Third World debtors are just not
going to pay?
A: All I can say is that you can't push them beyond certain
limits , there is a limit to permissible squeezes . Even Brazil
with their dictatorial government cannot do that. Brazil can ' t
afford to pay their debt . They can ' t squeeze more .
EIR : What is your estimate of the size of the hammer
needed to get that simple truth into your colleagues ' skulls?
.
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A: Tremendous size . We don't have the hammers big
enough to do this at present.
EIR: Are they totally stupid?
A: Well , they live in "Alice in Wonderland. " It's unbe
lievable what these people don' t understand . Look, almost
all debtors would like to pay their debts . They can't. It's no
joke to default or declare a moratorium. But if they do, what
are we creditors going to do?
EIR: Yes , what?
A: Nothing . Nothing we can do . The central bankers will
frown and huff and puff, and do nothing . Look at Leutwiler,
he makes all these stem and serious speeches, then the Bra
zilians don' t pay and what does he do? He allows them to not
pay .
EIR: What if Brazil defaults?
A: We won't call it a default.
EIR: What if Brazil calls it a default?
A: We' ll claim that they're bad translators . Anyway , the
creditors speak of retaliations . Let them try to retaliate: ostra
cize one whole continent? This is ridiculous .
A senior administration official concurred, saying,
"Everybody is looking for a deus ex machina to coDie up with
some money for Brazil . Even if they get the IMF money in
mid-October, that money will just go straight to the Bank for
International Settlements; where are they· going to get the
$3.5 billion they need to get through the year? Do you think
the banks are going to hand it over? Brazil is $2 billion in
arrears already , and the regulators are going to have to start
classifying , or explaining why not, by the end of next month.
The Brazilians are going to have to move from the morato
rium on official debt they have declared and the de facto
moratorium they have in place on private debt, to a full
moratorium. This could mean a generalized banking crisis."
The moratorium the bankers envisage , however, is likely
to prove illusory; forcing the Brazilians into a long-term
stretchout collateralized by raw materials depends on the
credibility of the International Monetary Fund and the U. S.
economic "recovery , " the last cards which Brazil's economic
majordomo , Sr. Delfim Netto , has to play in the internal
political game in Brazil .
The floor managers of the IMF bill in the House already
believe that the United States may never make its promised
$8 . 4 billion contribution to the IMF, due to inability to rec-.
oncile House and Senate authorization bills tangled with var
ious crippling amendments , not to mention flaking-away of
support for the IMF during the present congressional recess.
In any event, there is no prospect that the bill will be in place
in time for the IMF annual meeting the end of September.
Also , the spurious recovery-the housing component of
which has already apparently collapsed-will be stinking
noticeably by October, with declining auto output and reduc
tions in building-materials and similar categories of produc
tion . If the deal is not cut in October, it probably never will
be . The question is less whether a stretchout wi1l succeed,
but whether it will lead to an end to nations ' remaining control
over their economies .
Economics
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Auto workers offered
'Final Asse mbly Option'
by Richard Freeman
By a two-and-a-half-to-one majority , 7 ,500 workers at Gen
eral Motors' Packard Electrical Division in Warren , Ohio
have voted down a proposal by General Motors management,
which would have instituted the largest wage-cuts at an
American auto factory in U . S . history . The Aug . 23 Warren
vote becomes historic in another sense: a "yes" would have
imposed the next phase of transfering onto GM's profit ac
count funds ripped out of manufacturing wages. The last time
such a policy was applied on a grand scale was in the 1 930s,
in the economy of Nazi Germany, overseen by Hjalmar
Schacht.
The reference to Schacht is more than academic . The
Morgan- and Mellon Bank-run GM has deliberately adopted
Schacht's policy for grinding up the labor force and plant and
equipment in order to continue to meet payments on outstand
ing debts, the same policy that destroyed Germany's econo
my and millions of human beings in concentration camps.
Indeed, GM called the wage-cut plan offered to its Warren ,
Ohio workers, the "Final Assembly Option" (FAO) . GM will
undoubtedly try again to have this plan adopted .
GM made its offer in the hope that since the United States
is still in a great depression, the workers would conclude that
a slave-labor job is better than none at all . Autoworkers can
barely afford more unemployment. One local Midwestern
auto union official reported that 2 , 3 33 of his workers were
laid off in March 1 98 1 , and their unemployment and SUB
benefits ran out in May 1 982. They had no other benefits and
were not rehired until June of this year. "Many of them went
to work in fast food joints or picking tobacco , but many had
their homes, cars, and boats repossessed, because they
couldn't afford to keep up payment, " the official reported .
Under the FAO plan , workers at the Warren complex of
plants were offered a contract in which 500 workers would
cut their wages from $ 1 9 to $6 per hour-$4. 50 base pay and
$1.50 in benefits-in exchange for company guarantees not
to eliminate 2,700 of the plant's 8 , 900 jobs. Workers paid
$6 per hour would either work at a separately housed plant ,
or on special assembly lines, segregated from the $1 9-per
hour workers. The Warren complex of plants produce wiring
for most GM cars and trucks. In an assessment of the plan ,
Charles Burkett, Jr. , a plant worker, stated, "They came to a
6
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component division [the Packard Electrical Division-R . F . J
for the first crack . I f they get i t here , they'll try to get i t at
assembly plants. "
By a 5 , 301-to-2 ,064 vote , the workers rejected the FAO
plan . Under GM blackmail , the leadership of the plant's
union local , International Union of Electrical Workers #7 1 7 ,
had recommended adoption o f the plan . William Malone ,
vice-president of #717, explained: "I and the leadership of
this local recommended the plan to our workers because
General Motors has told us that if we didn't agree to the wage
reduction , they would ship the work we do at the plant of
producing electric wires and hoods to other plants in Mexico
or to non-union shops in the United States. We would lose
2 , 700 jobs" within a few years. General Motors, Malone
reported , already has a list of 21 non-union shops to which it
ships work. GM workers across the nation are told that if
they can't compete with the work produced by these shops,
where the pay is at the $6-per-hour level , then their division
or plant may be closed .
Along with the threats, in typical psychological warfare
fashion GM also threw in a sweetener, Malone reported . If,
on top of voting for the FAO plan , 500 of the Warren workers
would opt for early retirement (with a pittance of a bonus) ,
GM would add 1 ,000 workers to the list of approximately
6 , 8 00 workers at the Warren plant whom GM has promised
will never be laid off. Such a promise is presumably good as
long as GM doesn't close all or part of the plant .
I

Cannibalization
The Warren case is the latest and most severe example of
GM's attempt to keep itself afloat by cannibalizing wages
and living standards, a practice for which Fed chairman Paul
Volcker has provided the spur.
When General Motors announced that its first-semester
profits for 1 983 totalled $1 . 693 billion , its chairman Roger
Smith was quick to point out that GM had finally turned the
comer, and profitable days were here again for the entire
industry .
What Smith omitted to mention is that GM's "turna
round" had little to do with rising car sales. Sales for all
American auto-makers for the first seven months of 1 983 , at
6 . 6 million units, are only two-thirds of their 9 . 3 million
units in 1 979.
If GM's, Ford's, and Chrysler's sales are up from last
year's 5 . 1 million units level , that is hardly cause for rejoic
ing: last year, fewer cars were produced than, for example ,
in 1 929 . Considering that GM made $963 million last year,
and $3 33 million in 198 1 , following a $763 million loss in
1980, the question arises: how does GM make money in the
midst of a depression , and without selling many cars?
In March 1 98 1 , the pliant Socialist International-run
United Autoworkers (UAW) leadership induced the union's
GM auto workforce to forgo $3 billion in wages over 30
months. On top of this, GM was able to get several billion
dollars more in local concessions on wages, work rules, and
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speed-up concessions . For example. the workers at the Pack
ard Electrical Division gave GM pay and benefit concessions
of more than $600 million over the last two years . While the
precise figures for concessions at the scores of other GM
plants are not known, the total amount is thought to exceed
$4 billion .
Based on this pattern , GM ' s reported profits are fake:
they represent $7 billion in national and local wage , benefit,
and other concessions that GM has milked from the auto
workers . Compared with the amount of money taken from
the workforce , GM ' s profits are small . That indicates that
GM is using the bulk of the money stolen from its workforce
to pay burgeoning overhead costs, foremost of which are
growing interest charges on debt, because of the Vo1cker
high interest rate policy .
In fact, while GM chairman Roger Smith and Morgan
Guaranty Bank rant that high wages are destroying the U . S .
auto industry , the truth i s that the interest charges on the
production and sales financing of a car are greater than the
production-worker wage-bill cost of making the car. Fifteen
years ago, the blue-collar wage-bill content of a car' s cost
was nearly 1 0 times the interest charge.

A nationwide pattern
A soon-to-be-released EIR survey of the employment
picture at all U . S . auto plants has uncovered abundant ex
amples of GM' s strategy.
Jim Westness, bargaining chairman of UAW local 95 in
Janesville , Wisconsin , reported Aug . 23 that GM is using a
policy of attrition to reduce the workforce while increasing
the line speed of production . Westness stated that whereas
his local had 7 , 200 men in 1 97 8 , it has only 5,833, a loss of
1,369 workers who retired or died and were not replaced.
Between last year and this year, the line speed at the plant
was increased from 60. 9 to 64 cars per hour, a speedup of 5
percent.
Westness reported that GM is playing his plant off against
others to obtain even further speed-up and wage concessions .
GM has stated that i t will cease production o f the standard
Chevrolet pick-up truck, which the Janesville plant produces,
and replace it in 1 985 with a smaller model, which can be
produced at any of three plants: Janesville; Leeds , Missouri;
or Lordstown, Ohio . But only two of the plants will get the
production. The three are being told that the plants with the
best performance will get the production . Westness says that
if his plant doesn' t get the small pick-up truck contract, he
will lose more than 2,000 men .
At the same time , GM is reducing its long-term contracts
with suppliers and opening up its materials supplies to "com
petitive bidding . " The competitive bids are used as threats to
the workforce; at Packard Electrical Division in Warren,
Ohio, Bill Malone reports that competitive bids have been
farmed out to 2 1 non-union shops . "GM has given us a
timetable . Either we get the work done cheaper, or the jobs
will be removed . "
EIR
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Portugal's Soares
welcomes IMF
austerity de mands
by Mary Goldstein
Portugal , under the government of Socialist Party Prime Min
ister Mario Soares, has become the first OECD country to
accept IMF shock treatment as the price for loans to repay its
foreign debt. The accord, reached with the IMF in early
August after three weeks of negotiation , carries conditional
ities on a par with those demanded of Brazil , Mexico , or
Argentina.
But unlike the big Ibero-American debtors, who are mov
ing steadily toward formation of a debtors' cartel to jointly
confront the IMF, the Soares government welcomed the IMF
with open arms. In fact , Mario Soares's campaign platform
in last spring's elections was austerity , austerity , and more
austerity . Immediately after the elections, his government
announced a stiff austerity plan in line with what the IMF
would require for its $480 million , three-tranche standby
credit. Portuguese negotiators were nonetheless reportedly
surprised when the IMF announced that the Soares plan was
not rigorous enough .
Portugal's foreign debt reached $ 1 4 . 2 billion in April , a
whopping 58 percent of GDP (gross domestic product) , one
of the highest ratios in the world . Its debt service ratio is 27
percent. The country's financing needs this year are high; 28
percent of total foreign debt is short-term and matures this
year. This means principal payments of $ 1 . 3 billion, and
$ 1 .4 billion in interest payments due over the next five months.
The country has been shut out of international credit markets
since at least the beginning of this year, able to raise only
$700 million in short-term credits from the Bank for Inter
national Settlements (BIS ) , using its gold reserves as collat
eral . Last March, Portugal was forced to sell 30 tons of gold
to repay the BIS .

Shock therapy
The program laid out by the IMF is literal shock therapy .
The foreign debt must be held to $ 1 4 . 6 billion this year, and
to $ 1 6 billion in 1 984. Balance of payments deficit of current
account , which reached $4 . 6 billion in 1 982, must be cut to
$2 billion this year, and further reduced to $ 1 . 25 billion in
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1 984. The budget deficit, 1 2 percent of GDP in 1 982, must
be reduced to 8 percent of GDP this year and 6 . 5 percent in
1 984 (the IMF demanded 6 percent for 1 984, but Portugal
resisted on this point) . Against a 3 percent growth rate in
1 982, the IMF requires negative 1 percent growth in 1 984;
the Soares government had projected 0 percent growth . Real
wages will be cut by 4 percent.
Portuguese negotiators have good reason to be nervous.
The IMF program is a prescription for social upheaval in
Portugal , a country with massive unemployment and a low
standard of living , whose major union federation is con
trolled by the Portuguese Communist Party .
Portuguese Finance Minister Ernani Lopes quickly went
into action following the IMF accord . He declared an im
mediate 2 percent increase in interest rates on deposits and a
2 . 5 percent increase on interest rates on loans. Rates for 90day loans have now hit 29 . 5 percent, while five-year loans
carry rates of 32 . 5 percent. Inflation is currently estimated at
20 percent annual rate . Lopes further announced new direct
and indirect taxes for this year, and a continuation of the 1
percent monthly "crawling peg" devaluations. These latest
measures follow big cuts in subsidies and price hikes of more
than 20 percent on fertilizers, milk , bread , and sugar carried
out last June , as well as hefty price increases for petrol ,
utilities, and public transport.
The biggest "shock" will be felt in the public sector. Last
June , before the IMF deal , the government froze planned
investments of $ 1 billion , subject to review by a "permanent
working group . " Ernani Lopes told northern businessmen in
early August that the government will make no new invest
ments, and that programmed investments will be cut in part
or totally , meaning a halt to projects already underway . "We
will try to avoid it , " he said , "but it's possible that we may
have to do it . "
The large and inefficient state sector, the SEE-Sector
Empresarial del Estado--which employs some 209 ,000
workers, will be sharply cut back and large sections put up
for "reprivatization." The SEE "excess workforce" is esti
mated at 50- 1 00 ,000 , a full 25-50 percent. Unemployment
in Portugal is already extremely high: 1 million of an active
population of 4 . 5 million , about 25 percent, are unemployed
or underemployed.
To facilitate mass layoffs, the government is preparing a
"lay-off law , " which would allow job cuts by companies iil
severe economic straits. Under present law , workers cannot
be fired or laid off. Under the new law , workers could be laid
off for up to two years, during which they could receive up
to 60 percent of their salary and their normal "welfare" ben
efits; during this time , they cannot take another job , or they
will be "fired" and lose all benefits. The company is respon
sible for meeting the 60 percent payment (defined as mini
mally minimum wage , maximillly three times minimum
wage) , but the government will cut the cost in half if necessary .

EIR
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Interview: Hugo D'Angelo, Argentine hydroelectric executive

Jo int Ar gentine -Para guay project will restart
industr y, boost economic inte gration
Ground is scheduled to be broken very shortly on one of the
world' s largest hydroelectric projects, the Yacyrete dam and
reservoir complex on the Parana river on the border between
Paraguay and Argentina. In June of this year in B uenos
Aires, EIR ' s Cynthia Rush interviewed Hugo D' Angelo, ex
ecutive director ofthe Entidad Binacional Yacyrere, the joint
Argentine-Paraguay company formed to carry out the proj
ect. Yacyrete, the second offive

The project is an excellent one in terms of what it means
for the economic development of Argentina's northeast and
what it means as a geopolitical balance in relations with
Brazil and Paraguay. The project is part of our national en
ergy plan proposed in 1 97 7 , and its coming on-line is within
the provisions of that plan as well as of the country's econom
ic development.
In itself, the project is of vital importance , because it will

on the Parana to be begun, is a central element in the devel
opment of the Rio de la Plata basin which involves not only
electric power but flood control and irrigation. When the

whole basin is fully developed by the year 2000, it will con

stitute one of the major construction wonders of the world.
Sr. D' Angelo expands on the significance of this project for
Argentina and Paraguay, and for the entire southern South
American region .

EIR: Mr. D' Angelo , could you describe the Yacyrete proj
ect, and talk a bit about its history , its scope , and its current
status?
D' Angelo: The Yacyrete project came into being as the re
sult of an international agreement with the Republic of Par
aguay to build a hydroelectric plant on the Upper Parana, on
the border between the two countries. It is a project of ex
traordinary magnitude with an installed capacity of 2 , 700
Mw in the first phase , and 4 ,000 Mw in the second. To give
you an idea of the scope , this constitutes more than 50 percent
of Argentina's current installed capacity. The project has
multiple purposes, but, fundamentally, it's designed to sup
ply energy . The net cost of the project at this point is in the
. range of $ 3 . 4 billion , with a seven-year period for completion
of construction . The project is indispensable for Argentina's
electricity market because it is scheduled to begin providing
energy in 1 990, at exactly the moment that we expect to have
a deficit in the country's energy supply .

EIR
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be a factor for the country's industrial reactivation; logically,
the energy generated by the project will reactivate the indus
tries that collaborate with Yacyrete, and will also generate a
significant demand for labor power.The energy generated by
Yacyrete will be supplied mainly to the interior of the coun
try-high-tension lines whill extend to the northwest and
center of the country.We feel that with this project, and with
the future Corpus project [one of the other major planned
hydroelectric projects in the same region-CR.]
will have a system in the Upper Parana which, together with
ltaipU-the Brazilian-Paraguayan hydroelectric project-will
create a center of regional development from an industrial
standpoint which will take on international importance.

EIR: What are the more specific benefits of the project be
yond energy generation; what will it mean in terms of flood
control, for example?
D' Angelo: Well, in terms of attenuating the rise in the level
of the river [northeastern Argentina has been struck over the
past six months with devastating floods, due to unprecedent
ed rainfall leading to the overflow of the Parana River-C.R.]
the project tries to take this into account; however, in the face
of the extraordinary events occurring in this region right now
as a result of the highest levels in the history of the Parana
River, the effects of the attenuation are really insignificant;
for this to have the necessary effect and importance, the
whole system-tl}at is, Corpus and the compensatory dam
downriver from Yacyrete-would have to be completed.We
would also have to put into operation the project to deviate a
certain amount of water from the Parana to the interior of the
country, toward the famous Ibera Lagoon, something that
has not yet been agreed upon with the government of Para
guay.Once the whole system were complete, then we would
really have the possibility of seriously controlling the Upper
Parana.Our present ability to control it is unfortunately very
poor....
Irrigation is one of the other opjectives of the project, but
it is really Paraguay that has a larger area projected for such
development, in the range of 150,000 hectares. From the
Argentine side, the area of irrigation is quite small and won't
be significant in terms of the regional economy.We feel that
the availability of energy should serve as the basis for a great
industrial expansion from the Argentipe side, thinking fun
damentally of agro-industry and in the large client that we
have on the other side of the Uruguay River [Brazil ]
population density shows spectacular differences compared
to the Argentine side.In this regard, the Argentine govern
ment has very concrete plans for implementing joint projects
with Brazil in the area of the Upper Uruguay River, through
three hydroelectric projects that will allow us to maintain a
regional balance through three binational agreements-one
Argentine-Paraguayan, another Argentine-Brazilian, and a
Brazilian-Paraguayan one.This will create a very beneficial
balance for the three countries in terms of energy supply and
in managing the cost of that energy.
10
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EIR: Why has Yacyrete been delayed? I understand that you
are expecting adjudication of the project by the end of June.
D' Angelo: The Yacyrete International Treaty was signed in
1 973 . Unfortunately, just as the engineering side of the proj
ect was in the process of completion, Argentina entered the
crisis of 1 97 5 , and then the process of 1 976 [the March 1 976
coup that deposed the Peronist government and installed the
monetarist-dominated military junta-C.R.]
and Paraguay lost interest in getting the project underway
immediately. Another crisis followed which affected Argen
tina from an economic standpoint, with subsequent interna
tional problems, leading to the repeated delay of the project.
Unfortunately the recession of 1 979-80 was one of the
principal causes of the delay in the project.Argentina's de
velopment was halted, nor was anyone proposing the need
for an increased energy supply... . Argentina has lost two
or three years, and so has the project, so we really have to .
begin all over again as if no progress had been made.
We took charge of the company in September of last year,
and analyzed with the government the need for going ahead
with the project, both from an economic standpoint and from
the standpoint of Argentina's development ...and we con
cluded that we have to move forward with the greatest pos
sible speed....
EIR: In terms of integrating the entire Rio de la Plata Basin
area, the model of binational cooperation is very important.
Do you foresee greater cooperation among the nations of
Latin America on infrastructural projects such as Yacyrete.
What would be the obstacles to cooperation of this type?
D' Angelo: The ultimate aspiration of all Latin American
peoples is of integration-not just from the standpoint of their
political aspirations but also from the standpOint of their own
development.As far as our projects are concerned, integra
tion with Brazil is an absolute pr;ority and we feel that a great
community of purpose will make that integration possible.
The problems with Paraguay are completely different; its
development needs are not comparable with those of Brazil
and Argentina.But the putting into operation of projects such
as Itaipu, SaIto Grande, and Yacyrete is transforming the
entire region, and becoming a true South American reality
implying an example of cooperation following the [tradition
of] the old schools of Europe regarding these types of agree
ments which will transform not only the regional economies
but also the spirit of community of our neighboring peoples.
It is through such projects that real history is made; without
question they will foster centers of regional development and
a new political position internationally which will be felt in.
the international markets:
We hope to be able to continue these projects with our
brother countries, and speaking from the standpoint of a
rigorously technical entity such as this, I would say that Latin
America looks with the greatest interest on these types of
undertakings which we modestly understand as the most ap- .
propriate manner of supporting South American development.
EIR
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b y Renee Sigerson

' Pre-emptive conditionalities '
Countries are forced into World BanklIMF "structural
adjustment" as private lending dries up .

S

ince the Mexican financial crisis
erupted one year ago , the World Bank
and the International Monetary Fund
have been lowering the boom on mid
dle-income developing countries. The
claim is made that even though many
of these countries have kept their ex
ternal payments under control until
now, unless they radically alter their
economic policies , they will finan
cially collapse like the major nations
of Ibero-America.
Allegedly to prevent countries such
as the Philippines , Thailand , Korea ,
Turkey , and Egypt from the brink of
doom, the World Bank has been of
fering them special "structural adjust
ment" loans .· In return for these funds,
usually in the range of one to several
hundred million dollars , the receiving
country is expected to entirely reor
ganize its national economic policy
along austerity lines .
Were it not for the fact that since
August 1982 , private loans for devel
oping countries have been practically
unavailable , most developing-coun
try governments would tum down the
World Bank's false generosity .
But private lending fell 70 percent
over the past 12 months-and what
ever lending is still going on is con
fined strictly to the refinancing of in
terest payments on old debts .
The World Bank reports that over
the past year, 10 percent of all of its
lending is now going into such "struc
tural adjustment" programs .

EIR
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The "logic" behind these World
Bank's packages was stated simply in
a recent issue of the International
Monetary Fund Survey:

"The number of countries incur
ring arrears has been rising almost
continuously; of the 44 countries in
curring arrears during 1 975-8 2 , only
8 countries have managed to eliminate
them . This persistent , and, to a certain
degree, self-perpetuating nature of ar
rears underlines for member countries
[of the IMF ]
cies aimed at avoiding their initial
incurrence. "
The IMF and World Bank are thus
arguing for "preventive" austerity to
be broadly applied to the rest of the
developing sector, modeled on the IMF
"conditionalities" programs already in
effect in the 44 countries cited above ,
which are officially in arrears .
The funds being dished out for im
plementation of such "preventive"
programs of "structural adjustment"
are funneled through the World Bank
because, normally, governments don't
go near the IMF until they are finally
irreparably deadlocked in the negoti
ations with their creditors.
Why countries should be con
vinced to put themselves at the mercy
of the IMF and World Bank prior to
being declared in distress by their
creditors was discussed in some detail
in a recent profile in the Neue Zurcher
Zeitung of Switzerland .
The NZZ is particularly concerned

that the policy of "preventive austeri
ty" be put into effect in Asia, warning
that the relatively low size of the debt
. of individual Asian countries should
not be allowed to determine how these
economies are viewed by creditors.
Asserting that the developments in
Ibero-America have taught the Asian
nations a lesson, the NZZ gives special
attention to the Philippines, where the
implementation of IMF "adjustment"
recommendations has recently helped
to precipitate a full-scale political
upheaval.
Under the headline, ''Turnirig Point
for Southeast Asia's Economies," the
NZZ states: "At first glance, the total
indebtedness of Asia . . . appears
harmless. For the included seven
countries, at the end of 1 982, it equaled
a cumulative level of nearly $ 1 1 0 bil
lion. That is less than the current cu
mulative debt of Mexico and Brazil .
However, to infer from that alone that
there is no debt crisis in the Asian
theater would be very reckless. . . .
Southeast Asia has learned from the
processes in South America, and has
undertaken everything, to prevent a
similar development.
"If one looks at the latest mea
sures--such as the new budget in
Thailand and in Taiwan, or the heavy
handed austerity measures in Indone
sia and the declared willingness to save
in the Philippines-it appears that"
.
these countries are responding to the ·
Ibero-American lesson.
In contrast to Thero-America,
however, NZZ continues, "Asia's debt
mountain still stands upon a healthy
foundation; that is, it is primarily
composed of long-term obligations.
"Despite this, there exists no
doubt, that individual countries will
still have to manage their economies
very a�sterely, in order to bypass a
latent and entirely plliusible financial
crisis [emphases in the original]."
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b y Renee Sigerson

The Michigan National case
Regional U . S . banks want to pull out of syndications .. Latin
America has even more reason to halt debt payments .

M

iChigan National of Detroit, one
of the United States' 50 largest banks,
announced Aug. 1 1 that it had taken
the unheard-of step of bringing a law
suit against Citibank of New York, in
order to pull out of a $5 million partic
ipation in a $45 million syndicated loan
to Mexico's national oil company.The
case now constitutes a "time bomb" in
the U.S. credit system, which may or
may not trigger a global response.
Across the United States, regional
banks' legal departments are watching
the suit carefully.As one Latin Amer
ican loan officer explained the stand
point shared at his bank in Ohio:
"Michigan National has a reputa�
tion for doing destructive things.[The
bank has been a maverick on setting
its prime rate ]
banks are now going through their
documentation to see if they could hy
pothetically do the same thing. We
don't openly support Michigan Na
tional, but if they win this suit, we
might just try to repeat what they're
doing. "
A worried Wall Street Journal re
ported Aug. 1 2 , "Although the credit
is a small one, the Michigan National
suit could have wide repercussions.
The syndicated loans through which
billions of dollars have been extended
to Mexico, depend, in effect , on the
unanimous consent of many large and
small lenders.If any one lender in a
syndicated loan refuses to accept ma
jor provisions, such as postponement,
the entire credit structure could
unravel."
August 1 8 , New York's Journal
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o/Commerce appealed to the "solidar
ity" of the regional institutions to stick
with the major multinational banks
even though it is obvious that the
smaller banks "would like to get out
of the international lending game" the
editorial noted. The JOC referenced
other cases where regional institutions
have found leeway to pull out of inter
national loan syndicates: "To the ex
tent that the smaller institutions have
any choice in the matter, they are not
going along. That was certainly the
case in the effort by Bankers Trust to
get banks to build up their interbank
loans to Brazil.So many wouldn't help
Bankers Trust that the whole approach
had to be changed."
There is some speculation that Ci
tibank may try to quietly pay offMich
ican National and put the suit to rest.
If the syndicate breaks apart, how
ever, or Michigan National is allowed
to win, the daisy-chain of payment.ob
ligations upon which credit lines to
Latin America are based would quick
ly fall apart, unleashing a full-scale ,
global banking crisis.
Furthermore, for years, with loan
syndicates at their disposal , Wall
Street , London and Geneva banks , in
coordination with the genocidal Inter
national Monetary Fund, have de
manded that Third World nations ac
ce{'t murderous austerity in exchange
for paltry amounts of new money .
Even if the suit doesn' t spread, the
case has already served to expose the
big New York banks' vulnerability :
the Wall Street banks don't have the
money, and don' t want to take the risk

of lending to Ibero-America by them
selves.Thus , the suit encourages the
Ibero-American countries to halt
payments.
In its suit , filed in Detroit federal
court , Michigan National reported it
had joined a Citibank-led $45 million
loan syndicate to Mexico's state oil
company , Petroleos Mexicanos (Pe
mex) on May 3 , 1 98 2 . The loan was
to run 90 days.Pemex was unable to
pay the loan back, and Michigan Na
tional extended the loan three times.
But after July 26, Michigan National
refused to refinance , and when Citi
bank refused to let Michigan National
out of the loan syndication , Michigan
National sued.
In early August, a frightened U . S .
government official commented on the
case that the Michigan National suit
opens "a small but potentially deep
crack" in the "coordination and coop
eration that has developed over the past
year in dealing with illiquidity in some
countries."
Wall Street banks have thus far
used blackmail to keep the regional
banks in loan syndications . A south
ern regional bank chairman has re
ported that when he telephoned the
chaimlan of one of New York 's Big
Five to report that he intended to with
draw from a loan to Mexico , the an
swer he received was: "We'll let you
do that if you want to , but the next
time your bank comes to New York to
try to borrow some money , don't ex
pect to find any."
At the same time, in return for their
support for his renomination this July ,
the New York banks have wrung from
Fed chairman Paul Volcker his secret
agreement that he will bail out the
money center banks in the case of Third
World loan defaults . The regional
banks have not been cut in on this
deal-and thus are all watching the
Detroit case very carefully.
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by

David Goldman

Why rates will rise
The end of the fake U . S . "boomlet, " and the advent of domestic
and international debt crises will panic the Fed.
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York banks ' money market specialists
s ay rates will head right back up in
September. The Fed ' s actions do not
appear to have convinced the stock
market that the rate rise is over. The
anemic bond market improvement re
flects almost entirely institutional
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pletion of the third-quarter Treasury
borrowi ng schedule and the disap
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during August , a harbinger of the new
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Business Briefs
Capital Flows

Foreign investment in U. S .

lost momentum i n 1982
At the end of 1 982, Japanese corporations '
direct investment in the United States to
taled $8 . 7 billion , according to the U . S .
Commerce Department, up 2 5 percent over
the 1 9 8 1 level .
Total direct foreign investment was $ 1 02
billion at the end of 1 982, an increase of
$ 1 1 .4 billion or 1 3 percent. It had increased
by $22 . 1 billion in 1 98 1 . The Commerce
Department attributed the slowdown to the
absence of large-scale investments , reflect
ing the recession in the United States, high
interest rates , and high investment costs due
to the dollar' s appreciation.
British investment was calculated at
$23 . 3 billion, up 50 percent; the Nether
lands $2 1 .4 billion , down 7 percent; Canada
$9. 8 billion, unchanged; Wes� Germany,
$8 . 2 billion, up 13 percent; Switzerland $4. 8
billion, up I I percent; and France $4 . 7 bil
lion, down 6 percent.

Infrastructure

New Yo�k feels the brunt
of Big MAC policies
A New York City water main broke the
morning of Aug . 24 , flooding a large area,
halting subways , and disrupting water and
telephone service for hundreds of area
customers . Two weeks earlier, a 1 2-inch water main
broke in downtown Manhattan, flooding Con
Edison' s area underground substation and
blacking out entire blocks for four days.
Water main pipes have a life expectancy
of 75 years . The 36-inch pipe that broke
Aug . 24 had been put down in the 1 880s .
Sixty percent of the city ' s 6 , 200 miles of
water pipes were installed before 1 900 .
The number of water main breaks in New
York peaked in 1 979 , at 547 . Felix Roha
tyn' s Big MAC fiscal austerity plan had cut
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ly affected, the USDA claims , and therefore
an acreage-reduction program, which will
include payrnent in kind , has already been
announced for 1 984. However, Deputy'
Agriculture Secretary Richard Lyng had an
nounced a program to increas� wheat sup
plies, called "Plant for PIK ," in early June ,
after it was revealed that government wheat
supplies were 80 million bushels short.
No PIK program is planned for either
cotton or rice for 1 984, USDA officials also
announced Aug. 23 . A program was insti-'
tuted to encourage farmers to abandon cot
ton stored with the government as loan col
lateral to increase the government' s hold
ings; however, USDA was about 700,000
bales short of what it had committed to the
PIK program .

out all maintenance in 1 975 . Minimal main
tenance by the Army Corps of Engineers
was resumed in 1 979. The program--re
placing 6-inch pipes with slightly larger ones,
and ihstalling computerized "leak detec
tors" in areas where breaks have occurred
could not prevent the recent large breaks
because no previous leaks had been detected
in the area.
Department of Environmental Protec
tion Deputy Commissioner Jeffrey Sommer
called the proximity of the two breaks- a
coincidence .
New York City Comptroller Harrison
Goldin stated recently that 10 percent of the
city' s water system will reach the retirement
age in the next decade , and that at least $ 1
billion would be necessary just to maintain
the current system . The city has earmarked
$ 1 2 million over the next four years .

Ibero-America

Agriculture

New austerity program
forced on Peru

Crop shortfall puts
a crimp in PIK
Extensive damage due to a severe heat wave
and drought this summer make it unlikely
that the U . S . Department of Agriculture will
continue its Payment-in-Kind (PIK) pro
gram for com and other feed grains next
year, Agriculture Secretary John B lock stat
ed Aug . 23 .
Drought damage means that 1 983 crops
will be insufficient to provide excess grain
to distribute to farmers in exchange for not
planting crop s .
This year ' s com crop will b e a t least 38
percent below the 1 982 record crop of 8 . 8
billion bushels . Com farmers were the big
gest participants in PIK: 2 1 . 3 million acres
were left idle under the program. The plant
ed area ; 5 2 . 3 million acres , is the smallest
since 1 965 .
Since the onset of the summer heat,
USDA officials have reduced their predic
tions of com production by over 1 billion
bushels . Total production is estimated at 5 . 24
billion bushels ; total exports and use by live
stock producers will be at least 7 billion
bushels this year.
The wheat crop has not been as adverse_

_

Members of the Peruvian Senate were left
speechless the week of Aug . 22 When Mi n
ister of Economics and Finance Carlos Rode
riguez Pastor presented his countrymen with
a long-awaited report on the country' s debt
renegotiation plan-speaking in English !
Pastor, for 14 years vice-president of
Wells Fargo Bank in San Frar-cisco, imme
diately entered the economics and finance
ministry when he returned to Pefll .
Opposition party senators protested the
impossibility of approving a plan which was
not presented in Spanish, the constitution
ally mandated language of the Peruvian re
public . Many senators , were unable to un
derstand the contents .
The $2 billion debt refinancing pack
age--an agreement with the Western na- tions ' "renegotiating body , " the Club of
Paris , is premised on a brutal austerity pro
gram dictated by the International Monetary
Fund. The program was passed, since the _
ruling party , Accion Popular, holds an ab- '
solute majority in the congressional body .
Among the new measures are a new 25
percent reduction of the budget, which has
already been reduced by $2 billion from ap
proximately $5 billion; the elimination of
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Briefly
food subsidies; an increase in gasoline and
electricity prices; and slashed defense
expenses .
A full 5 0 percent o f Peru ' s export earn
ings has been dedicated to debt payments at
the moment when both extended drought
and torrential flooding have destroyeq sig
nificant portions of the country' s crops .
This comes on top of the collapse of
Peru' s productive sector under IMF-im
posed austerity measures. Minister Pastor
has generously pledged to pay the bankers
their debts at a usurious 4 percent above
LIBOR .

Debt Policy

OAS meeting to revive
the Drago Doctrine?

issued an assessment of the world financial
system which announces that an "era" in
international banking "has ended . "
The report states that it will take "many
years" to solve the debt crisis which has
erupted in the Third World, and that during
that time , new bank loans to developing
countries will be , practically speaking,
unavailable .
London' s Financial Times ran an Aug .
1 9 editorial commentary on Morgan Gren
fell ' s prognostications , stating: "Develop
ing countries , which depend heavily on im
ports of capital , may find that not even the
soundest credit rating will secure new bank
loans on acceptable terms . "
If these countries want external funds ,
the Financial Times explain s , they will have
to be prepared to exchange equity-i . e. ,
ownership of their national wealth-with
their lenders .
Morgan Grenfell also predicts that offi
cial government agencies will probably play
a greater role in international financing over
the next decade than they did during the
1 970s .
Even by British standards , Morgan
Grenfell is no ordinary bank: it includes on
its board the son of former British Foreign
Secretary Alec Douglas-Home , and its Af
rica division is run by the son of former
British Foreign Secretary Peter Carrington.
As one of its officers told EIR , "The
presence of such gentlemen gives us access
to important, informal channels of infor
mation on what is occurring abroad . " It is
through such Foreign Office channels , ad
ditionally , that the bank interfaces the Swiss
financial community on the Freemasonic
level .

A "Drago Doctrine" against forced collec
tion of lbero-America' s $350 billion unpay
able debt will be approved at the Sept. 5
meeting of the Organization of American
States (OAS) , according to the Caracas dai
ly El Mundo the third week of August.
In 1903; Argentine Foreign Minister Luis
Maria Drago sent a note to the United States
protesting the blockade of Venezuelan ports
by British, German , and Italian gunboats
demanding payment of debts upon which
Venezuela had declared a moratorium .
Drago' s assertion , that the public debt
of a nation is not sufficient reason to justify
armed intervention by a creditor state, is still
valid, El Mundo stated, and the doctrine
needs to be broadened to apply to the conti
nent ' s current debt crisis .

Research and Development

International Credit

India plans
' science city '

Elite London bank:
'no more LDC loans'
Morgan Grenfell , the British merchant bank
which heavily interfaces the Carrington fac
tion of the British Foreign Office, has just
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The Indian government is planning to create
a "scientists ' city" to "provide a nucleus for
research and development in new frontiers
in science and high technology and promote
an appropriate blend of emerging and tradi
tional technologies , " Prime Minister Indira
Gandhi announced in late August .

• THE ST. LAWRENCE Seaway
Corporation reports that the number
of ships using the seaway in July was
14 percent below that of July 1 982,
and total tonnage was off 3 percent.
In the first six months of 1 983 , ton
nage through the seaway was down
20 percent compared to the first half
of 1 979. Seaway official Robert Lewis
says: "International shipping is down
everywhere . The recovery has not hit
the shipping industry yet . "
• JULIO GONZALEZ del Solar,
the former IMFemployee who is now
president of the Argentine central
bank, told reporters in late August
that "to eliminate inflation, we unfor
tunately have to forget about the less
fortunate . . . . This social injustice
will have to continue for a while long
er . . , until the pie becomes bigger. "
• JESUS

SILVA

HERZOG,

Mexico' s finance minister, was be
sieged by reporters at the gala cere
mony to celebrate signing an $ 1 1 bil
lion plan to restructure Mexico' s debt,
held in New York Aug . 26. When
asked how his country viewed the
Sept . 5 Caracas meeting on the Latin
American debt crisis , Herzog smiled
and said , "With interest-as you do . "

• ZUG, the Swiss canton which
houses the international headquarters
of the commodity-trading firm Marc
Rich , is considering giving financial
backup to the company , which has
found itself in a hot showdown with
U . S . law enforcement authorities .
Zug financial director Georg Stucky
claims the United States can't de
mand back tax payments from Marc
Rich , because the company pays tax
es to the Canton. To underline the
point, Stucky may give Marc Rich a
substantial tax refund to finance the
firm ' s delinquent U . S . payments ,
Swiss newspapers report.

Economics
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Beam-weapons
strategy relaunched
at Erice conference
by Paolo Raimondi

In a major historic move, U . S. President Ronald Reagan and the group of scientists
working with Dr . Edward Teller have publicly relaunched the campaign for a new
defensive system based on the directed-energy technologies or "beam weapons,"
thus strongly countering the threat of a Soviet preventive nuclear strike as an
nounced recently by the KGB paper Literaturnaya Gazeta .
'
The occasion was the "Technological Bases for Peace" conference organized
in Erice, Italy, Aug . 20-23 , by the Ettore Majorana Center for Scientific Culture
of Professor Antonino Zichichi, which was attended by such scientists as Teller,
Lowell Wood, and Richard Garwin from the American side and Academicians
E . P . Velikhov , A . P . Aleksandrov, and Markov from the Soviet side . The U . S .
pro-heam-weapon forces decided to repeat to the world the fundamental concepts
and plans already contained in the President's March 23 speech: overcoming the
era of nuclear terror (Mutually Assured Destruction-MAD) and beginning a new
one based on the policy of Mutually Assured Survival (MAS) .
The conference resulted in the formation of a commission of 1 00 U. S . and
Soviet scientists to investigate the feasibility of defensive beam-weapon develop
ment and to conduct a computer analysis of the effects of nuclear war. Italian
newspapers described the Soviet agreement to participate in such a commission as
a "sudden change in the attitude of the Soviet delegation" during the course of the
conference, in response to Dr . Teller' s forceful intervention. This is the first time
any Soviet officials have agreed to discuss anything about beam weapons-except
how to prevent the United States from building them .
President Reagan surprised both the Soviets and the Western allies by sending
a message of greeting to the scientists gathered in Erice, calling upon their moral
and scientific commitment to work for peace through the advancements of science
and technology . Reagan wrote: "War is the scourge of nations, and nuclear war
would he the scourge of mankind . . . . As scientists and teachers, you hold a
special responsibility to use your wisdom and influence to help develop and use
the knowledge that will lead to an age of true security against the threat of nuclear
war . " President Reagan announced that after four decades the world now has a
16
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The National Democratic Policy Committee rallies in support of "Mutually Assured Survival" on Capitol Hill, April 13 , 1 983 .

chance to emerge from the nuclear terror of the MAD doc
trine , "if we succeed in applying the fruits of scientific and
technical advances to develop a new generation of defensive
systems."
Reagan's challenge was covered by all the Italian media
for several days, whereas the American press totally blacked
it out. Reagan's statement has thrown out the window a good
deal of speculation about the White House backing down to
Soviet blackmail on the strategic defense issue, and has re
moralized those who kept working for a peaceful beam
weapons defense system despite an almost completely aver
sive environment .
Inside the conference a t Erice , a beautiful medieval town
overlooking the Mediterranean sea near Trapani in Sicily,
the atmosphere changed totally. This meeting had been or
ganized by Professor Zichichi from the CE RN nuclear re
search institute of Geneva, which is suspected to be one of
the most dangerous nests of KGB spies in the West (see EIR ,
Aug. 23 , 1 983 , pp. 36-37) , and it was supposed to become
the forum for a big Soviet "peace loving" anti-defense system
propaganda drive.
The Soviet delegation came armed with an appeal signed
by more than 50 physicists and other defense-related scien
tists stating that "we declare in full responsibility that there
cannot be a defensive essence in nuclear [sic ]
that their creation is practicably impossible. " This was an
explicit response to the "speech of March 23 , 1 983" in which
"the President of the United States proposed to the American
people . . . the creation of a new , gigantic system of anti
ballistic missiles, having a purely defensive character .
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capable of giving the United States absolute security in the
eventuality of a nuclear conflict." Signers of the Soviet state
ment include those physicists, such as Velikhov himself, who
are most heavily involved in coordinating the Soviet beam
weapon research and development programs ! And in the
Soviet weekly Literaturnaya Gazeta of Aug.t o , Fyodor Bur
latskii, an adviser to Y uri Andropov , wrote that development
of beam weapons by the United States would be a casus
belli-implying that Moscow would launch a preventive strike
if necessary to prevent their deployment ! (See article by
La Rouche, p.24. )
Teller's rational appeal left the Soviets with n o choice but
to agree to sign the final declaration and try to maintain their
"peace-loving" image.Whether or not this shift portends a
Soviet policy shift away from total opposition to negotiation
with the United States on development of defensive systems
remains to be seen.But at Erice , it was an unquestionable
victory for Teller, an affirmation that beam-weapons tech
nology can indeed become a reality if men commit energy
and resources to its success.Teller told participants: "It is a
wonderful thing....It is a small step on the road to creating
reciprocal comprehension and confidence. " Teller recalled
that President Reagan had consistently spoken of mutual
development of the new defensive system both for the United
States and the U.S.S.R.

Teller versus Pravda and The Ne� York Times

Dr.Teller's task was to explain to the citizens of Europe
the concepts behind the President's widely defamed defen
sive system, through several interviews to all the major ItalSpecial Report
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ian papers , radio and TV networks .
He told the Erice gathering , as reported in Corriere della
Sera , that "until two or three years ago , I too was firmly
convinced that the philosophy of Mutually Assured Destruc
tion (MAD) represented the only way to maintain peace .
Then my student [Livermore scientist] Lowell Wood made
me change my mind . Now I think that the construction of a
global system of defense is technically possible , that it is
more economical , and that it will able to secure peace . . . .
I can only say that the weaponry involved is exclusively
defensive , that the laser-beam guns play an important role ,
and that this system does not imply the deployment of nuclear
weapons in space: in space there will be only the 'eyes ' to
see if the missiles of the enemy have taken off. These weap
ons will be built only to destroy missiles already in flight and
not to hit ground-based silos," Teller explained .
To illustrate better the qualities of the new defensive
system Professor Teller compared it to the mobile British
fleet which in 1 5 88 defeated the Spanish "Invincibile
Armada. "
I n an interview to the Italian daily L a Repubblica Sunday ,
Aug. 2 1 , Teller counterattacked the propaganda line of the
Henry Kissinger/KGB crowd which has slandered Reagan' s
new doctrine a s "star wars . " Teller said: "Star wars? This is
all the invention of papers like the New York Times and
Pravda . Reagan never spoke of military satellites or super
weapons; he did not use even the word ' space . ' He only said
that we have to replace the strategy of terror with the equilib
rium of security . These new technologies will be eyes direct
ed against the enemy and will be a defensive system and
nothing else; they will stop only the adversary committed to
strike . "
Teller then underlined i n the interview that i n five years
"we can already have a system which will demonstrate how
the money spent for the research has been spent well . . . .
But," he stressed , "the problem is not money , but ideas . For
this I ask that in the elaboration of these projects all the NATO
allies should participate , all the available minds . The more
ideas , the better. " Anyway , he added, "I need only half a
billion dollars for the next year . " Teller's line received strong
backup from the respected Livermore Laboratory physicist,
Lowell Wood . In his speech and in several interviews , like
one he gave to the Rome daily II Messaggero Aug . 22 , Dr.
Wood stressed that "the ideal weapon is the laser . "
The anti-beam weapon factions inside the conference
were put on the defensive . Richard Garwin of IBM , a close
friend of Kissinger in the Trilateral Commission who was
universally labeled as a Jimmy Carter spokesman by the
Italian press , complained that the defense system is too ex
pensive , too vulnerable and will provoke a new arms race .
Soviet spokesman Velikhov ' s praise of Garwin (see docu
mentation) hardly came as a surprise . Teller dismissed Gar
win by reminding him that what is needed is not more money
but better minds .
18
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Italian Chief of Staff of the Army, General Cappuzzo,
also spoke out against the beam weapons policy , wondering
if such a program would not "cost too much," and recom
mending instead the plan of NATO Supreme Commander
Bernard Rogers for a conventional arms buildup to counter
Soviet superiority .
The press did even bother to mention the names of those
friends of Gen. Daniel Graham of "High Frontier" who put
forward their usual fantastic plan for militarization of space
with nuclear weapons .

Soviets lose face
But it was the Soviet delegation led by Evgenii Velikhov ,
the vice president of the Russian Academy of Science , that
lost face most visibly in the debate. Velikhov dedicated all
his time to denouncing the beam weapon policy, which he
insisted is a U . S . bid to gain a first-strike capability . "There
is only one way to achieve peace-balanced nuclear disar
mament. From the American side . . . there is an attempt to
convince the popUlation that there is a new system, the so
called global anti-ballistic system, placed in space . . . .
"First of all , I believe that this system is very difficult to
realize. It is very costly and we do not yet have the right

Erice document: scientific
study of ABM defense
The following account of the document issued by the Ettore
Majorana conference on "Technological Bases for Peace"

was published in the Rome daily Il Tempo Aug. 24, with the

headline:

"No

to

Deterrence

Doctrine:

The

Erice

Document. "

At the conclusion of the international meeting that took place
in Erice , a document was signed concerning an accord for
scientific collaboration , which bears the signatures of Profes
sor Teller for the United States, Professor Velikhov for the
Soviet Union, and Professor Antonino Zichichi for Europe .
The following is the text of the document:
• The mutual exchange of ideas , data, and information,
which resulted from the three sessions of the Erice interna
tional seminars on nuclear warfare, are of greatest impor
tance for us.
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technology. But this is not all . In reality this system will be
very vulnerable and dangerous . It is more a system for a first
strike than a defensive one . In any case this will push every
body towards a new arms race on a more sophisticated
level . For example the construction of a type of missile with
only one warhead, capable of penetrating the defensive
shield. "
Velikhov , in an interview to the Italian Communist Party
paper L' Unita , went further in threatening the West , in lan
guage similar to that of the Burlatskii piece in Literaturnaya
Gazeta . "In the present situation of relations of forces , peace
is guaranteed by equilibrium [the MAD doctrine of balance
of nuclear terror-PR] , and any new development is objec
tively destabilizing because it increases the possibility that
the adversary could attack us first, destroying all our defense
network," he said.
Asked about the role of the U. S . Pershing II and cruise
missiles scheduled to be deployed in Europe this year, Veli
khov answered: "We do not consider them as medium-range
missiles but as actual strategic weapons . The Soviet Union
will respond to them not only vis-a-vis Europe but more in
particular vis-a-vis the United States . The decision on the
Euromissiles will be fundamental for the future . If they are

• The previous sessions opened the path to new investi
gations of the global effects of a U . S . -U . S . S . R. nuclear
clash, the results of which were discussed here in a climate
of scientific rigor, and therefore objectively . The results ob
tained by various research groups in the East and the West
on the simulation of a nuclear conflict have been very impor
tant for understanding the consequences of a U . S . -U . S . S . R .
nuclear conflict. Such studies should b e developed further
with greater collaboration on an international scale . This is
to avoid any suspicions about the validity of the results ob
tained. This is the first point to emerge during this third
session.
• Another important point emerged during this third ses
sion, and is precisely the problem of defensive weapons . The
underlying philosophy of this new point lies in the problem
of studying the possibility of identifying new means for get
ting out of the present balance of terror. The first of these
means is the reduction of nuclear arms . The second is the
idea of new defensive weapons . And here there are some
questions: 1 ) Is it possible to identify the characteristics and
properties which a weapon would have in order to be effec. tively considered defensive in nature, i . e . , the opposite of
offensive? 2) Is it true that an advanced system of defense
could produce destabilizing effects? And , if that is so , why
and how? 3) Why not study new methods of getting out of
this balance of terror?
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installed this will change the global worldwide strategic equi
librium . I am afraid that such a development will lead to the
temptation the U . S . A . had already in Vietnam and in China,
to go for a limited nuclear conflict. Imagine a limited nuclear
war in Sicily for example . . . . "
At this point Velikhov indicated that only in the disar
'
mament talks is there a concrete road toward peace, and
underlined the importance of the recent announcement by
Soviet President Andropov that he would ban killer satellites
in space . Teller immediately rebuffed this Soviet attempt to
present the U. S . S . R . as the only pro-peace force in the world,
counterposed to the "warmongers" promoting beam defense.
'The Russians have unilaterally sent killer satellites into space.
We have evidence for this ," he said . "Now they have unilat
erally decided not to send them anymore . In other words ,
they do everything by themselves . . . . " Teller went on,
according to Corriere della Sera , "Which do you consider
more dangerous , the sword or the shield? If I try to defend
myself, this is not a provocation . A shield , only a shield
this is the type of defense we want to realize . "
Then another American scientist, Anthony Battista, a
staff director for the House Armed Services Committee, in
tervened. "We know that you have already two orbiting space-

• It is therefore proposed to form a joint Europe-U . S . 
U . S . S . R . research group, based at the Ettore Majorana cen
ter, for collaborative study of two above-mentioned points:
1) The simulation and evaluation of the global consequences
of a U . S . -U . S . S . R . nuclear conflict. 2) A way out of the
present balance of terror; and , in particular, if it is possible
to conceive of a new type of defense system against nuclear
destruction .
• The joint research group is composed of U . S . , Soviet,
and European scientists (and possibly from other countries) ,
selected by the signatories of this document, who are: Prof.
Edward Teller for the U . S . scientists and specialists , Prof.
Evgenii P. Velikhov for the Soviet scientists and specialists ,
and Prof. Antonino Zichichi for the European scientists and
specialists .
These studies can be carried out in Europe, the United
States , or the Soviet Union . Their results should be reported
during periodic meetings at Centro Ettore Majorana in Erice .
The travel expenses are to be paid by the U . S . , Soviet, and
European institutions of which those scientists and specialists
are members . The expenses in Erice are to be borne by the
Centro Ettore Majorana. The bulk of the work and studies
which are to be carried out at the Centro Ettore Majorana
itself will be defined in the course of further consultations .
This accord will by presented by us to our respective. g�>vern
ments for approval and further development.
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based systems ," he said. "You have 1 2 ,000 nuclear war
heads, and 40 ,000 tanks plus two systems already in space .
What do you have against us defending ourselves? The So
viets want to negotiate only when they are in a position of
strength," Battista concluded .
Soviet ambassador Victor Israelyan, head of the delega
tion to the Geneva arms control negotiations , angrily retort
ed: "Can any of us guarantee that we will be alive within
three or six months and that we will be able to participate in
the next conference here in Erice?" All the Italian press re
ported that the Soviet delegation was visibly embarassed at
this unorthodox open exchange .
Since all the Italian press reported these confrontations in
detail for several days , the average Italian citizen is now
better informed than his American counterpart on the signif
icance and strategic importance of beam weapons and the
new defense systems . EIR ' s correspondents in Rome , Milan
and elsewhere in Italy report that the name · of Lyndon La
Rouche is on the lips of almost everyone , because it is well
known that, apart from Reagan' s March 23 speech , only
LaRouche' s movement has continuously been engaged in a
major political battle on behalf of beam weapons . Many
Italians will ask themselves with surprise if the KGB is al
ready in control of the U . S . information centers and the mass
media, if such an extraordinary development as that in Erice
has been totally blacked out in tAe United States . Those
Italians who have read the widespread reports in the Italian
press about Henry Kissinger's opposition to the beam weap
on policy and about his role in the assassination of former
Italian Premier Aldo Moro , probably will not have much
difficulty in associating this blackout in the United States not
only with the influence of the KGB , but also, and above all ,
with the role of Kissinger.
The other only important political and moral authority
that expressed its support for Reagan' s fight for Mutually
Assured Survival in Erice has been the faction inside t.he
Vatican which, as EIR has already known for some time ,
backs the new defensive systems against the MAD doctrine .
In fact the Vatican daily L' Osservatore Romano of Tuesday ,
Aug . 23 , after reporting the message of the Pope to the
scientists gathered in Erice , underlined the importance of
President Reagan ' s message calling for the realization of the
new defense system.

Dnemma for the Kremlin
What happened at Erice shows that the Andropov-Bur
latskii threats against beam-weapons development are not the
only game in Moscow . The diametrically opposed policy of
accepting President Reagan' s offer to negotiate on the basis
of Mutually Assured Survival is also contending for domi
nance in the Kremlin-and one of the two policies must
triumph soon.
But if the next Soviet move is not clear, there is little
doubt of the intentions of Andropov' s western partners in
sabotaging Reagan' s beam-defense policy, the grouping cen20
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tered around the "Pugwash conference . " The Pugwash net
works were instrumental in delivering a major threat to the
West through the left-liberal German newsweekly Der Spie
gel the week of the Erice meeting . At the end of an article on
the fight around beam weapon technologies and the defense
system, Der Spiegel quoted Richard Garwin that the new
defense system "will lead to war in space , not as an alterna
tive to war on earth , but rather as a prelude to it . " Der Spiegel
wrote: "The danger of it strategic imbalance would necessar
ily outstrip the technologically inferior Moscow , fears Victor
Weisskopf, physicist of the renowned MIT . After a laser
briefing at the White House , [Weisskopf] said , 'the Soviets
will start a war to prevent the stationing of such a system. ' "
The Trilateral Commssion has also started to send out
signals for an urgent mobilization to sabotage the President' s
policy. After all , i t was the Trilateral Commission, meeting
in Rome with Kissinger in April , whi<;:h expressed its total
disagreement with the beam-defense policy and plotted the
overthrow of President Reagan to stop it. Arrigo Levi , a
Trilateral director and editor of the Turin daily La Stampa
(owned by a fellow Trilateraloid , FIAT ' s Gianni Agnelli) ,
wrote a face-saving editorial in response to Erice . Reagan' s
March 23 speech raised many doubts i n the West, said Levi ,
because of the destabilizing effects of the beam-weapons
defense policy . Levi called for an urgent summit between
Reagan and Andropov to freeze the development of the new
technologies needed for the defense system . The same line
was vehemently expressed by the editorial of the London
Financial Times, a nest of cronies of former British Foreign
Secretary Lord Carrington and his business partner Kissin
ger, under the headline "Arms control: a serious gap . " The
United States seems much too committed to the new defense
technologies , the Financial Times declared: "Real limits must
be applied to this new dimension of the technologically driv
en arms race before it runs out of political and financial
control . "
A s EIR goes to press , it i s expected that the next attack
against the beam defense policy will be delivered at the Pug
wash conference in Venice, Italy from Aug . 25 to 29 . Veli
khov , Garwin , Soviet General Milshtein of the Moscow's
U . S . and Canada Institute , Prof. Jacques Freymond from
Geneva, and Prof. Abdus Salam from the Trieste nuclear
physics institute will participate . This meeting has the beam
weapons policy as its first agenda item and the danger of wars
in the Mediterranean and Third WorId countries as the sec- .
ond. EIR ' s correspondents in Venice reported from a press
conference on Aug . 24 that when a journalist asked Dr.
Kaplan, the general secretary of Pugwash , what Pugwash
thinks about the Erice meeting , Kaplan answered that "beam
weapons are not feasible .." And Professor Pascalino , the head
of Pugwash in Italy, insisted that it is impossible "to transfer
these weapons into space . "
Kaplan boasted: "We are an important organization and
we don't have anything to do with Erice people . We work
with top people like Kissinger and McNamara ! "
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Q: Will it be enough?
Teller: The problem is not money , but ideas . For this I

Italian press: The Teller
group fought for 'Mutually
Assured Survival'
The conference on "Technological Bases for Peace " held in

Erice. Italy Aug . 20-23 was given in-depth coverage by the
Italian press . A small sample of the coveragefollows in EIR ' s

translation:
•

La Repubblica, a nationally circulated Rome daily, on
Aug. 22. Interview with Edward Teller, followed by
commentary:

'Q: People have denounced the defense system as "Star
Wars . "

Teller: Star wars? This is all the invention o f papers like
the New York Times and Pra vda . Reagan never spoke of
military satellites or superweapons; he did not even use the
word "space . " He only said that we have to replace the strat
egy of terror with the eqUilibrium of security . These new
technologies will be eyes directed against the enemy and will
be a defensive system and nothing else; they will stop only
the adversary already coinmitted to strike .
Q: You speak about a project. But to what extent is it
already a reality?
Teller: I have studied problems of defense in depth and I
am now convinced that this is the way to follow . In it there
are so many ideas , although obviously I cannot speak about
them: it is a secret. Lowell Wood [from the University of
. California] has made one of the most original contributions .
No , it is not an abstract project even though we need still
some more time .
Q: How much time?
Teller: My experience taught me that in 1 0 years , one
can do much more than what one thinks . But I say that in five
years , even if we will not get the ideal system , we can have
a system which will demostrate how the money spent for the
research has been spent well.
Q: How much money?
Teller: For the next year I need a little under half a billion
dollars , about I percent of the U . S . defense budget.
EIR
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ask that in the elaboration of these projects all the NATO
allies should participate , all the available minds . The more
ideas , the better . . . .
Q: Other scientists are not enth{Jsiastic about your pr0posal . Richard Garwin says that the only solution is
disarmament.
Teller: Let us be serious . For 25 years we have been
trying this without any success . These negotiations up until
today have provoked only an arms race . Our new project is
based on defensive criteria: we cannot define it as good or
bad, but only as useful or not useful . We have studied and
we are still studying , but I can say that when a plan can
survive three years of criticism, it must contain something
good .
Q: And the advantages?
Teller: First of all it costs less. The instruments are lighter
and precise . . . . Offensive weapons are heavy and costly.
And this defense cannot be transformed into offense . Defense
does not shoot.
Soviet laser specialist Academician Evgenii Velikhov, vice
president of the Soviet Academy of Sciences , is categorical:
"To put nuclear arms up in space would unleash a new race,
it would increase the dangers . And we scientists know well
that a defensive system can easily be transformed into an
offensive system. All this with normal costs: "it will take $400
billion, 1 , 1 40 Shuttles to destroy a small part of the nuclear
potential which has already built up . " Not even Richard Gar
win is convinced. A theoretician of MAD (Mutually Assured
Destruction) , he proposes to reduce tlte warheads of the two
blocs to one thousand.

n Messaggero, a Rome left-liberal daily, on Aug. 22.
Interview with Lowell Wood :

Wood: Killer satellites are one possibility , but not th e only
nor the best one . The ideal weapon is the laser. Our missile
is still flying . The alarm has been given, the computer orders
the deployment of the laser beam, which is sent from the
earth against a satellite that carries a large mirror. The mirror
reflects the beam against the missile . The more the beam is
concentrated, the more powerful and effective it is. If we
have a continuous laser, then it can follow the missile without
any interruption .
L'Unita, the Italian Communist Party daily, on Aug. 22.
Interview with Soviet academician Velikhov:

Velikhov: [IB M ' s Richard] Garwin has written many obser
vations on nuclear war, in documents he sent to Andropov.
Andropov has answered all the remarks, and to a large extent
it is due to this discussion . . . that my government a few
days ago took the historic decision to unilaterally suspend '
experimentation on anti-satellite systems .
Special Report
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II Popolo, daily of the Christian Democratic Party , on
Aug. 21-22. Article by correspondent Luca Lauriola :

from the Soviet colleagues , that the U . S . S . R . was imple

To reach as soon as possible a dramatic reciprocal reduction

included .

menting a wide civil defense program based on antinuclear
shelters . He only said that among those weapons the laser is

of the strategic nuclear arsenal , or to prepare and develop in

"We are in the position of adding , " said Teller , "it seems

the coming years a global system of active defense that will

that the Americans have succeeded in defining a powerful

be virtually automatic : this is the dramatic alternative the

process , possibly nuclear , capable of generating powerful

superpowers

now

face ,

and

a

decision

must

not

be

and lethal x-ray beams to be used against attacking weapons
in flight . Another defense instrument seems to be particle

delayed . . . .
If both sides do not manage to reach a gradual and con

beams emitted by powerful accelerators , beams capable of

trolled disarmament , proceeding to build an active defense

punching holes in the atmosphere and the n , perhaps accom

system will become unavoidable , to escape from the current

panied also by l aser beams in suitable rapid pulsed synchron

anomalous situation of total lack of any protective shield . . . .

ism, capable of stopping any offensive weapon . . . . "

It was Prof. Lowell Wood , leader of the advanced project

This year the Teller group says: we no longer fear nuclear

group of the physics department of the renowned Livermore

blackmail , it is possible to build a system to neutralize the

laboratories , who opened the session summarily outlining

ballistic missile s ; therefore nuclear blackmail is about to end

the scenario of a global defense system . . . .

and the technical basis for peace is about to produce results ,

Wood stated that a future defensive system should be

because the premises for the imperial strategy of the Soviet

totally automatic . . . . [ I J n the second place , according to

Union , based on an .overwhelming military superiority , are

Wood , it is advisable to move the earth-based strategic de

about to fall .

fense system up in space , where nobody lives , and where ,

II Tempo, a conservative Rome daily, on Aug. 23. Article
by correspondent Italo Scarpa.

therefore , the consequences of a nuclear conflict would be
less dangerous for humanity . Wood then went on to describe
summarily such a globally active defense system , based on
nuclear and conventional weapons (particularly lasers) . To

The Soviets have two weapons systems in orbit. The Amer

conclude : total automation of the war machinery and its trans

icans have none . The revelation . . . has taken everybody by

ferral into orbital space . . . . The response of the Soviet

surprise in the S an Domenico convent in Erice , and comes

delegation came immediately after the intervention of Prof.

from an American expert in military affairs , Dr. Anthony

Dixy L. Ray , former governor of the state of Washington . . .

B attista , who has a prominent responsibility in Research and .

in favor of the propositions of Teller and Wood . . . .

Development and experimentation in the military fiel d .
Therefore the source is reliable and the embarrassment o f

1 00 targets , in his opin
$200 billion , but $400 billion . You
would need to build a fleet of 450 Shuttles . . . . "Wait a
Velikhov stated that to neutralize

ion , you would need not

the S oviets , after the statements of B attista , became palpa
ble . . . to the point that Velikhov was totally unable to re-

second , " Teller immediately pointed out , "I think that the
U . S . S . R . has abandoned the killer satellites only because
these

are not a good system . . . . So far , " said Teller, "only

unworkable active defense systems proposals have been made
public , and therefore criticized , while the realistic projects
of defense remain secret and it is not possible for me to speak
about them. Last year I expressed the wish that military
secrets be eliminated . But you know .how my proposal was
received by the Soviets .

II Popolo, Aug. 23:
The U . S . S . R . , as Dr . Anthony B attista , a member of the
Defense Commission of the White House , had previously

42 ,000 tanks on the Western European
1 2 ,000 deployed by the West. What is the

stated , has deployed
border, against

purpose of this crushing superiority , if not for w inning in
case of a potential conventional attack?

. . Then Teller,

[speaking on the question of the abolition of secrecy] , said

President Reagan's message '
to East-West scientists

President Reagan sent the follOWing telegram io. the Effore
Majorana Center for Culture and Scie,u:e conference on
"Technological Bases for Peace" on Aug. 2/. Reagan 's tel
egram, which has been publicized bythe:ltalian press, fias
not been distributed to the U.S. press. EIR had to make oVer'
a dozen calls to offices in the White House; National Security
Council. and State Department before locating the office in
the State Department which was charged with sending the
telegram .

that, for example , we have learned from sources , and not
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ply . . . . As people will remember , in

a

discussion w ith u s ,

Dr . Teller already said that [ the proposal of Andropov 1 d i dn ' t
"move" him . . . . Today that view w a s made offi c i a l b v
Battista , who revealed that i t i s a Kremlin custom , first

gain a position of strength , then to wear sheep ' s clothing . .

.

t�

.

The Soviets counterpose that any system of defense means
offense , but once again Dr. B attista said: "Then please ex
plain to us why Moscow is surrounded by an extreme l y pow

erful system of defense . " Once again , complete silence from

the men from the Kremlin .

11 Messaggero,

Aug. 23:

create the situation of reci procal confidence necessary for a
gradual and agreed- upon reduction of the arsenals .

La Repubblica,

on

A ug.

23:

Tel ler says triumphantl y : "This is truly a shift . We are in the
third generation of weapons , after the atomic bombs , after
fusion , the time of defense has come . It took two years to

convince President �eagan : finally an alternative solution has
been worked out to these never-ending negotiations . . . . "

A vvenire, daily

Aug. 23.

of the Catholic archdiocese of Milan, on
"U.S. Scientist Speaks of Russian Superwea

pons: No Project at Erice":

Battista . . . says: "We have to get to work , bec ause I am not

happy about that powerful radar system surrounding Mos

cow . " Velikhov interrupts him: "But why , if you Americans
want truly peace, don ' t you agree with the proposal by An

dropov to dem ilitarize space?" Answers B attista : " B ecause

Without m i ncing words Teller talks about the relative use
lessness of the policy of detente . Teller says: "If the U . S . A .
i s studying this problem the reason i s that our counterpart has

placed in space two different types of weapon systems . . . . "

you have already built two defense systems based i n s pace

La Stampa,

already prepared and ready . " A bald-faced exchange lacking

Soviet and American atomic scientists have agreed for the

and you make proposals only in the fields in which you <Ire

all diplomatic niceties .

L'Osservatore Romano , the Vatican daily , Aug. 22-23.
''The Fathers of Atomic War Discuss the Paths to Peace":

on Aug. 24:

first time to collaborate on getting out of the present "balance
of terror , " by studying together "the possibility of creating a

new type of defense against nuclear destruction" of the planet

Earth . . . . The Italian-language communique distributed

after

being signed, which arrived unexpectedly after the frontal
[B]ut even more important is the acknowledgment of the

confron tations of yesterday , states that the scientists of the

sage sent by President Reagan . While expre'>Sing his confi 

more secrets , " . . . the new defensive weapons . In the Eng

importance [of the Erice conference 1 testified to in the mes

dence that the tendency to base peace o n the bal ance o f terror

two superpowers have determined to study , "without

any

lish-language offi c i al text , however, those words do not ex

may be stopped , the American president urged the sci entists

ist , as was pointed out to me by the vice-president of the

to look for those scientific mean s , whic h , by e l i m i n ating the

Soviet Academy of Science s , who was the one who trimmed

risk of a war by mistake , or the possibility of surpri se attack .

down the contents of the accord .

As this annual meeting at Ettore Majorana commences , I
extend my encouragement to the distinguished scientists from
many nations who have come together to discuss problems
connected with the dangers of nuclear conflict and the ways
in .which such contlict can be avoided .
War is the scourge of nations , and nuclear war would be
the scourge of mankind . The citizens of the world face no
more urgent challenge than the prevention of war . As scien
tists and teachers, you hold a special responsibility to use
your wisdom and influence to help develop and use the
knowledge that will lead to an age of true security against the
threat of nuclear war.
For nearly four decades , the increasingly destructive ca
pabilities of nuclear weapons have dominated issues of na
tional security. But in the past year we have seen the possi-
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bility that we may be able to change that increasingly unstable
situation .

very serious negotiations with
substantial, eq
uitable , and verifiable reductions in our nuclear arsenals and
on measures to build the mutual confidence and understand
ing necessary to reduce the risk of nuclear war.
Second , if we succeed in applying the fruits of scientific
and technical advance s to develop a new generation of defen
s I ve systems , we may be able , at long last, to make nuclear
First, we are engaged in

the Soviet Union on the means of achieving

war impossible .

Our hope for the future is not ju st to halt the

growth and
We
owe that legacy to the children of the world, and I commend
your continuing effort to find reali stic ways to make it possible.
the spread of nuclear arsenals , but to reverse such trends.
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The Soviet Union threatens
pre-emptive nuclear war
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.
The following news release by 1980 Democratic Party con
tender for the U.S. presidential nomination Lyndon H.

LaRouche, Jr. was issued on Aug . 22 in Washington, D . C .
Mr. LaRouche i s chairman of the advisory council of the
National Democratic Policy Committee (NDPC), a regis
tered political action committee representing a mass-based
faction within the Democratic Party, and was the first public
proponent of the new U.S. defensive strategic doctrine which
was established by President Ronald Reagan on March 23 ,

1983.

During the past week , several leading So.viet publicatio.ns ,
including the KGB o.utlet, Literaturnaya Gazeta , have
launched attacks , including threats o.f thermo.nuclear strike ,
against the new strategic do.ctrine anno.unced by President
Ro.nald Reagan o.n March 23 , 1 9 8 3 . This is co.mplemented
by escalating attacks o.n me from the.So.viet press and through
o.ther channels , blaming me as intellectual autho.r o.f that
strategic doctrine .
Ho.W much credit I merit fo.r the President' s doctrine is
no.t Wo.rth discussing here , except to. admit that I fully support
the public declaratio.ns o.f the President, Defense Secretary
Caspar Weinberger, and Dr. Edward Teller, in everything I
kno.W them to. have stated publicly o.n this subject, and alSo.
to co.ncede that I have expert qualificatio.ns o.n the policy
issues invo.lved in that doctrine.
In view o.f the character and serio.usness o.f these So.viet
attacks , the time has co.me fo.r me to. reply directly to. the
deliberately false statements o.n this subject by all So.viet
o.fficials and their Western admirers since March 23, 1 983.
What the President and Secretary Weinberger pro.posed,
co.ntrary to. So.viet falseho.ods o.n this subject, was that both
superpowers agree to. deplo.y purely defensive antiballistic
missile systems capable o.f freeing humanity fo.rever from the
threat o.f thermo.nuclear ballistic missile warfare . Mr. Wein
berger indicated a willingness o.f the United States to. share
techno.Io.gy to. the effect o.f ensuring that both powers pos-
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sessed such defense. The fact that the President and Mr.
Weinberger made precisely such an o.ffer has never been
admitted publicly by any So.viet o.fficial.
What has been published by So.viet o.fficials , in public
statements available in No.rth America and Western Euro.pe,
o.r in the So.viet press , has been entirely false , and kno.wn to.
be false by tho.se So.viet o.fficials. In sho.rt, they have been
co.nsistently lying o.n this subject.
The most important, and mo.st frequent falsehoods issued
by So.viet o.fficials have been the fo.IIo.wing .
First, they have charged that the beam-weapons proposal
o.utlined in statements by Dr. Teller, President Reagan, and
Secretary Weinberger, was a preparatio.n fo.r a "first strike"
against the So.viet Unio.n . If both superpowers have defensive
beam weapons , a first strike by either power is an impossi
bility , and the So.viet leadership kno.WS this very well .
Seco.nd, the So.viets have substituted fo.r the policy o.f Dr.
Teller and the President a directly o.PPo.sing Po.licy , the "High
Fro.ntier" pro.posal issued by the Heritage Fo.undatio.n and
Lt. -Gen . (ret. ) Daniel Graham. They have cited Graham' s
proposal fo.r rocket bases flying i n space , and have used that
as a pretext to. attack the directly o.Pposing Po.licy to. the "High
Fro.ntier" policy, the actual policy anno.unced by the United
States .
This has its amusing side . General Graham and his cro
nies have been to.uring the Wo.rld, deno.uncing me as a "So.viet
KGB agent" o.n gro.unds o.f my support fo.r the doctrine pro
mulgated by the President .. The So.viets , who. have virtually
threatened to. kill me fo.r my part in supporting the President's
actual doctrine, alSo. deno.unce me fo.r supporting a policy
which they allege to. be General Graham' s . This I co.nsider
no.t o.nly abusive against me by the So.viets , but they insult
my intelligence by suggesting I Wo.uld support any part o.f a
scheme as childishly amateurish as Graham's "High Frontier."
Finally, no.t exactly a So.viet lie, but intentio.nally mis
leading: They allege that a develo.pment o.f defensive beam
weapons systems unleashes an unco.ntro.lled "arms race . "
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To the degree the Soviet use of "arms race" in this con
nection has any sensible interpretation at all , it means that
improved versions of defensive systems will make early
makeshifts technically obsolete . It also means that some
where down the pike , some new technological breakthrough
will probably develop an offensive weapons-system able to
overcome the defensive systems. That line of argument would
appear plausible , if it were possible to overlook the fact that
the Soviet Union has been in a continuing arms race in the
categories of naval buildup and more advanced nuclear-mis
sile systems than the U. S . has produced. It is they who are in
a red-hot arms buildup while the U . S . military capabilities
have been collapsing of old age in most categories .
I am privileged to know that the Soviet officials d o not
believe what they have published repeatedly on this subject.
They are opposed to the March 23 , 1 983 doctrine: fanatically
opposed to it. The real reasons for their opposition, discussed
only in private, are different than what is published .
Essentially, the Soviet leadership believes that the doc
trine proposed by the President would work as the President,
Dr. Teller, and Secretary Weinberger have described it. Any
thing to the contrary from a Soviet official is simply an out
and out falsehood. What they object to is not the weapons
systems proposed; they are presently in a crash-program ef
fort to complete such weapons systems for themselves ! What
they object to is the United States' developing such a system.
Their deepest, real objection to the President' s proposal
is the Soviet fear that U . S . development of such a defensive
weapons system would spark a major economic recovery in
the United States . It would . They fear that the U . S . S . R . ' s
problem-ridden civilian economy would fall behind the U . S . ' s
significantly after a few years of a U . S . recovery sparked by
spillover of beam-weapons technology into the civilian econ
omy . A recovery of the U . S . to its relative economic strength
of the middle 1 960s is something the Soviet leadership is
presently determined never to tolerate .
Look at the matter from the Soviet standpoint for a mo
ment. The West is in a worsening economic depression, and
about to go over the brink in the worst international financial
collapse since 1 93 1 . We are now escaping from the greatest
economic upsurge (in official statistics) since the Great Hoo
ver Boom of the Summer of 1 929 . Our military strength is
eroding and the will of the Congress , Democratic Party , and
liberal Republicans brings sneers of delight to gentlemen in
Moscow . Western Europe is in large part on the edge of
breaking away from the Atlantic Alliance , into the semi
neutrality of a Middle Europe buffer zone between the two
superpower blocs . If you were Secretary Yuri Andropov ,
viewing this from Moscow , might you not be tempted to
believe that the old adversary , the United States , is about to
destroy itself from within? Under such conditions , and with
present and growing margins of Soviet strategic advantage ,
if you were Andropov , who would you imagine might win
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any potential thermonuclear showdown?
Would you tolerate your old adversary , the United States ,
going through the remoralization of a major economic recov
ery? If you were Yuri Andropov , and you believed that a
fellow named LaRouche had come close to shifting the U . S .
toward adopting such a recovery policy , you would really
hate that fellow LaRouche , and you and your crowd would
attack LaRouche just about as violently as the Soviet press
and other channels had conducted their international cam
paign against LaRouche since March 23 , 1 98 3 .
S o far, the reasons for the Soviet hatred o f the March 2 3 ,
1 9 8 3 announcement, for Soviet lies about the policy , and
hatred against LaRouche , among other such matters , are all
apparently merely common sense .
Now , as we look at the deeper reasons for Soviet reactions
to the President' s doctrine , their motives become more tan
gled, and much uglier.

The legacy of Pugwash
In my judgment, there is no legitimate reason for nuclear
warfare between the United States and the Soviet Union, if
the issues could be confined to the vital interests of the two
powers as sovereign nation-states . Unfortunately , the issue
is not confined to such vital interests . The problem is that the
most evil person of the 20th century , the late Bertrand Rus
sell , succeeded in organizing the postwar world into three
"empires ," a Soviet empire , a China empire , and a third
empire , nominally dominated by the military power of the
United States .
The situation has been created , in which each smaller
power of the world is either directly part of the imperial
"sphere of influence" of one of these three powers , or con
ducts its foreign policy as a kind of balancing act among
either two or all three of those powers . The Soviet Union,
China, and the United States are as much locked into this
arrangement as the lesser powers struggling to avoid being
either gobbled up or destroyed by this arrangement.
The immediate strategic problem, the imminent danger
that successive strategic miscalculations by the powers might
trigger an otherwise unthinkable thermonuclear war, is that
the combination of the prevailing strategic doctrine-nuclear
deterrence-and the effects of economic and monetary col
lapse , will produce a state of hyper-instability among the
governments of the world, a condition which almost guar
antees thermonuclear war by escalated miscalculations .
The essential problem is not bad nations or wicked gov
ernments-although there are such governments . The prob
lem of bad governments could be solved, at least to the degree
required to prevent general war, if the present monetary and
economic crisis would stop, and if this imperialistic nonsense
could be ended.
Who is to blame? Is the culprit the United States or the
Soviet Union? What Kissinger typifies in U . S . policy-makSpecial Report
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ing is pure evil , and what Andropov represents in foreign
policy at present is monstrous in its implications for civili
zation at large , but ridding the nations of gentlemen such as
Kissinger or Andropov would not lessen the growing danger
of general war. The essential problem is not something which
could be elminated by attempting to eliminate some "bad
nation. " The problem is the policies set into motion by Ber
trand Russell , especially Russell ' s evil Pugwash Conference .
The problem, which Russell did more than any other single
individual to create , is a policy establishment which bridges
leading circles in both Eastern and Western Europe , a collec
tion represented in the United States by our Eastern Estab
lishment. It is the continued influence of that lunatic bunch
of clowns , not any particular nation as such , which is the root
of our present problem.
The Soviet leadership knows this very well . So does
Kissinger' s business partner, Britain ' s Lord Carrington , the
man who described Soviet Secretary Yuri Andropov as "our
asset" in the Soviet Union .
Whether Carrington and Andropov like or despise one
another personally , I do not know; I do know that they have
a working partnership against the United States and President
Reagan. That partnership is not the sole cause of the danger
of general nuclear war today , but it is not far from the center
of the problem. The problem lies not in themselves as indi
vidual personalities; the problem is the policy they share in
common, the imperialistic doctrine of Bertrand Russell ' s
Pugwash Conference .
Go back to October 1 946 , when this problem began . In
that month' s issue of the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists ,
Bertrand Russell began launching his campaign a "preventive
nuclear war" against the Soviet Union , the proposal by Rus
sell which led to an actual Anglo-American warplan for such
an operation, "Operation Drop-Shot . " Russell ' s motive was
not anti-communism; Russell ' s policy motive of the 1 94655 period was the same "international socialist" program he
had published repeatedly during the 1 920s , in alliance with
H . G . Wells . Russell' s motives were not anti-socialist; they
were racialist. Russell proposed a "world-government" with
a monopoly over the possession and use of nuclear arsenal s .
His motive for "preventive war" against Russia was t o crush
Russia before it could develop nuclear arsenals . "World gov
ernment" meant to Russell , Anglo-Saxon world empire , and
reducing the populations of the darker-skinned races , as he
stated in print repeatedly during the 1 920s .
When the Soviet Union acquired not only nuclear ar
senals, but H-bombs , Russell found "preventive war" a bit
discouraging . So , he organized the founding of the Pugwash
Conference in 1 95 7 . His new proposal was to divide the new
world-empire into two divisions , one Western , the other
Eastern . The Soviet government accepted the offer. Later, a
third proposed empire was surfaced , China; Russell ' s circles
thought that three contending empires gave better options for
having two gang up on one sometime down the line .
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Despite the Soviet acceptance of the Pugwash Confer
ence ' s imperialist plan , there were squabbles in the Soviet
Union over this, sometimes quite visibly , into the 1 968-72
period . However, from the beginning , the Soviet governmen�
was a participant in the Pugwash Conference , and was a
complicit party to the entire operation .
The basic policy , which the Soviet government is sup
porting rather violently against President Reagan today, was
laid out in all major features at the Second Pugwash Confer
ence of 1 9 5 8 , in a keynote address delivered by a Bertrand
Russell crony , Dr. Leo Szilard .
The gist of Szilard ' s keynote address was dramatized in
the film , "Dr. Strangelove , " with Szilard the real-life model
for "Strangelove . "
The leading points o f Szilard ' s address were:
1 ) Build up the thermonuclear arsenals of the superpow
ers to the degree that the launching of war against the other
by one would ensure the total destruction of both . This was
Szilard ' s plan for preventing actual war between the super
powers directly .
2 ) Permit "limited nuclear war. '·
3 ) Plan for a Middle East pt(troleum crisis , leading to
destruction of the nations of the Middle East.
4) Redraw the political map of the world , dividing the
entire world between the two superpowers . This is the "New
Yalta" policy of Kissinger ' s business partner, Lord Carring
ton , today .
In other words , putting Pershing II ' s in Germany was not
a new idea Henry A . Kissinger pushed through NATO and
the U . S . government in 1 97 9 . It was something the Soviets
had accepted way back as early as 1 95 8 . They knew , since
Szilard ' s "How to live with the bomb-and survive" address
of 1 958 . that the doctrine of nuclear deterrence was based on
the intention to have limited r, u �lear war in places such as
Europe ! By accepting the policies of Pugwash , continuously ,
as each new feature was adopted at conferences in which they
negotiated these policies, they accepted the whole package .
That is a fact proven in writing hundreds of times over that
period .
Moreover, every strategic policy imposed upon the United
States from the time of President Kennedy's death until March
23 , 1 983 was negotiated by the Soviets behind the scenes,
usually long before the V . S . government knew the policy
was coming down . Russel l ' s crowd among U . S . scientists,
Eastern Establishment types of McGeorge Bundy ' s and Ave
Harriman ' s circles , and the Soviet government, rigged the
strategic policies of the V nited States behind the backs of the
U . S . people and , usually . the President and Congress of the
United States . (Since the Eastern Establishment owns large
chunks of the leading leadership of both major parties , Pres
idents and Congresses usually did as the cronies of McGeorge
Bundy ordered , and asked few embarrassing questions about
the actual parentage of the strategic policy they passed
through . )
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Such is the great superpower conflict.
This does not mean that McGeorge Bundy is a Soviet
agent. It means that the crowd associated with and a leading
faction in the Soviet Union have a working partnership , a
partnership which will continue until one succeeds in killing
the other off. It is a case of "common and conflicting goals . "
They have a common commitment to the Pugwash Confer
ence policies , but no commitment not to destroy one another
whenever the opportunity to do so more or less safely presents
itself. Strategic policy since 1 963 has been a rigged game ,
with both opponents cheating as much as they dare .
The other main feature of the game was the commitment
of "international socialists" such as Russell , Bundy , and Kis
singer, to destroy the institutions of 1) the sovereign nation
state, 2) industrial capitalism, and 3) technological progress .
This meant, as Russell and Wells proposed during the 1 920s ,
collapsing the economies of what we call the developing
nations , to the point that local wars , famines and epidemics
wiped out hundreds of millions of "excess" darker-skinned
individuals of Africa, Asia, and Latin America.
Do the Soviets accept such genocide against the devel
oping nations? There is a powerful genocide lobby in the
Soviet leadership, around names including Djermen Gvishi
ani and Ivan Frolov , names which have been promoted since
Andropov' s rise to power. There is , however, no evidence
that the Soviets have been so far directly engaged in Malthu
sian operations against peoples of other nations , barring cas
ualties in military actions . Nonetheless , they do know that
this genocide is the policy of George Ball , the Global 2000
gang, and the circles of Harriman and McGeorge Bundy
generally , and they are aligned with these fellows against
President Reagan , and LaRouche , with the fellows who are
crushing the developing nations . How guilty does this make
them? Draw your own conclusions . They are presently in
back-channel arrangements with the whole tribe of these
genocidalists , ostensibly to ensure the defeat and humiliation
of those terrible fellows , Reagan , Teller, and LaRouche .
Draw your own conclusions.

Issues of March 23
Do you really believe that the Soviet leadership is com
mitted to peace? The only chance for peace was the offer
President Reagan and Secretary Weinberger made publicly,
repeatedly , beginning March 23 , 1 983 . If Moscow had sim
ply offered to discuss that offer with the President or his
representatives-and they · had indicated channels open to
them specifically for this purpose , knew exactly what tele
phone number to ring-they could have quickly verified the
"sincerity" of the offer; there was no need to inspect chicken
livers for signs of the President' s "true intentions . "
Without such negotiations , there i s no visible way to
avoid a thermonuclear showdown between the two super
powers sometime between now and perhaps 1 985-87 . It is
difficult difficult to forecast an exact date , but the logic of the
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situation means that such a showdown is inevitable , unless
the Soviets pick up the President' s March 23 , 1 983 offer.
They Soviets know this logic well; when they rejected the
President' s offer, they knew with absolute certainty that they
had decided to go for an unavoidable showdown .
Those arrogant, cynical , blind fools think that if West
Germany and Italy , and perhaps the Benelux nations too,
were to drop out of NATO over the winter of 1 983-84 , that
such a development would not hit the U . S . population like
Pearl Harbor 1 94 1 ? The United States would mobilize for
war, and perhaps nothing could stop what would follow .
Their smug , fanatical conceit prompts them to delude them
selves that the United States, a nation never conquered, would
submit to the visible onrush of Soviet hegemony? The "peace
movement" would evaporate overnight !
What about their attitude toward developing nations? True,
they would not wish China to gobble up an India half-de
stroyed by Switzerland-steered separatists ' insurgency
movements . Otherwise , they know that the only chance for
saving the people of most of Asia, Africa, and Latin America
from hellish , genocidal economic collapse and political in
stability , is an economic recovery centered upon the United
States. By supporting the Pugwash Conference doctrine ,
which they support loudly and violently against "March 23 , "
they are virtually ensuring that a n Africa now being butchered
by their client Qaddafi actually dies , and hundreds of millions
elsewhere also die . Is this the long-professed Soviet affection
for "oppressed and progressive" peoples?
There is a very simple moral rule which ought to be
observed in this world. Each of us is morally accountable in
full , not only for the actions we take , but the foreseeable
consequences of those actions . Whatever evil the Soviet gov
ernment supports is an evil whose consequences are as much
Soviet crimes as the crimes of Soviet allies against President
Reagan' s March 23 policy . Let the Soviet Union not blame
President Reagan for Kissinger' s actions , since Kissinger
would never have crawled back into the government had
Kissinger's back-channel Soviet cronies not mobilized to
destroy President Reagan ' s March 23 doctrine and offer of
peace .
The Soviets have miscalculated, by imagining that the
U . S . A . would back down under conditions which would
actually unify the United States to prepare for possible nucle
ar war. That is the calculated risk Andropov et al . have
chosen to take. If war comes, do not blame President Reagan;
the President offered peace and the Soviet leadership rejected
it. Therefore, if war comes because of the Soviet rejection of
peace, it will be the Soviet leadership which is guilty of
whatever destruction of humanity ensues on this planet.
Meanwhile, the Soviet press has actually threatened to launch
such a war.
If the Soviet Union wishes to avoid nuclear war, it could
show its intent by , for the first time , actually admitting in
print the exact nature of the President' s offer of peace .
Special Report
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Mexico 's PAN fascists: front
for the Hollywo o d mafia
by Timothy Rush

The general image of B aja California and its border cities of
Tijuana and Mexicali is one of tourism, drugs, prostitution ,
gambling , divorces , illegal abortions , and laetrile treat
ments-in short, a haven of the underworld . This image is
not wrong , but it is incomplete . Baja is the distilled essence
of an axis which runs from Los Angeles to Acapulco , and
embraces a filthy alliance of some of Mexico ' s most powerful
families and interests with the Hollywood Mafia-a "Jet Set
ters ' International" of sorts , with roots in the Prohibition
period and the takeover of the Mexican and Hollywood film
industries by the mob shortly thereafter.
The interests which cross in Tijuana and Mexicali have
picked up a Mexican fascist party , the PAN (Partido de Ac
ci6n Nacional), as their vehicle in state elections to be held
in Baja California Norte Sept . 4 . On one level , this represents .
their belief that their factions within the PRI , the party which
has ruled Mexico uninterruptedly since the late 1 920s , cannot
be trusted with perpetuating the protection games which be
came institutionalized under President Miguel Aleman in the
late 1 94Os .
They were dealt a heavy blow as President Luis Eche
verria, in 1 974 , launched the anti-drug operation (Operation
Condor) which wiped out 80 percent of the production of
their beloved Sinaloa-Sonora-Baja "corridor"; as the same
president expropriated the illegal landholdings of some of
Sonora' s and Sinaloa' s dirtiest-drug latifundists in 1 976; and
as , in 1 982, Echeverria' s successor, Jose L6pez Portillo ,
nationalized the corrupt , usurious private banking system ,
which had served as the handmaiden of the drug trade and
flight capital scams for decades .
28
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But bigger games come into play in the Baja elections .
The nationalism i n Mexico which i s a hindrance to the mafia
is equally a hindrance to the Malthusian policy planners of
the Eastern Establishment in the United States , and their "old
European" cousins in such Nazi redoubts as Switzerland and
Venice , who want to cut off Mexico' s drive to become an
industrial powerhouse .
This larger faction-which subsumes many of the oper
ations of Dope , Inc . and includes among its arms the U . S .
State Department and the FBI-has also picked up the fascist
PAN . The purpose: use it as a battering ram to destroy the
PRI party and the institution of the Mexican presidency. The
idea is not to build a replacement for the PRI , but to leave
Mexico in anarchy . This faction believes that if the the PAN
scores marked gains in Baja, anti-PRI activity could snowball
across the country and make the decline of the PRl irreversible.

Against the United States

An editorial in the London Times of Aug . 1 3 (see Inter
national Intelligence) provides a clue to the vehemence with
which the project to destroy Mexico ' s institutions is being
executed . The Times editorial has more "unrests ," "disor
ders , " and "turmoils" per column-inch than any such pro
nouncement in recent newspaper history . The premise for the
article is correct: the IMF austerity program now in effect is
ripping the Mexican economy to shreds , and the Central
American bloOdletting is pres�ring Mexico from the south .
But the editorial gives away its real message in two things . It
targets Mexico ' s "presidential system introduced with the
1 9 1 7 constitution"--exactly the stable central authority which
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gives Mexico a prayer of surviving the pressures arrayed
against it. And never does the London Times suggest chang
ing the preconditionsfor its dire predictions, particularly the
IMF economic policies .

Who is threatened most by unrest and anarchy in Mexico?
The Times ' s unhesitating answer: the United States . The cur
rent policies against Mexico are in reality aimed north of the
border as well as south of it.

It was traitor Aaron Burr ( 1 756- 1 8 36) who first saw in
subversion of the emerging republic of Mexico one of his
most powerful weapons against the republic of the United
States. Throughout the decades preceding the Civil War, the
British project for dismemberment of the Union included
detailed plans for destruction of the Mexican republic and its
replacement by a series of slaveholding satrapies . The trai
torous Polk administration , complicit with this strategy ,
wanted to use the Mexican-American War o f 1 846-48 not
just to gain western territory but to so devastate the rest of
Mexico that the country would be incapable of independent
rule; Polk court-martialed Whig Gen . Winfield Scott for se
curing a rapid peace which left the bulk of Mexico intact .
The drive to dismember and enslave Mexico proceded with
William Walker' s famous "filibuster raids" into Baja and
Sonora in the mid- 1 850s; the British-Hapsburg installation
of Maximilian as "emperor" from 1 862-67 ; and , in this cen
tury , the efforts to take B aja by a group of Emma Goldman ' s
anarchists , i n 1 9 1 1 , and a William Buckley Sr. -directed B aja
takeover bid in 1 920.
Throughout history , the enemy of the factions attacking
Mexico were republican , pro-industry forces in both the
United States and Mexico, committed to President John
Quincy Adams ' s doctrine of a "community of principle"
among sovereign nations committed to mutual economic
development.

Filibusters today

The PAN ' s secessionist program today is reflected in that
of PAN candidate for the Baja state congress , Alfredo Are
�as , who called in 1 982 for Mexico to cede title to B aja to

pay off part of Mexico ' s foreign debt. The PAN' s separatism
generally takes more indirect forms . The longstanding re
sentments of the border region , so close to the United States
but so far from Mexico City , are channeled into schemes that
in effect de facto establish a binational border entity subject
to neither the full sovereignty of the United States not to that
of Mexico .

Schemes include extension of the border assembly plant
program (maquiladoras) into a Hong Kong-style strip of
"duty-free zones" that would run the entire length of the
border and extend up to 100 miles into Mexican and U . S .
territory o n each side ; the establishment o f the same kinds of
arrangements in enclaves around each of the "twin cities"
dotting the border; and use of environmentalist and water

resources pretexts to define a body of supranational law for
the region that sweeps aside the sovereignty of the two coun
tries . The maquiladora operations in B aj a C aIi fomia are run
entirely by tl:J.e PAN .
In all these schemes , the border area becomes even more
of a haven-ail institutionalized one-for arms- and drug
smuggling , and terrorist safe-houses and training sites.
The famous re-publishing and updating of British schemes
to Balkanize the United States, published in 1 980 as the book
The Nine Nations of North America , featured a blueprint for
this new border entity , called "Mexamerica . " The terrorist
oriented circles of both left and right promote the cognate
concept of "Chicano Quebecs . "
The economic breakdown i n both the United States and
Mexico makes the illegal activity along the border the only
economic activity that moves . Drug growing and transport
ing are once again on the rise in the region , despite the
continued control efforts of the Mexican government: for
many who have returned to the trade , there is no perceived
alternative . The collapse of the Mexican peso from a value
of 25 to the dollar in February 1 982, to 1 50 to the dollar
today , has hit nowhere harder than the border region . Infla
tion , running at roughly 100 percent a year in the rest of the
country , is running half again faster in most parts of the
border. Three tacos-hardly a gourmet fare-cost 300 pesos

Formerpresident Miguel Aleman, in
his capacity as head o/ the National
Council on Tourism, presenting Johnny
Alessio with an award/or increasing
the U.S. tourist trade .
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in Mexicali today; 1 8 months ago , they might have been 30
pesos .
A typical picture is that of the farmers in the irrigated
Mexicali Valley . Plantings are way down this year, because
dollars were not available at the beginning of the planting
season to bring in the special seeds , fertilizer, and other
inputs that traditionally have been bought from across the
border. So far it has been impossible to organize consistent
supply at reasonable cost from the rest of Mexico , and this is
true of almost every kind of supply to the region , not just
agricultural inputs .

What is the PAN?
The PAN , the vehicle of convenience for the Hollywood
mafia and the State Department, was created as an asset of
the Nazi International in 1 939. For its first three decades , the
PAN was sustained as a combined activity of Alemanista
forces in the PRI and outside interests , principally from Eu
rope, who wanted a point of access to Catholic and business
circles. Two separate ideologies co-existed in the party: a
form of "solidarism," instilled by European Jesuit and Do
minican circles , and oriented toward "social action" of a
corporatist form; �d a Viennese-British radical liberalism
associated with the Mont Pelerin Society , which included
rabid rejection of state involvement in the economy . Both are
classical Nazi ideologies , the . first corresponding to the "so
cialists" of the pre- 1 934 Nazi left wing , the second the hook
to bring the middle classes, terrified of losing social or eco
nomic position, into support for the party .
The presidential candidate of the PAN in the early 1 960s
gave a specifically feudalist cast to this concoction: religious
bonds among Latin American nations "will create a strong
link capable of building the New Dark Ages , the American
Dark Ages ," proclaimed Jose Gonzalez Torres . Jose Angel
Conchello , party president from 1 972-75 and the sponsor of
1982 PAN presidential candidate Pablo Emilio Madero, was
frank about the party' s Nazi orientation . "The economic re
covery program of the country needs the idea of a great
banker, Hjalmar Schacht, director of the German central
bank during the Hitlerian empire . We must invest work to
create capital ," he wrote in 1 976. Two years later, he urged
that Mexico follow the model of Hitler' s Arbeitsdienst, the
forced labor service for youth which was the forerunner of
the concentration camp system, "not just for its economic
utility but also its educational content . "
The "solidarist" wing o f the party has kept open ties to
Theology of Liberation " left-wing" forces at home and abroad
(former PAN party president , Adolfo Christlieb Ibarrola , was
a close friend of the "red bishop" of Cuernavaca, Sergio
Mendez Arceo); the Mont Pelerin side is linked to the sepa
ratist movements and other neo-feudalist interests in Europe .
The party has particular roots in Monterrey Christian
Democrat circles , overlapping those which spawned the 23rd
of September League terrorists in the early 1 970s and the iU
starred Social Democratic Party (PSD) in 1 980, launched
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with the aid of V . S . State Department operative Charles
Henry Lee . According to intelligence sources monitoring
northern border activity , the PAN currently is interfaced both '
with the "left" terrorist training center, the Comite de Defensa
Popular (CDP) of Chihuahua, and the "right" Cuban anti
Castro group , Alpha 66 , which last year set up special train
ing camps for Mexicans in southern California. The party' s
own tactics , particularly i n Sonora, have turned increasingly
toward violence over the past 12 months.

Kissinger and Manatt
The nexus of interests which comes to light in an exami
nation of Baja has important carry-over implications into
immediate V . S . politics . The entrance of Kissinger into the
Reagan administration in mid-July , was surrounded by sus
picions of blackmail , probably sexual , exerted by Hollywood
mafia sources on the president' s staff or members of the so
called California kitchen cabinet. There was little else to
explain how someone as anathema to the President and to his
ideological current could have leaped "from the cold" into
one of the most sensitive jobs in the V . S . government.
The same Hollywood circles run the "Mexico Connec
tion ," now attempting to guide the PAN to power in Baja
California. It is a ring which, in the Mexican case , has spec
ialized in bringing the sons and daughters of the Mexican
elite to vacations and studies in southern California, there to
envelop them in an atmosphere of drugs and sex which serves
as a blackmail control point over them for the rest of their
lives . Investigating the Hollywood mafia' s operations in
Mexico may just be the key which unlocks the blackmail
against the White House-something of vital national secu
rity importance .
Kissinger himself is in the thick of Hollywood' s Mexico
connection , primarily through his decade-long , intimate as
sociation with the Hollywood mob ' s most trusted and pow
erful partner in Mexico , Miguel Aleman , prior to Aleman' s
death i n March of this year. Kissinger has spent u p to a month
each year since the late 1 960s as Aleman ' s personal guest in
Mexico , hobnobbing with the Acapulco jet set and partici
'
pating in its perverse pleasures . (There is a widely circulated
story in Mexico that Henry killed a Rumanian waiter with a
liquor bottle when the waiter refused his homosexual
advances . )
Kissinger at the same time i s one o f the "gamemasters"
targeting Mexican sovereignty and republicanism from the
top . Along with fellow Trilateraloid Zbigniew Brzezinski ,
Kissinger is among the most insistent "forecasters" of a Mex
ican destabilization "like that of lran"-punishment for the
sin of "attempting to industrialize too fast. "
To get to the bottom o f Hollywood mob operations in
Mexico , it will be equally useful to examine the role of
Democratic Party National Committee Chairman Charles
Manatt, whose career in Los Angeles law firms and banking
intersects the operations of the Hollywood mafia at almost
every turn .
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Illustrative of the Kissinger-Manatt nexus is the case of
old-line Hollywood law firm of Bautzer and Wyman . Greg
Bautzer was the lawyer for Nazi spymaster and homosexual
Errol Flynn during the 1 940s , as well as for Flynn' s sometime
partner, Lansky mobster Benjamin "Bugsy" Siegel, when
both were involved with heroin-and-arms operations in Sin
aloa and Tijuana. According to Hollywood insider sources ,
today Bautzer i s a n intimate o f Henry Kissinger. The same
sources report that Bautzer' s partner, Gene Wyman , was one
of Manatt' s most importnat mentors in Los Angele s , before
Wyman ' s death in the mid- 1 97Qs .

Illustrative of the Kissinger-Manatt nexus is the case of
old-line Hollywood law firm of Bautzer and Wyman . Greg
B autzer was the lawyer for Nazi spymaster and homosexual
Errol Flynn during the 1 940s , as well as for Flynn' s sometime
partner, Lansky mobster Benjamin "Bugsy" Siegel, when
both were involved with heroin-and-arms operations in Sin
aloa and Tijuana. According to Hollywood insider sources ,
today Bautzer is an intimate of Henry Kissinger. The same
sources report that B autzer' s partner, Gene Wyman , was one
of Manatt ' s most important mentors in Los Angeles , before
Wyman ' s death in the mid- 1 970s .

How the drug underworld creates a separatist
movement: the histor y of the PAN
by Timothy Rush
The vast chain of underworld narcotics , prostitution , and
smuggling operations along the Pacific Coast-from Los An
geles to Acapulco--traces back in both the United States and
Mexico to the Prohibition era. It was then that the first great
mob fortunes were made , and the networks established which
later moved into drug and arms running when America went
"wet" again.
The National Action Party (PAN) , created just as these
networks were first consolidated , has been chosen by these
networks as their standard-bearer in their home base of B aja
California. This is the story of how the PAN and the drugs
came together.
In Mexico , the mogul of bootleg liquor was William
Jenkins, an American, born in 1 87 8 , who settled in the city
of Puebla at the tum of the century . After accumulating a
moderate amount of personal wealth , he pulled off one of the
great stunts of his era in 1 9 1 9 , when he arranged to have
himself kidnapped by followers of guerrilla leader Emiliano
Zapata. Some officials of the U . S . State Department and
members of Congress maneuvered to have the United States
declare war to rescue the hitherto unknown Jenkins ; in the
end , the U . S . government put up a handsome ransom , most
of which found its way back into Jenkins ' s pockets the minute
he was released.
Jenkins immediately used the loot to take control of all
the sugar cane plantations of Matamoros Valley in the state
of Puebla , the richest sugar cane region of the country . Over
the next decade , as Prohibition in the U . S . made bootleg
liquor the hottest commodity in the hemisphere , Jenkins built
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his central sugar refinery , Atencingo , into the largest and
most efficient in Latin America .

The bootleg liquor was sold all along the border. But it
was in Tijuana that the most glamorous Mexican showcase
of the "roaring 20s" was built. The Agua Caliente casino
and race track opened its doors in 1 928, and for the next
seven years , was a mecca for an international crowd that a
generation later would become the "jet setters . " Abelardo
Rodriguez , a general in the Mexican Revolution who be
came governor of Baja California from 1 923-26 and would
run almost everything in the state for several decades , ran the
sbow .
All the big time Hollywood stars flocked down to Agua
Caliente , looking for the action that was banned back home .
It was an overlay of the Hollywood and the Mexican under
world , joined at Tijuana, which would blossom over the next
20 years .

The Mexican film industry
Exactly as the big time Prohibition liquor fortunes of the
United States-some , such as Joseph Kennedy ' s , acquiring
a veneer as "legit" ; others , such as Meyer Lansky ' s , not
migrated to become the dominant forces in Hollywood be
ginning in the 1 930s , so the big liquor and drug fortunes in
Mexico went into the Mexican movie industry.
William Jenkins ' first move , in combination with partner
Gabriel Alarcon, was to establish a monopoly over the thea
ters in his home base of Puebla. His basic persuasion tactic
was deployment of goons; even his favorable biographers
International
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note that the means he used were "not recommendable . " Gov .
Maximino A vila Camacho lent a hand--of particular useful
ness when his brother, Manuel , later became president of
Mexico .
In 1 938 Jenkins disposed of his leading opposition . He
arranged a deal with rival Puebla movie theater owner Man
uel Espinoza Yglesias; Espinoza Yglesias became one of
Jenkins ' principal lieutenants , eventually converting Jen
kins ' s fortune into the base of Mexico' s Banco de Comercio
(Bancomer) financial empire , the largest in the country .
By the beginning of the World War II , Jenkins controlled
50 percent of all the movie theaters in Mexico; by the end of
the decade , 90 percent . This gave him an absolute control
over all the Mexican movie industry , then developing into
the most active in Latin America; no film produced without
his blessing was shown . He set up powerful deals with Hol
lywood' s new mob masters for the exclusive rights to distrib
ute U . S . movies south of the border.
Agua Caliente ' s Abelardo Rodriguez followed the same
track into movie theater ownership; he eventually sold out to
Jenkins/Espinoza Yglesias in 1 95 3 , for a handsome profit.

The Aleman-Alessio era

Lazaro Cardenas (president of Mexico from 1 9 34-40) ,
put a crimp in the gangsters' expansion plans . He banned
casino gambling . On July 22, 1 935 , Agua Caliente casino
was padlocked , never to reopen .
However, the mob found a back door in Mexican horse
racing and tourism. A Los Mgeles business partner of Ben
jamin "Bugsy" Siegel , Meyer Lansky' s West Coast lieuten
ant , reopened the Agua Caliente race track in 1 93 7 . The track
did a booming business during the war, as the leading Cali
fornia tracks were closed for the duration .
Official Mexico thawed for the mob when Manuel Avila
Camacho became president in 1 940. It became a paradise
under Miguel Aleman , president from 1 946-5 2 .
Facing extortion and tax evasion charges i n New York,
mobster Alfred Cleveland Blumenthal moved to Mexico
permanently in 1 947 . He built up the posh Ciro ' s as the "in"
restaurant/nightclub of Mexico City, La Reforma as the city ' s
gala hotel , and E I Mirador and the Casablanca a s the first big
elegant hotels of Acapulco . Virginia Hill , mafia moll of
Bugsy Siegel (before his gangland killing in 1 947) and of
other leading figures in the Lansky mob , was the chief "run
ner" to Mexico to make the emerging deals stick.
No one profited more from the Aleman welcome mat than
Johnny Alessio. A poor Italian boy from San Diego , Alessio
was picked up by one of the top mob-linked financial opera
tives in the region and magnate for the tuna industry , C .
Arnholt Smith o f the Bank o f Italy and the U . S . National
Bank, and deployed across the border to establish himself in
Tijuana. By 1 947 , he was manager of the B anco del Pacifico
in Tijuana.
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The A vila Camacho brothers had muscled their way into
control of Agua Caliente in 1 945 . Now , just two years later,
Aleman wanted his own piece of the action . After negotia
tions with the Siegel mob in California Alessio was tapped
for the job . The racetrack manager suddenly got a telegram
from Mexico City, telling him "Don 't sell to anyone else 'til
I get there . " It was signed by Alessio . The mystified manager,
who had had no intentions of selling , checked back with his
partners in Mexico City . They had just sold out themselves
to Alessio.
Over the succeeding years , Alessio built up an empire of
drug and gambling activity on the Mexican side of the border,
and real estate and hotel activity in San Diego . Today , as
dirty as he ever was , and after numerous brushes with the
law , he is "Mr. San Diego . "
I f Alessio became "Mr. San Diego ," the "Mr. Acapulco"
of the period was Teddy Stauffer . It was a perfect case of
the Hollywood drift south . Swiss by birth , Stauffer first began
working Hollywood in the 1 930s . Just before Pearl Harbor,
he set up shop in Tijuana, where he served as part of Errol
Flynn' s Nazi spy network. From there he made his way to
Acapulco . He picked up the Casablanca hotel franchise from
Alfred Cleveland B lumenthal , installing the first Acapulco
nightclub and floorshow on the premises , and went on to
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become the preeminent empresario of Aleman ' s gold coast.
The symbol of the whole period was the marriage of
Aleman lieutenant Bruno Pagliai to Hollywood' s Merle
Oberon , one of the gala events of the decade . Pagliai had
originally arrived in Mexico in 1 945 , a poor Argentine-Ital
ian relation of Italian nobility . He quickly made his way up
in the services of the man increasingly known as "the gringo
president. " In 1 949 Aleman sent him to Agua Caliente in
Tijuana to be trained by Alessio in the secrets of money
laundering at the race tracks; he returned to head up the
operations of the largest track anywhere in Mexico, the Hi
podromo de las Americas , on the outskirts of Mexico City .
He later set up business arrangements with central figures of
the Permindex (Permanent Industrial Expositions) interna
tional assassination bureau and the Propaganda-2 Freema
sonic Lodge of Licio Gelli in Italy .

Drugs and arms
The big money did not come from horseracing , however.
It was only laundered there; the big money came from drugs,
arms smuggling , real estate scams , and myriad mob shake
down operations along the way.
The corridor for Mexican production of marijuana and
heroin began in the Pacific Coast state of Sinaloa, and pro
ceeded up through the two border states of Sonora and B aja
California. It was first developed by the Mexican branches
of the Chinese opium syndicates famous in both San Francis
co and Los Angeles . The heydey of the opium traffic under
Chinese control was the 1 920s . Then in the early 1 930s , the
Chinese colonies in Sonora and Sinaloa were broken up , their
properties confiscated . The situation was ripe for the now
combined Hollywood and Mexican mafias to move in directly.
This drug trade gradually increased during the 1 940s and
1 950s , to explode in the 1 960s and early 1 970s . By the 1 960s ,
Mexico' s northwest drug corridor represented an integrated
drug production and distribution district that began with large
fields of marijuana and poppy in the Sierra Madre mountains .
The poppies were refined into opium paste or heroin in over
1 00 laboratories in Culiacan , capital of the state of Sinaloa;
the city became such a processing center that in 1 972, when
the heroin route through Turkey was shut down , Culiacan
became an important transshipment center for South Ameri
can heroin and cocaine heading for the United States. Almost
the entirety of the police forces of Mexico' s northwest and a
considerable portion of the customs agents were on the drug
traffickers ' payroll .
Arms shipments came back the other way along the same
routes.
�.
Though the drugs flowed over into the United States all
along the border, it was at the Baja gateway cities of Tijuana
and Mexicali that the really big deals were made , and overall
control kept on the operation . It was in Tijuana that Alberto
Sicilia Falcon , the "boss of bosses" of the Mexican drug
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trade , first got established in 1 969 . A Cuban who was en
rolled in CIA-directed activity against Castro in Miami in the
1 960s , Sicilia Falcon hooked up with Alessio in Tijuana and
took over the worldwide networks of Juan Hernandez
Chavira, when Hernandez was busted in the late 1 960s .
Sicilia Falcon' s business cover was in tourism and tuna export.
The heroin king went on to establish himself first in Guad
alajara and then in Mexico City , where he became the close
friend of one of Aleman' s former mistresses , Dolores Ol
medo. It was in M�xico City that he was finally busted in
1 975 on the basis of a trail of information that began with the
arrest of a Culiacan drug ring three months before , led to top
officials of Espinoza Yglesias ' s Bancomer branch in the same
city , and from there reaohed top officials of the Bancomer
branch in Tijuana . When it was disco,:,ered that hundreds of
millions of dollars of his fortune had been stashed away in
numbered accounts in Switzerland, his became a test case for
breaking Swiss secrecy laws . The Swiss made some token
concessions , but kept the basis for their managing of the
world' s hot money flows intact.
An entire substructure in Mexico was created around the
nexus of interests associated with the Aleman forces , which
continued , with few changes in personnel at the top , through
to the deaths of Aleman and Pagliai within a month of each
other in early 1 98 3 . Among the most important of these
associated forces was a group of top latifundists in Sinaloa
and Sonora, all with their fingers in the drug trade till . These
latifundists , with pretensions to being aristocrats , were finan
cially and ideologically controlled from Monterrey , the seat
of power of the Monterrey Group of intermarried business
families (Garzas , Sadas , Lagueras , Zambranos) , which thus
indirectly took its cut of the drug trade .
Also integral to the Aleman empire were the entertain
ment monopolies exercised by Jenkins , Alarcon, and Aleman
partner Emilio Azcarraga (who set up Churubusco Studios
on the outskirts of Mexico City in 1 947 in partnership with
RKO studios of Hollywood) ; and a series of lucrative car
dealerships exemplified by the Ford franchise operated by
Pablo . Bush Romero in Mexico City . Bush , according to
several sources , was reputed to be heavily involved in drug
dealings .

FBI's Division Five
The war years brought more than the Hollywood mafia to
Mexico; they brought the FBI . Far from serving as a law
enforcement agency , the FBI' s history in Mexico is that of a
scandalous adjunct to the drug and terrorism rings which
grew up over the succeeding decades.
In 1 940 J . Edgar Hoover, together with the Office of
Naval Intelligence (aNI) and British Intelligence , presented
Franklin Roosevelt with a report urging that a special capa
bility be set up to counter Axis espionage in the Western
Hemisphere . Roosevelt approved , and the new unit, called
International
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Special Intelligence Service (SIS), was run out of the espio
nage and counterespionage division of the FBI , Division
Five , headed by Canadian Louis Mortimer B loomfield .
Personnel from this same Division Five , together with
Walter Sheridan associates from the Justice Department ' s
"anti-crime taskforce" operations, became , two decades lat
er, Intertel-the private intelligence arm of Resorts Interna
tional which helped administer the major expansion of the
Lansky mob into the B ahamas and then Atlantic City .
When the OSS challenged Division Five ' s mandate for
operations south of the border, Roosevelt "directed that the
FBI continue to have sole responsibility for the civilian intel
ligence operation in the Western Hemisphere , " according to
a study of the FBI of the period . The SIS/Division Five agents
sent in were both undercover and open , as "legal attaches" to
the embassies involved . This arrangement was kept up in the
case of Mexico even after the war, and remains in effect to
this day . FBI operations in Mexico exceed those of the CIA
and the CIA office in Mexico is the largest in the
hemisphere .
A crucial clue to FBI activity in Mexico is provided as a
by-product of investigations into the assassination of Presi
dent John F. Kennedy . These investigations unearthed south

PAN leader would rather
f ght than retract support
i
for Nazi economics

The campaign by a I S-member squad of organizers from
the Mexican Labor Party (PLM) to expose the treasonous
activities of the PAN party in Baja California had PAN
leaders on the verge of nervous collapse as e l ec ti on day
approached. The PLM has created a major snafu in PAN
expectations of walking off with an easy victory against
the ruling PRI party in the state .
PAN leader Jose Angel Conchello called an emerge n
cy press conference Aug . 19 to counter the PLM cam
paign. On arri v al at the Mexicali Holiday Inn for his pres
entation, Conchello threw a punch at PLM press spokes
man Ricardo Olvera when Olvera asked him whether he
would care to retract his stated support for the policies of
Adolf Hitler's finance minister Hjalmar S chacht.
The PLM had saturated the cities of Mexicali, Ensen
ada and Tijuana with leaflets and posters denouncing Con
chello and his Nazi proclivities , and warning the popula
tion "Don't vote for the mafia, vote for Mexico-don't
support the PAN. "
Once Conchello escaped from the crowd that wit
nessed his tantrum, he began his press conference in a
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Texas court records of 1 952 which showed that "there were
25 to 30 professional assassins kept in Mexico by the espio
nage section of the U . S . Federal Bureau of Investigation;
[and] that these men were used to commit political assassi
nations all over North , South and Central America , the East
European countries and Russia . . . . " The man in charge of
the unit, back to 1 943 , according to one source , was Albert
Osborne--an intelligence agent operating under cover of
Protestant missionary work in the state of Puebla from 1 94262 , and the man identified by six witnesses as the traveling
companion of Lee Harvey Oswald in Mexico in September
1 963 .
The FBI gradually wound down some of its "legal at
tache" work in the 1 960s , until Henry Kissinger put the
screws on the Bureau , and insisted that all FBI foreign oper
ations be revitalized with a heavy emphasis on the Latin
American side . Kissinger placed one of his own men in
charge of the program and had him report directly .
President Luis Echeverria ( 1 970-76) , determined to re
turn the Mexican economy to a nationalist course of basic
investment and production , became the first president to tack
le the drug empire , which was operating with its own private
armies in the S ierra Madre mountains . He knew that nothing

packed room in the hotel . PLM Secretary General Mari
viIia Carrasco asked to be given the microphone to ask
Conchello a question, upon which the following exchange
took place:
"Mr. Conchello , " Carrasco said , "I would like to ask
you . . . . "
Conchello, again out of control , pointed to the PLM
leader. "That woman , 1 know her, she ran against me in
my district in Mexico City , she is the Secretary General
of the PLM, the party con nected to that man in the U . S . ,
that man LaRouche . "
"Yes ," Carras co replied , "the PLM i s a co-thinker of
LaRouche ' s organization . But this is known all over Mex
ico and the world . What is not so well known either here
or in the rest of the world, is that the PAN takes orders
from the U . S . State Department. . . . "
The press conference broke up in pandemonium, and
the major TV news in Mexico, "24 Horas ," interrupted its
evening broadcast to read a a flash reporting on Conchel10' s violent attack against Olvera, who filed a formal com
plaint for physical assault against the PAN leader. Major
Mexico City newspapers like Excelsior and dailies in Con
cheBo's home state of Nuevo Leon gave prominent cov
erage to the incident, not neglecting to report that it was
at the point that Conchello was asked to retract from his
support for Hitler th at he lost control of himself.
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less than a virtual military occupation could do the trick , and
correspondingly mandated Attorney General Pedro Ojeda
Paullada to draw fully on the Mexican military for the crack
down. This was known as "Operation Condor. "
Sicilia Falc6n Was one o f the first to fall in the dragnet
established in 1 974 . By 1 97 7 , an estimated '80 to 90 percent
of the drug production in the region had been eliminated
one of the most successful anti-drug crackdowns anywhere
in the world.
In 1 976 Echeverria followed up with a campaign of land
expropriations against the Sinaloa and Sonora latifundists ,
who had been holding land far in excess of legal limits .

Enter the PAN

The Alemanista nexus suddenly began to doubt its ability
to protect its interests within .the ruling PRI (Institutional
Revolutionary Party) . They began to look for "institutional
alternatives" that could be used to replace the PRI on the local
level in the areas where, the drug and related operations need
ed protection most , and to force the PRI into line on the
national level with this local clout .
The PAN was precisely the vehicle the Alemanistas had
kept in readiness. Nationally , it sported such luminaries as
Pablo Bush , the Mexico City Ford dealer, Knight of Malta,
and reputed drug trafficker; and Jose Gonzalez Torres , the
PAN presidential candidate in 1 95 8 , who went on to handle
insiders ' investment portfolios for Espinoza Yglesias at the
drug-linked Bancomer conglomerate .
Since 1 972 , the leadership of, the PAN had been taken
over by the hardline faction of Monterrey ' s J os«! Angel Con
cheUo, an overt Nazi ideologue wedded to a combination of
radical British/Viennese "free enterprise" ideology and "small
is beautiful" environmentalism . Conchello ' s Monterrey fac
tion , based in the Vitro conglomerate and including Pablo
Emilio Madero , Conchello protege who ran for president on
the PAN ticket in 1 982, had the closest of ties to the Sinaloa
Sonora-Baja corridor . .
The landowners and mafiosi reacted to Operation Condor
and the expropriations with an explosion of opposition activ
ity. The centerpiece was a series of "tractor strikes"-road
caravans and blockades . The leaders of the "strikes" were
Manuel Clouthier, the wealthiest latifundist of northern Sin
aloa, with such close ties to Monterrey that Monterrey later
named him to head the strongest of the national anti-govern
ment business federations , the Businessmel\' s Coordinating
Council (CCE) ; Carlos Sparrow Sada , a relati ve of the Sada
family of Monterrey who had set up shop in the center of the
agricultural district of southern Sonora, Ciudad Obreg6n;
Adalberto Rosas Lopez , one of the leading latifundists of
Ciudad Obreg6n , in-law of the oligarchic Mazon family of
Hermosillo, and head of the local PAN activity; and Carlos
Amaya, yet another Ford dealer and a close associate of
Rosas ' s who currently is state director of the PAN .
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The lawyer for the latifundists in their efforts to regain
their lands, Ignacio Burgoa Orihuela , had just finished de
fending the top PAN leader of Baja California, Salvador
Rosas Magallon from charges that he had headed a network
of legal services for the leading drug mafiosi of the state .

Sonora: The test case
Sonora had a number of advantages for the interests push
ing the PAN forward .
• It was a state in which, since 1 968 , there were a number
of deep splits in its ruling PRI elite .
• Since the same year, the U . S . consulate in Hermosillo ,
staffed in part by FBI agents , had pioneered covert counter
intelligence operations , with an emphasis on the burgeoning
student movement. According to local experts , the consulate
helped create and run a right-wing paramilitary shocktroop
force on the campus of the University of Sonora, called the
Micos, and then infiltrated a number of the leftwing groups
that proliferated in reaction. The consulate was notoriously
cozy with the local PAN apparatus .
• It was common knowledge that the state ' s banking
system, centered in the Banpacifico empire of one of Son
ora ' s ranking latifundists , Arcadio Valenzuela , was shot
through with drug money , and could be counted on to support
the PAN political insurgency .
• Finally, the local Catholic archbishop , cultist Carlos
Quintero Arce, was fully behind the PAN .
The PAN had previously won the mayorship of the state
capital of Hermosillo for one term. In 1 979, it placed Rosas
as mayor of Ciudad Obreg6n through traitorous manipUla
tions of Rosas ' s friends who had remained behind to work
against the PRI from the inside . In 1 982 the operation re
peated itself, only this time with even greater success (capture
of the city halls of Hermosillo plus two key cities on the
border used for drug- and arms-shipments , San Luis Rio
Colorado and Agua Prieta) and even more flagrant involve
ment of the U . S . consulate . Rosas , who stage-managed the
PAN victories , immediately launched his candidacy for gov
ernor in elections to be held in 1 985 .
Local sources report that with the PAN takeover of the
Hermosillo mayoralty , a large number of FBI agents have
virtually set up -office in the town hall . Investigators are
watching the activities of the former FBI chief in Mexico
City, reputed to be involved in dirty drug and other dealings ,
who has recently shifted his base o f operations to Arizona,
across the border from Sonora .
With the PRI on the defensive in Sonora, the local PAN
leaders-in tandem with representatives of the U . S . State
Departrnent-toured the other northern states to map out the
next campaigns . On July 4 , 1 98 3 , the PAN swept local elec
tions in the state of Chihuahua, including the arms- and drug
shipment point of Ciudad Juarez . The Chihuahua Group of
Eloy VaUina played a critical part in the PAN victory-the
International
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Chihuahua Group ' s bank , Comennex , had been the center of
the Tijuana scandals which led to the downfall of Sicilia
Falcon in 1 975 .
The PAN is now gunning to take control of the heroin
haven of Culiacan -in the drug sfafe just below Sonora, -Sina�
loa, with the candidacy of "tractor striker" Clouthier' s cou
sin , Jorge del Rincon . This past spring , its national deputy
for the Sinaloa port of Mazatlan , Andres Caceres , opened
the first-ever direct PAN attack on Operation Condor. Ca
ceres adopted the ultra-left litany that the program "trampled
on the human rights of the peasants . "

On

to Baja

But the focus of the most intense PAN activity is the heart
of the mafia operations since the 1 930s , Baja California.
The underworld had a free hand in Baja, through gener
ous patronage doled out to a number of different factions
nominally in both the PRI and the PAN . In 1 959, when
Alessio made a short-lived attempt to re-establish casino
gambling in the state , the local authorities raised no objec
tions. Objections were , however, raised both in Las Vegas ,
which did not want to see competition , and in Mexico City .
It was national anny units , sent in in sealed planes, which
abruptly shut the Rosarito adventure down.
Just as in Sonora across the Gulf of Cortez, it was during
the Echeverria period that the Alessio mob first ran into
problems . Echeverria moved to place a figure committed to
straightening out the crime rings , Gen . Hennenegildo Cuen
ca Diaz , in as PRI candidate in 1 976. As Defense Minister
during the Echeverria presidency , Cuenca Diaz had played a
leading role in the successful execution of Operation Condor.
The assets of the Hollywood mob in the state reacted with
backstage efforts to secure the PRl nomination instead for

Mario Hernandez Maytorena .

Hernandez was one of the most powerful businessmen in
Baja, a major shareholder of both Unibanco and Espinoza
Yglesias ' s Bancomer, and boss of a commercial and real
estate empire centered in Mexicali , Tijuana, and San Luis
Rio Colorado.
Despite Mario Hernandez ' s most intense pressure , Ech
everria would not budge . But when Echeverria' s candidate ,
Cuenca Diaz , suddenly died in early 1 977 , the mob was able
to regain control . They secured the nomination and the elec
tion for "one of their own": Roberto "Bobbie" de la Madrid.
No relation to current President M iguel de la Madrid ,
Bobbie had prepared the ground for his bid for power with a
1 976 deal cut with two of the biggest Hollywood Mafia op
eratives , Lew Wasserman of the $5 billion holding company
MCA , and the perennially investigated Sidney Korshak,
charitably described as "the interface between the mob and
legitimate business . " The tenns of the deal : keeping casinos
out of Baja, in return for cutting de la Madrid into a series of
Mafia-controlled business ventures in southern California .
D e la Madrid, who steps down from the governorship later
this year, is reported to maintain his principal residence and
most of his financial assets in San Diego ; he is said to com-
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mute by plane to work in the governor' s office in Mexicali.
Because "Mr. San Diego" Alessio has an interest in keep
ing the image of that city clean , the drugs cleared through
Tijuana are stored in depots at National City and Chula Vista,
on the coasi road to saIi DIego� according to sources familiar
with the deals.
After buying his way into the governorship , de la Madrid
dispensed with the PRl machinery and has been ruling the
state directly through his own business associates and related
networks . His state minister of development is his right-hand
business partner, Carlos Bustamante, the subject of an in
ternational political scandal in 1 979 when sweetheart gas and
oil contracts with companies of fonner state governors Ed
mund and Jerry Brown in California were exposed .
Just as in 1 976-77 , the issue in the elections Sept. 4 is
whether the mafia machinery stays in place or comes under
attack. The PAN is a refuge when the drug runners cannot
stay in the PRl.
In the number-three city in B aj a California Norte , Ensen
ada, the Mario Hernandez-Bob de la Madrid forces managed
to secure the PRl nomination for one of their men , Roberto
Swain . Thinking they had the situation sewn up, they nomi
nated a total unknown as the token PAN opposition . But the
rest of the PRl machine rebelled and , with the popular David
Ojeda at the lead , adopted the label of the Socialist Workers
Party (PST) and may take the elections .
For the other major nominations , for mayors of Tijuana
and Mexicali , and governor, more refonn-minded candidates
tied to President Miguel de la. Madrid within the PRI gained
the upper hand . The colors of the mafia apparatus are corre
spondingly the blue and white of the PAN in those areas . The
tightest races will be for governor, where the PAN ' s Hector
Teran has the sotto voce backing of part of the Mario Her
nandez machine (Hernandez is astutely keeping one foot in
each of the PRI and PAN camps); and for mayor of the capital
city , Mexicali, where Eugenio Elorduy is the mafia's choice
on the PAN ticket. Elorduy , like other key elements in the
PAN machinery around the country , rose to business promi
nence on the basis of a Ford dealership. Working quietly to
ensure his victory is the current PRI mayor of Mexicali ,

Eduardo Manuel Martinez Palomera.
Isidro Miranda Araujo, Mexicali activist who moved

over last year to serve as the top aide to the new PAN mayor
of Hennosillo in neighboring Sonora, is now coordinating a
flow of PAN cadres trained in martial arts to Baja for the
elections , as well as funds skimmed from the public coffers
of his adopted city , according to sources in Hennosillo . Both
PAN heavyweights in Sonora, Adalberto Rosas and Carlos
Amaya, have been making non-stop trips into Baja to unof
ficially advise the Elorduy and Teran campaigns , while in the
final weeks national pro-Nazi leaders Conchello and Madero
arrived on the scene .
The PAN forces feel they are on "home ground ," and that
if they can win B aja, the entire north will be restablished as
the drug-and-crime haven the Aleman-Hollywood Mafia
forces originally carved out.
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State Department
secretly helped build the PAN

u. s.

State Department policy has been for many years to
secretly build up the National Action Party (PAN) as a chal
lenge to Mexico' s ruling Institutional Revolutionary Party
(PRI) , EIR was told in July , 1 982 by one of the top half
dozen U . S . academics specializing in Mexico . "This has
been going on for a long time . I don't know about the Her
mosillo consular office , but definitely in Mexico City ," he
said. "I know that is true from personal contacts at the Em
bassy . It' s been going on for at least 4-5 years . . . . You
won't get any of them to tell you what I've just told you .
They talk to me because of a different relation I have with
them. You would have to go at it indirectly , probing what
reactions they might have to the results of the elections . . . .
The PRI has been sensitive to the U . S . Embassy link to the
PAN . "
I n an interview at that time , following elections i n which
the PAN made major gains, a State Department spokesman
said: "The PAN is a conservative business-oriented party ,
like the Republican Party in the United States . "
Dale Junker, U . S . Vice-Consul i n Hermosillo , was just
as sanguine about the PAN . Asked by an American business
man in July 1 982 about the impact of daily demonstrations
of up to 5 ,000 PAN supporters , including one which burned
down the local election offices in Caborca, Junker replied:
"Things are calm. Well yes , there have been demonstrations ,
but these are just marches , you couldn 't really call them
demonstrations . . . . Yes , there was this fire in Caborca,
some sort of electrical short in an office in the City Hall . The
local authorities investigated it because obviously there was
a lot of suspicion about it. But the PRI didn 't take advantage ,
the PRI did the investigating and concluded it was just an
electrical short . " Told that it was not just any room in the
City Hall, but the elections office , Junker replied: "Well ,
yes , it was the elections office , but the votes had been counted
and certified already . "
Since last summer, State Department involvement with
the PAN has become such a scandal throughout Mexico that
U . S . officials are now highly circumspect in their public
statements . George High , newly-appointed director of Mex
ican Affairs at the State Department, has given orders for no
one in the bureau to comment on the "opposition parties" in
Mexico, EIR sources report, because of the sensitiveness of
the issue . High got his new position as a result of his perforu.s.
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mance at the U . S . Embassy in Mexico, where he functioned
as the State Department' s field officer in charge of coordi
nation with the PAN . High participated in a clandestine plan
ning session with PAN leaders in Hermosillo , Sonora on
April 22 of this year, one of a series that he conducted
throughout the volatile northern tier of Mexican states. The
Hermosillo meeting became a national scandal when it reached
the newspapers early the next month.
Top State Department officials who have refused to speak
in their own name have supplied journalists with names of
think tank experts "who can be expected to know State De
partment thinking . " We publish excerpts of a discussion with
one of them, made available to EIR:

Q: I would like to hear from you what the American policy
toward Mexico currently is.
A: For years the U . S . had basically ignored Mexico. But
things started to change in the 1970s , when changes in Mex
ico , both in its attitude toward the U. S . and to the rest of the
world, started to change as well . It actually started with Luis
Echeverria [Mexican president, 1 970-76] . The U . S . came to
see Mexico , not as a neighbor, but as a problem or as a
difficult country to deal with .
In the 1 950s and 1 960s we could count on Mexico doing
pretty much what the U . S . wanted, but now we can no longer
do that. Mexico has its own priorities, its own objectives .
Q: What are the prospects for U . S . -Mexican relations?
A: There are and will continue to be a constant series of
tensions and problems in the relationship that will get dealt
with by one President or another and will get stabilized and
then will break out again into a crisis and cause more prob
lems and difficulties later on . There will always be problems ,
while at the same time leaders of both countries will meet
periodically and will say that they are great friends and that
we need to understand each other better. This will constantly
go on .
Q: So I take it that the U . S . would like to see a political shift
in Mexico toward a political system that would tend to adapt
more to the U . S . needs?
A: Oh yes , and there are a lot of pressures on Mexico.
Q: Does the U . S . have lobbying groups inside Mexico?
A: I ' m not really aware of how successfully the U. S . is using
groups in Mexico. I have been told that the Mexican Army ,
for example , is more worried about Central America than is
the political leadership. That may be true , but I don't know
if the U . S . has anything to do with it.
Q: What about groups like the PAN whose economic and
Central American policies are closer to the U. S . views?
A: I suppose that if anyone would take the PAN seriously in
the U . S . , they would be more in favor of the PAN than the
PRI. I just don' t know is the U . S . is clever or dumb enough
to try to use the PAN in that way .
International
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Has France's Mitterrand signed
the death warrant for Chad?
by Mark Burdman
"There is a faction in France that asks , ' Why not a federation
in Chad? The Arabs will go with Libya and the slaves will go
with France. ' " With these words, spoken at a press confer
ence in the Chad capital city of Ndjamena on Aug . 23 , Chad
Information Minister Soumalia Mahamat identified the
premise of French policy toward the crisis in Chad .
In the two months since Libyan dictator Muammar Qad
dafi , with massive Soviet backing , launched aggression
against Chad, French policy has been a mixture of cynicism ,
political compromise , and impotent military posturing , pi
voted on a consensus among policy elites that the continent
of Africa need not (or should not) be economically developed
and that Africans are (either useful or useless) slaves to the
whims of the Q 'uai d ' Orsay , France ' s foreign ministry .
In plain language , France has groveled before Qaddafi .
And, to the dismay of Africans , the United States has left
France to allow the destruction of what President Reagan
recently called France' s "sphere of influence" in Chad. Not
withstanding the President' s Aug . 23 characterization of
Qaddafi ' s actions in Chad as "naked external aggression ,"
American response to the Chad crisis on the ground is over
shadowed by the same day ' s State Department announce
ment that U . S . AWACs radar-monitoring devices were being
removed from Sudan, in recognition that French unwilling
ness to deploy its Jaguar jets in the Chad theatre made the
AWACs unnecessary . Intelligence insiders trace the most ·
current round of sabotage of American policy in Africa to a
secret visit in early August to the Elysee presidential palace
in Paris by special envoy Vernon Walters , a friend of Henry
Kissinger and a high-level operative of the Propaganda-2
Freemasonic lodge of Italy .
In this context came a report in the Italian press Aug . 2526 that U . S . State Department special envoy to the Middle
East Robert McFarlane , another Kissinger operative, has just
opened discussions with Italy' s P-2-controlled mafioso Prime
Minister Bettino Craxi-to discuss a role for Craxi in me
diating the Chad crisis ! Various KGB-linked Socialist Inter
national operatives-including France' s Claude Estier, Por
tugal' s Mario Soares , and reportedly Greece' s Andreas Pa
pandreou-are being brought into discussions of the Craxi
role .
If the danse macabre of Paris and Washington over Chad
brings pleasure to the colonialists at Anatoly Gromyko' s
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Africa Institute in Moscow , it is also met by a smug satisfac
tion in Jerusalem . Israel ' s capital has become the new Mecca
for African leaders seeking protection from Qaddafi ' s le
gions . The elaborate state visit by Liberi ' s President Samuel
Doe and six cabinet ministers to Israel in late August to
concretize wide-sweeping security , military , and economic
arrangements , and the decision by the government of the
Central African Republic Aug . 24 to become the third in
Africa to resume diplomatic relations with Israel are only the
surface ripples of a major transformation . Among the gov
ernments expected to trek to Jerusalem are those of Kenya,
Togo, Ivory Coast, Senegal , Gabon , and even the Qaddafi
linked Sankara government of Upper Volta. Israeli sources
forecast breakthroughs as well in relations between Israel and
the Soviet-linked nation of Ethiopia, and Israeli-Ethiopian
ties in the security and military sphere are already reported
to be more extensive than conventional wisdom
acknowledges .
The debacle o f French policy in Africa i s underscored by
the extraordinary set of formulations made by Mitterrand in
his Aug . 25 interview with Le Monde .
In verbiage, the interview was an attempt to please every
body: the restive traditional French military , by warning of a
French response "beyond defensive retaliation" if Qaddafi
were to attack French forces inside Chad; President Reagan,
by praising French-American coordination and condemning
Qaddafi for "aggression" ; the French left, by eschewing both
"preventive" military action and the provision of French air
cover for a Chad government attempt to reconquer northern
Chad from the Libyans; Colonel Qaddafi , by holding upon
the olive branch for negotiations; and France ' s "clients" in
Africa, by praising Chad leader Hissene Habre ' s integrity
and courage and by rejecting the idea of partitioning Chad.
In reality, as Le Figaro ' s Chad correspondent noted on
Aug . 26, the interview is being viewed at best as "nice words
that will disappear in the desert" of Chad , since Mitterrand
punted on any plan to actually prevent the partition of Chad ,
refused to indicate how France would act to force Qaddafi to
withdraw from Chad , and deferred all substantial decision
making over Chad to the Organization of African Unity and
to the United Nations.
"If the Chadians were in a mood for laughing ," Figaro
reported, they would "split their sides" over the latter idea,
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since these institutions would be ineffective (at best) in deal
ing with the Chad situation . Beyond all these factors , Figaro
notes , what particularly upset the Habn! forces in Ndjamena
was Mitterrand' s endorsement of the solution of "federation"
for Chad , which they regard as "a disaster . . . madness . . .
since it would collapse immediately , " and break up the nation
of Chad.
Mitterrand' s actual words on federation are worth quot
ing . "A federation ," he explained , "often conforms more to
reality than a formal unity that is always broken apart. But it
is not up to France to decide . Nothing can be concluded
without the agreement of the Chadians themselves . "
Jesuitically contorted a s this may be , Chad leader Hissene
Habre' s reaction to Mitterrand ' s statement was quite simple .
According to French radio on Aug . 26 , Habn! was
"infuriated . "
As a fierce nationalist, Habn� becomes immediately ex
pendable under conditions where Chad is being regionally
split between respective Soviet-Libyan and nominally French
spheres . Already , Paris gossip networks are full of rumors
that, in fact, both Habn! and Libyan asset Goukkouni Oued
dei are about to be terminated , as part of a broader French
Libyan deal over Chad premised around a new leadership;
sources inside Chad report that Goukkouni has not been seen
in public in almost a month . Such a deal is being supported
by the French cotton interests centered around such nasty old
imperialists as Dominique Ponchardier, and by the pro-Lib
yan Freemasonic lobby of former Minister of Foreign Trade
Michel Jobert, Foreign Minister Claude Cheysson , and spe
cial Elysee African affairs adviser Guy Penne . Recent visits
by Roland Dumas , Mitterrand' s personal lawyer, to Tripoli ,
Libya, were reportedly i n pursuit o f that kind o f wretched
deal .

'Mitterrand must remember Munich'
The Hitler-modeled Qaddafi , of course, has no intention
of fulfilling his side of the deal with Mitterrand . Qaddafi is
biding his time militarily , whiie supporting anti-French guer-.
rillas in southern Chad and expanding his subversion in Af
rica into several nations , including Cameroon, Mali , and
Sudan . In the most recent edition of the weekly magazine Le
Point. President Gaafar Numeiry of Sudan presented con
crete evidence of Libyan efforts to destabilize his country;
Numeiry called on "France , America , and all the free coun
tries to aid Chad and participate in the combat" to bring a halt
to Qaddafi ' s imperialist ambitions in Africa.
On Aug . 23, Chad information Minister Mahamat an
nounced to journalists that Qaddafi was "preparing a new
aggression which is intended to lead to the total annexation
of Chad. " He claimed that 100 Soviet-supported Libyan tanks
and armored personnel carriers were moving south toward
the town of Salal in west-central Chad, en route from the
captured town of Faya-Largeau to the capital of Ndjamena.
Despite all the talk of "military stalemate" in the current
situation , Libyan units have continued operations in the town
of Koro Toro 50 kilometers south of Faya-Largeau , and Lib-
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yan jets have bombarded Umm Chalouda, a city in eastern
Chad .
According to the best military estimates, the Soviets have
recently installed SAM-5 anti-aircraft systems around the
airport of Faya-Largeau , and are continuing to bring advisers
and materiel into the war theatre . They are being abetted by
the Papandreou government of Greece, which recently ne
gotiated a secret arrangement with the Soviets to allow the
U . S . S . R . to use Greek territory for transport of military
equipment to the Libya-Chad region , according to informa
tion from African , Israeli , and Turkish sources . Greek gov
ernment officials in Europe , confronted by evidence of Mr.
Papandreou' s de� , told EIR that "Libya to us is a friendly
country ," and emphasized that their policy toward Libya was
coordinated with that of the U . S . State Department!
With great show , France has sent over 3 ,000 soldiers arid
advisers to Chad and have deployed four Mirage , four 2000kilometer-range Jaguar jets , and one midair-resupply jet into
Chad ' s territorial boundaries. But this deployment has , in
late August, remained concentrated along a line that "parti
tions" Chad de facto from north to south , between French
and Libyan interests .
In an interview with Le Ma tin Aug . 23 , Gen . Chevance
Bertin, who has had 50 years of experience as a top French
commander in Chad, commented on the current French de
ployment in Chad . "What confuses me , " said Chevance Ber
tin , "is the way in which the troops are deployed, because
this allows one to see a sort of partition . We remain static ,
while Qaddafi knows what he wants-Aouzou [the strip in
northern Chad unofficially annexed by Libya from which
Qaddafi extends his aggression southward-M . B . ] . If we
leave this to him, it would be a catastrophe . One cannot
negotiate with Qaddafi in a spirit of concessions .
"Mitterrand must remember Munich, " Chevance Bertin ,
emphasized . By leaving Qaddafi in possession of his northern
Chad conquests , "one will have a perpetual war" in Chad.
He concluded by calling for the "reconquest of the North ,"
with France providing air cover for Habre ' s forces to carry
out this mission . "Because he wants a strong Chad , " the
general noted, "Habre is an obstacle to the hegemonic designs
of Qaddafi . "
The tenor of the general' s policy has been supported in
previous days by leading African affairs advisers for the
Gaullist Rassemblement pour la Republique party , including
Yves Lancien and Jean de Lipkowski , who negotiated joint
French-Chad security and military agreements in 1 976 for
the Giscard government. Mitterrand' s policy, de Lipkowski
warned, was putting France "in a very dangerous position"
by communicating the idea that France accepted a dividing
line between North and South .
Mitterrand pronounced to Le Mantle on Aug. 25 that
"France would not be brought into a battle not of its own
decision , " and would refuse to provide air cover for a move
by Habre to reconquer the north . On the foundation of such
pomposity , France will find itself irrelevant in ·the African
strategic picture .
International
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PHILIPPINES

The Aquino murder :
in whose interest?
by Richard Katz
The Aug . 2 1 airport assassination of Philippines opposition
leader Benigno Aquino has been used to mount a new round
of destabilization against President Ferdinand Marcos and
his program for economic development . The campaign to
remove Marcos and tum the Philippines into a new Iran is
being run by a coalition joining oligarchic families with
Maoists and Jesuit priests . with the assistance of the Inter
national Monetary Fund and the U . S . State Department.
The Western press accuses Marcos of ordering the assas
sination, but he did not stand to benefit . Indeed , his govern
ment is now being weakened by the accusations . Pressure is
growing on President Reagan to cancel the trip to the Phi lip
pines he has scheduled for November. Congressman Stephen
Solarz (D-N . Y . ) , a longtime Marcos foe who will visit the
Philippines in September, has called for an "impartial" in
vestigation of the killing , warning of problems for the $900
million aid package in Congress .
The State Department has already announced in warning
tones that it "trusts" Marcos will launch a full and impartial
investigation, thus acting , as one Washington source put it ,
"like they acted with the Shah of Iran . They are nominally
supporting him, but are in fact undercutting him . " During
Secretary of State George Shultz ' s trip to Manila this June ,
he told reporters on the plane that his subordinates would
meet with opposition leaders , lest the United States be caught
short, as in Iran , when Marcos falls or dies .
Philippines sources say that Aquino ' s funeral on Aug . 28
may be spark a prolonged campaign of demonstrations and
terrorism to bring down Marcos .

Philippines opposition
Aquino was the most prominent of the opposition leaders
against Marcos' s rule; a decade of martial law ended only
recently . The opposition movement ranges from the radical
Maoists of the New People ' s Army and the Libyan-armed
Muslim autonomy rebels in the Philippines ' southern islands ,
to the Jesuit order and Cardinal Jaimie Sin , to right-wing
plantation-owning families . The common denominator of all
groupings is opposition to the president ' s efforts to industrial40
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ize the country .
Aquino himself, though sentenced to death for an alleged
political murder, was allowed by Marcos to leave the Phil
ippines three years ago in order to get a heart operation in the
United States . Aquino remained in the United States as an
instructor at Harvard, and later MIT . He was sponsored by
Harvard ' s Jerome Cohen , a prominent figure in efforts to
undermine modernization in Korea as well as the Philippines ,
and a major proponent o f Henry Kissinger and Zbigniew
Brzezinski' s "China Card" policy. Aquino was also in con
tinual contact with the State Department.
Despite warnings from the Philippines goverment and his
own supporters that he might be killed , Aquino chose to
return to the Philippines in order to ignite a mass campaign
to bring down Marcos . He told friends on the plane that he
might be killed but that he did not expect Marcos would be
responsible . He suggested two other possibilities: either the
extremists within the opposition movement trying to "radi
calize" that movement, or else a faction of the army worried
that Aquino would be the strongest contender for succession
once Marcos dies .

Shultz's role
Whoever planned the pulling of the trigger, the assassi
nation of Aquino is the latest stage of pressure on the Marcos
government, pressure abetted by the State Department and
the IMF and World B ank. In opposition to the plantation
owning oligarchic families, who wish to leave the Philippines
a raw materials exporter, Marcos had developed an impor
tant, albeit flawed, program of industrialization . For exam
ple , ten years ago almost all exports were primary commod
ities; now at least half are manufactured goods . Marcos has
also been pursuing nuclear energy , hydroelectric and irriga
tion dams , and other big industrial construction projects .
The World B ank , charging that such projects are merely
boondoggles to enrich Marcos, has pressured the Philippines
government to cut down its investment program, to cut its
budget, and to devalue its currency . Shultz , on his trip this
June , praised the currency devaluation just announced and
urged further austerity measures . Shultz is well aware that
the economic turmoil caused by such austerity programs un
dermines popular confidence in Marcos even more .
Under this pressure , in the past few months the Philip
pines , along with Indonesia and Malaysia�ountries hith
erto developing rapidly despite the world trade depression
has had to slash billions of dollars worth of investment proj
ects and subsidies on basic consumers staples that maintain
bare subsistence .
Opposition leader Eva Estrada Kalaw told the Washing
ton Post on Aug . 24 that the opposition "moderates" might
seek reconciliation with a " decent sector of the government,"
naming Prime Minister Cesar Virata. Virata is the World
B ank ' s man within the regime , and rumors have circulated
for weeks that Marcos would like to fire him .
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PAKISTAN

Resistance fears
danger of separatis m
by Richard Katz
The agitation against martial law that has rocked Pakistan ' s
Sind province since Aug . 14 has now reached a turning point,
say leaders of the PakiStaD Peoples Party (PPP) . For 10 dayS
the Sind has been a scene of demonstrations and strikes num
bering in the tens of thousands , burning of government build
ings , and gunbattles between the population and the police
and army . If the agitation spreads to other provinces , partic
ularly Punjab , then Chief Martial Law Administrator Zia ul
Haq could face the possibility of a coup from within the
military . If the agitation does not take hold in Punj ab , then ,
say PPP leaders as well as Indian observers , the situation will
quickly degenerate from a national movement for constitu
tional government into a bloodbath between Sindi civilians
and a mostly Punjabi army . The latter eventuality would
quickly fuel secessionist tendencies in the Sind , and thus
create a new locus of instability on India' s borders .
Hoping to forestall the latter eventuality , on Aug . 25
Nusrat Bhutto, widow of the slain Pakistani Prime Minister
Z. A. Bhutto, who led the PPP , called upon Pakistanis to rise
up and fight military rule . Mrs . Bhutto said that dictator Zia
ul-Haq ' s army has taken up the gun against civilians . She
called upon Pakistanis throughout the nation-in the Sind ,
Punjab , Baluchistan , and Northwest Frontier Provinces-to
fight against martial law . She is gambling that her call will
spread the movement to Punj ab . PPP leaders say it will take
a week to see if her call is successful .
The unrest began following Zia' s Aug . 1 4 announcement
of a plan to promulgate a bogus constitution in 1 985 . The
agitation is led by the Movement for the Restoration of De. mocracy (MRD) , an eight-party coalition whose strongest
component is the PPP. Much of the on-the-ground leadership
of the agitation is composed of landlords and mullanahs
[Mu s lim clergy] allied with the PPP and MRD . In the Sind
there have been demonstrations of up to 50,000 people . In
some cases , agitators have burned down police stations , tak
en arms , and engaged in battles when the police or army tried
to stop the demonstrations .

S o far, however, there has been comparatively little agi

p

tation in the other three rovinces : the heavily populated
Punjab , and the sparsely settled Baluchistan and Northwest
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Frontier Provinces . A PPP leader, whose evaluation on this
point was echoed by a U . S . administration official , com
mented, "If Punjab doesn't rise up , then the agitation in the
Sind will peter out . The army will then take revenge on the
Sindi civilians . " Severe tension has traditionally existed be
tween Punj abis and Sindis . Any slaughter of Sindis will tum
what is now j ust resentment into real separatist tendencies ,
as in the Bangladesh situation ot i 970 . So far the agitational
focus has been for restoring constitutional rule , not for Sindi
separatism .
"The situation is potentially very dangerous," a PPP lead
er told EIR . "Many Pakistanis think Henry Kissinger brought
Zia to power as a coup not only against Bhutto , but against
Pakistan itself. Maybe he counted on Zia' s harsh rule to cause
Pakistan to split , just like the last military government lost us
B angladesh [East Pakistan before 1 970] . "
Another PPP leader commented , "Zia may think h e can
isolate developments in the Sind , but the army is blind , deaf,
and mentally retarded . They are accepting all sorts of non
sense about how secession is being backed from India. In
truth the last thing the Indians want is secessionist tendencies
in Pakistan because of the chain reaction it will cause . " An
Indian journalist made the same point: "India is saying noth
ing right now , lest it give the impression of interfering. But
people here are very worried that a Punjabi versus Sindi
bloodbath might help the separatists . It' s no good for India
to have such a crisis on its border. "
I f the worst fears come true , then instability there would
join other instabilities on India' s border along with those
inside India, e . g . the situations in Sri Lanka, India' s northeast
province of Assam , and Khalistan separatism in Indian Pun
jab . The turmoil in Punjab has been aided by Zia and the
U . S . State Department , along with British and Swiss-based
factions who have long desired to "divide and conquer" India.
At least lor the present , the U . S . State Department seems
to want to keep Zia from unleashing a bloodbath . Wire stories
in New Delhi say that the United States has advised Zia
against any rash action that might fuel separatism. A high
level administration official told EIR on Aug . 25 , "We are
supporting Zia; he is the legitimate ruler . We will know in a
week if the agitation will spread to Punjab . I don ' t think it
will . The shopowners want to keep their shops open . Zia will
be able to handle the Sind if Punjab stays quiet . I feel instinc
tively that he will avoid any kind of rash action that might
fuel a separatist rebellion . I think he can calculate the political
effects of harsh repression as well as anybody else . "
However, a s the PPP leader pointed out , Zia ' s harsh rule

is the most important factor in promoting separatism. What
ever U . S . policymakers may think they are doing , their sup- .
port for Zia-rather than giving aid to a peaceful transition
to more normal rule-only adds to the instability . And , as
PPP leaders have pointed out , should separatism grow in the
Sind , it will revive in B aluchistan , a state in which the Soviet
Union contains significant political assets :
International
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The Barcelona Ciemen scandal

Support center for separatist terror exposed
by Katherine Kanter
The rumor that Licio Gelli, the former torturer in Mussolini ' s
secret police and mastermind of the Propaganda-2 Freema
sonic lodge , had taken refuge in the Benedictine monastery
of St. Honorat, France , following his Aug . 1 1 "escape" from
Swiss jail, came as no surprise to those who have observed
the role of the Benedictine-created Ciemen-the Internation
al Escarre Center for Ethnic Minorities and Nationalities
in promoting
separatist-terrorist
activities
in the
Mediterranean .
Ciemen' s official publications state that they do not re
spect the sovereignty of presently constituted nation-states ,
but that the real "nations" of Europe are determined by "ethn
ities , " that is, tribes , based on racial criteria. These tribes ,
such as the Kurds , the Armenians, the Slovenes of Yugo
slavia, and the Sardinians , are in danger of "cultural geno
cide . " Any and all means are permissible to protect the tribe
nations from the "imperialist state , " a term frequently used
in the group ' s Catalan-language publication, Altres Nacions .
Ciemen supports the organization Herri Batasuna, which
openly, flagrantly , defends the Basque terrorist ETA , just as
they defend the Sinn Fein . They are now working intensively
with the environmentalist movements from all over the Med
iterranean to unleash a continent-wide environmentalist-pac
ifist wave of violence when the Euromissiles are deployed
this fall .
Ciemen was founded in 1 975 . The name Escarre in the
organization ' s title is in honor of the ex-abbot of the Bene
dictine abbey of Montserrat near Barcelona. Abbot Escarre
was exiled to Milan in the mid- 1 960s after publishing a series
of articles against Franco and in favor of separatism for the
area of northern Spain known as Catalan . Another monk,
Aureli Argemi , accompanied him in his exile to Milan , where
they quickly established contact with KGB-linked editor
Giangiacomo Feltrinelli-one of the most open advocates of
terrorism in Italy , who was killed in 1 972 when a bomb he
was carrying exploded-and with the Basso family of ultra42
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left socialists . Family head Lelio Basso in fact founded the
Libyan-financed Lelio Basso Foundation in the very same
abbey of Montserrat .
Historically , the abbey of Montserrat has functioned as
the "spiritual" center for Catalan autonomism, which is now
becoming open separatism. The present head of the Catalan
government, Jordi Pujol , makes frequent "spiritual retreats"
in Montserrat, while the Catalan Department of CultUre ,
under Max Cahnerm, has supported the activities of the Cie
men in both Spain and France .

Safehouse in France
An important step in the organization ' s development was
taken when Escarre and Argemi moved a group of "dissident"
monks-dissident because they were separatist and not mere
ly autonomist-from Montserrat to the French town of Prada
near Perpignan . There they took up residence in a disused
9th-century Benedictine monastery called . San Miguel de
Cuxa, which serves as a kind of grand-scale safehouse for
the European separatist movements . The location is ideal for
such purposes as it is lost in mountains and woods , only 3
kilometers from the Spanish border and very near to the sea.
As the monks specialize in breeding dangerous German
shepherd dogs, it is rather difficult to find out just who is
living in the huge outbuildings , which can probably house
about 200 persons . The monks claim they finance themselves
selling Ying-Yang symbols and other ceramic amulets which
appear to belong to a kind of pre-Christian cult . Strangely ,
the figure of Christ is absent from their artistic productions .
A number of young female hippies circulate in the monastic
residence , performing a variety of tasks for their masters .

War in the press
On Aug . 5 , the Spanish-language newspaper Diario de
Barcelona published a long article detailing the charges ,

previously made in the newspaper of Lyndon LaRouche ' s
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French associates , Nouvelle Solidarite, characterizing the
Ciemen as a terrorist front . On the following day , the same
paper published a full-page article with the headline 'The
Ciemen Will Go to Court Against Those Who Accuse It of
Terrorism-Argemi Rejects the Affirmations of Nouvelle
Solidarite. "

On Aug . 7 , the president of the Ciemen , Felipe Sole y
Sabaris , gave an interview to EI Pais ' s Barcelona edition (the
most widely read paper in Spain) , in which he took particular
exception to the allegations that the Ciemen coordinated Eu
ropean armed groups with the Libyans. Ciemen ' s secretary ,
Angel Colom , also denied any link to the Berber tribe in
Algeria, and both stated that they would like to be investi
gated by anyone who wishes to know the names of those
behind the Ciemen and its finances ? because they have noth
ing to hide . On Aug . 1 6 , the widely read French daily Quo
tidien de Paris published an article by one of Nouvelle Soli
darite' s editors , Thierry Lalevee , on the Libyan connection
and the Ciemen. This appeared on the very day that the
Ciemen congress to unify the environmentalist movement
with the separatist terrorist groups opened at San Miguel de
Cuxa.
Then on Aug . 12 and 1 3 , monk Argemi participated in a
meeting in Corsica between the Corsican National Council ,
which is a front for the terrorist National Front for the Lib
eration of Corsica, and the Herri B astasuna, the legalized
arm of the Basque terrorist movement ETA . At this meeting ,
coordination of all the European separatist movements into a
strike force against the "imperialist nation states" was dis
cussed , according to a press conference given later by Herri
Batasuna.

Benedictine origins

The central role of the Benedictine order in these activi
ties is not surprising when one knows the history of this order.
The Benedictines are an oriental order, the spiritual masters
of which came from Alexandria, a former center of the Egyp
tian Isis cult . They are most closely related to Mount Athos
and the Russian Orthodox Church, and in fact , the abbey of
Montserrat helped to set up a branch of the Eglise Orthodoxe
de France in Barcelona , led by an Alexandrian emigre . The
Benedictines have always been a front for financial and land
owning nobility , and it was they who introduced the feudal
system into Spain . The program they wrote for the Occitan
(French Provence) independence movement, founded in 1 974,
and called Volem Viure al Pais ("We Want to Live in Our
Own Country") , is straight feudalism: flee urban civilisation ,
return Occitania to a rural order with leatherwork , stone
work, and handicrafts as the main industries . Close down the
Toulouse aeronautics industry as "French imperialist, " and
above all , through the independence movement, get control
away from France of the important bauxite and uranium
reserves of Occitania .
The Ciemen and all its abbeys must be closed . Many a
machine gun can been hidden under a long robe .
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Ciemen protests its innocence

The following are excerpts from an article in Diario de Bar
celona ofA ug . 5, 1 983, by chiefeditor Jaime Reixach . Diario
de Barcelona is the most widely read daily newspaper in

Barcelona , though it maintains correspondent relations with
such organizations as Die Tageszeitung in Berlin, a pro
terrorist daily paper. On Aug . 7 the regional Catalonian

edition of EI Pais ran the story as well and began to print
vehement denials from the leadership of the Ciemen .
In an article entitled, "Qaddafi ' s Libya, the Mecca of Eco
logical Separatists and Other Terrorists, " the French mag
azine Nouvelle Solidarite has accused the Escarre Interna
tional Center for the Study of Ethnic Minorities (Ciemen) of
being the enclave that connects armed movements from all
over Europe , and including other continents , with Gen . [sic]
Muammar Qaddafi . . . .
Nouvelle Solidarite describes the Escarre Center as an
organization serving separatist groups from southern Europe
and asserts that its offices in B arcelona, S an Miguel de Cuxa,
Paris , Milan , and Sicily were set up and financed by Qaddafi .
To back up this charge , the article , signed by Thierry
Lalevee , says that Ciemen is directly complicit in terrorist
'
activities , particularly after observing activists from Ari and
Grapo . . . .
Nouvelle Solidarite . . . is a weekly publication edited in
Paris by an organization of the same name , which also puts
out Executive Intelligence Review . . . In recent months it
has received harsh criticism from the German press, specifi
cally from our correspondent in Berlin , Tageszeitung , which
accused Nouvelle Solidarite of being a fascist organization
which was introduced into Europe with direct CIA
financing . . . .
.

Excerpts from a full-page article in the Aug . 6 Diario de

B arcelona:

Members of the Secretariat of Ciemen as well as its secretary
general , Aureli Argemi , have denied the charges made by
Nouvelle Solidarite that their organization serves as a pro
moter
of armed European groups . . . .
.
Argemi promised that the information appearing in said
publication would be the object of a criminal suit . . . . The
secretary general of the studies center has himself made avail
able the objectives , plans , and sources of Ciemen ' s financ
ing-"which are no more than its friends , members , and
institutions with first and last names , and , in no case , foreign
powers or political parties"-to anyone who wishes to see
them . . . .
International
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Ar menian terrorist wave : carrying out
the 'Noew Yalta' polic y in Turke y
by Nancy Coker
The summer of 1 983 has been both a busy and a bloody one
for Arinenian terrorists . In June , a grenade attack on shoppers
in Istanbul ' s covered bazaar left half a dozen people dead and
250 wounded. In July , Annenian terrorists murdered a Turk
ish diplomat in Brussels, blew up the Turkish Airlines ter
minal at Orly Airport in Paris (7 dead , 50 wounded) , and
&tormed the Turkish ambassador' s residence in Lisbon , kill
ing the wife of one of the diplomats .
The renewed outbreak of Armenian terror has been timed
to "commemorate" the 60th anniversary of the 1 923 Lau
sanne Treaty , which ratified Turkish sovereignty over eastern
Turkey , claimed by Annenians at the end of World War I as
their homeland . The much-publicized demands of the Ar
menian terrorists are for the creation of a separate Annenian
state in what is now eastern Turkey and the Soviet Union ,
along witQ formal Turkish admission of and reparations for
the Annenian massacre of 1 9 1 5 .
The real reasons for the terrorist attacks go well beyond
these demands . "The name of the game is the destabilization
of Turkey ," commented one analyst. "The Soviets want to
weaken Turkey' s U . S . connections . The terrorism is a warn
ing . It' s one way of keeping Turkey weak, off balance , and
on the defensive , while at the same time pushing the Turks
toward carrying out some desperate retaliatory act that will
only complicate matters for Ankara. "
The pressure o n Turkey i s coming not only from Mos
cow , but from the Lord Carrington-Kissinger circles in Lon
don and Washington, who have agreed to accommodate So
viet game-playing in the Middle East and in Turkey , in ex
change for a "New Yalta" re-division of the entire globe .
According to this New Yalta trade-off, the United States will
reign supreme in the Western Hemisphere , in exchange for
increased Soviet influence in the Middle East and the emerg
ence of an "independent Europe . "
The pressure on Turkey from the West was evidenced in
an Aug . 15 editorial in the London Times , which decried
Turkey ' s "lack of democracy" under military rule , and dis
missed Turkey ' s upcoming elections to return the country to
civilian rule as a fraud. The Times went so far as to mouth
support for former Prime Minister Suleyman Demirel , whose
misrule during the 1 970s helped to plunge Turkey into near
44
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civil war and ushered in the 1 980 military takeover. Several
months ago , Turkey ' s generals ordered the detention of De
mirel and his cronies for attempting to stage a political
comeback.
"Democracy means allowing the people to make their
own choices , " wrote the Times . "It will be difficult for the
rest of the world to accept the government that emerges from
the elections . . . as genuinely representative of the Turkish
people . "
The Annenian terrorists , no doubt, heartily agree .

The Armenian question
The origins of the Armenian question lie not in this cen
tury but in the last .
The forefathers of today ' s Annenian terrorists first sur
faced as far back as the 1 830s . Ironically , they were not even
Annenian: They were American (and British) Protestant
evangelical missionaries stationed in the Ottoman Empire.
Rather than attempting to educate an elite who could tum the
Ottoman Empire into a modem nation-state , as was the desire
of such American military figures as Commodore David Por
ter, the missionaries instead focused their attention on dis
membering the Empire as the prelude to dividing it up among
the Great Powers . To that end , the missionaries built up an
extensive following from among Turkey ' s numerous Chris
tian minorities , predominantly Bulgarians and Armenians ,
creating an ethnic identity for the se minorities �d forging
them into militant national liberation movements . Whatever
the particular goals of the myriad groups and factions that
emerged , the net effect over the course of the 1 9th century
was the same: the growing inability of the Ottoman Sultan to
rule his far-flung lands as a result of insurrection and treason
on the part of his subjects .
The American missionaries assigned to the Middle East
were not interested so much in converting Muslims to the
ranks of Christianity , but in proselytizing among people who
were already Christian . "By labouring among Christians , we
gain an easy entrance into the heart of our enemy ' s territory ,"
wrote Harrison Dwight , a prominent missionary who trav
eled extensively throughout the Middle East . He and his
colleagues were particularly sensitive to the role that the
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Annenians could play in undermining the Ottoman Empire .
"The bearing of our labours in Western Asia upon Moham
medanism increases inconceivably their [the Annenians 1 im
portance; and we look with intense interest upon every new
station that is formed as an additional entrenchment thrown
up against the armies of the false prophet . "
The missionaries' subversive activities took a leap for
ward during the 1 860s with the establishment of Robert Col
lege in Istanbul . Under the directorship of Cyrus Hamlin and
later his son-in-law George Washburn , Robert College con
centrated its organizing and educational efforts almost exclu
sively on two minority populations within the Ottoman Em
pire: the Annenians and the Bulgarians . The bulk of the
leadership of the Bulgarian revolution in 1 876, which sepa
rated Bulgaria off from the Ottoman Empire , were graduates
of Robert College . As for the Annenians , the various sepa
ratist, revolutionary , and terrorist organizations that sprang
up worked in close collaboration with Europe ' s Freemasonic
networks , namely the French Grand Orient Lodge , Young
Italy revolutionary leader Giuseppe Mazzini , and the Young
.
Turks .
Until the arrival of the missionaries , the Armenians en
joyed all the privileges of a favored minority in the Ottoman
Empire , with many Annenians serving in high positions in
the Ottoman Porte (as the Sultan' s government was called) .
After the missionaries' arrival in Turkey , the Ottoman Sultan
bowed to British pressure and extended to the new Annenian
Protestant converts special semi-autonomous (millet) statu s .
By the last quarter o f the 1 9th century , the Sultan knew he
�ad made a mistake , but by then it was too late.. Confronted
with the treasonous activities of the Armenians and desperate
tp hold his crumbling empire together, the Sultan resorted
increasingly to harsh means to quell internal rebellion .

nusian , the congress was attended by the French-based Ar
menian National Movement , whose leader, Ara Toranian ,
was arrested a few days later by the French police on suspi
cion of his involvement in the Orly Airport bombing . The
Congress unanimously refused to condemn the Orly bomb
ing , and expressed sympathy for the "desperation into which
young Armenians are led by the intransigence of the Turkish
authorities . " The meeting concluded by calling upon the Turks
to officially negotiate with the prime minister of Soviet
Annenia.
. At the congress , Karnusian called for the creation of
"some kind of a government in exile" that would enjoy non
governmental organizational status at the United Nations . He
admitted that negotiations with Soviet Armenia were taking
place , and that he was in "personal contact" with European
based terrorist minorities such as the Corsicans and with
radical parties such as the Greens in West Germany , through
the Association of Endangered Peoples in Hanover led by
Tessa Hoffman , who spoke at the congress . The Association
of Endangered Peoples serves as a link to others radical
minorities , such as the Kurds, especially the pro-Khomeini
Kurds of the Barzani group , who were officially represented
at the congress .

The Nazi connection

That the congress took place in Lausanne , the interna
tional center of the old Nazi apparatus , was not coincidental .
Close examination of the Armenian terrorist organizations
reveal their neo-Nazi connections . The Armenian Revolu
tionary Army (ARA) , the organizatiori that stormed the Turk
ish ambassadorial residence in July in Lisbon , is a case in
point .
One organization known to be giving logistical support
to ARA is an extreme right-wing Portuguese terrorist group
By this time , the Armenians were the pawns not only of
called Codeco , the Operational Commandos for the Defense
the missionaries and their Anglo-American masters , but also
of Christian and Western Civilization , created in 1 976 by
of the Russians and the French as well , who used the Arme
Portuguese General de Spinola. Codeco is manned by former
nians as battering rams against the Ottoman Porte to further
members of the Portuguese secret pOlice PIDE and the French
Russia' s and France ' s imperial designs on the Ottoman
OAS . Instrumental in its creation was a Madrid-based team
Empire .
.Among the strategies . adopted by. the GreaLPowers -io. - . .led by de- Spinola and compesed -of the-late Otto Skorzeny ,
Skorzeny ' s wife (who still operates out of Madrid) , and Nazi
their use of the Armenians was to use terrorist atrocities,
oldtimer Gerhard Hartmut von Schubert. Von Schubert is the
perpetrated by both Turks and Annenians , to trigger a spiral
former head of the Nazi Paladin organization and is now a
of violence against the Annenians that would awaken outrage
refugee in Argentina, where he maintains close links with
against Turkey in the Christian West and in Christian Russia .
.
Swiss-based Nazi financier Fran�ois Genoud.
, Needless to say, thousands upon thousands of Annenians,
Through such channels , Codeco developed relations with
and a large number of Turks , died in the senseless slaughters
the Spanish section of the World Union of National Socialist
that periodically occurred .
Organizations , or Cedade , in B arcelona. Cedade , which is
one of the vanguards of Catalan separatism, was involved in
'the Armenian World Congress
the September 1 980 Rue Copernic synagogue bombing in
Historically, the Russian input into Armenian terrorism
Paris. Often finding refuge in the offices of Cedade were Nazi
has not been insignificant . Nor is it insignificant today .
war criminal Klaus B arbie , now awaiting trial in Lyon , and
The Soviet connection to the Annenian terrorists was
Stefano delle Chiaie , the Montecarlo Lodge Freemasonic
. nowhere better expressed than at the Annenian World Con
member responsible for the August 1 980 bombing of the
gress which convened on J�ly 20 in - Lausanne . Chaired by
Bologna railroad station .
Swiss-Annenian pastor and terrorist-sympathizer James Kar-
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The Greens are unconstitutional

Andreas Buck reportsJrom Wiesbaden on the ways and means to secure
the qffic iaZ prohibition qfthis neo-NaziJormation.
For the nations of Western Europe , 1 983 has been in many
ways a dark year. The 50th anniversary of Adolf Hitler's
coming to power, and the l 00th anniversary of Benito Mus
solini ' s birth and Richard Wagner' s death are being celebrat
ed everywhere . In August , Bettino Craxi, a man who likes
to be styled the "new Duce ," became the first Socialist prime
minister of Italy since the fall of Mussolini . In the Federal
Republic of Germany , the Green Party won 5 . 6 percent of
the popular vote and 27 Bundestag seats in national elections
March 6. Werner Vogel , a 75-year-old Nazi war criminal
who was elected on the Green ticket, was nearly installed as
the "elder president" of the Bundestag .
The German population ' s previous desire to distance it
self from the Nazi Fuhrer and his policies is gradually being
undermined . Although the political writer Wolfgang Koep
pen said at a recent celebration of Wagner, "Wagner played
with the fire that burned at Auschwitz , " in the minds of most
of the population , the connection between the political and
cultural pessimism of Wagner and Weimar Germany , and
the Nazi takeover which immediately followed, is .ut dimly
perceived .
The New York Times printed a front-page article Aug . 1 4 ,
claiming that "West German Youth Has Shaken Off the Past,"
and that "A new generation , no longer burdened by gUilt for
Hitler ' s crimes, is coming to the corridors of power in West
Germany . " The Times quotes a 26-year-old antiwar activist
that "the interest in history is very small among people his
age and that there is a subconscious tendency to explain away
Hitler' s crimes . "
But such a response to history i s hardiy universal . Led by
the European Labor Party (EAP) , who published a special
report, "The Fundamental Law of the Federal Republic of
Germany Requires B anning the Green Party ," a small num
ber of politicians, journalists , and others have begun to de
nounce the Greens what they are: the direct descendants of
the Nazis.
The EAP special report, which was also published as a
pamphlet, detailed the violent history of the Green Party and
its movement, and examined their program from the perspec
tive of German constitutional law . The report put particular
emphasis on the federal court decisions which banned the
Socialist National Party (Sozialistische Reichspartei) , the
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successor party to the Nazis , in 1 95 3 , and the German Com
munist Party (Kommunistische Partei) in 1 956. The EAP
special report der.nonstrate� that , based on these court deci
!lions, the Green Party is unconstitutional and ought be banned
immediately .
The court decisions stated that a party is "unconstitution
al" if it denies the fundamental principles and values of the
constitutional order of government, principles , and values op
which all parties must agree if there is to be a constitutional
government. But for a party to be unconstitutional , such
denial must be active opposition , not just passive "ideologi
cal differences . " One judgment read , "A party is not then
unconstitutional if it merely does not recognize , or denies ,
the highest principles of a free , democratic order, in order to
replace it with some other order . .It must additionally have an
active , militantly aggressive attitude to the existing order; it
must deliberately attempt to disrupt the functioning of this
order, and intend to replace in the future . "
As the EAP documents , ttle Green Party ' s history and
statements deny the fundamental principles and values of the
Federal Republic ' s constitutional order, and the party has an
"active , militantly agressive attitude to the existing order, "
whose actions have been deliberate attempts t o disrupt the
republic . The EAP presented the report to the federal govern
ment , the legislature , all political parties , and regional
governmeJ.lts .
Official reaction has been limited-in thought as well as
action. The personal assistant of the Justice Minister of Hesse,
Dr. Harald Noack , sent the EAP a response which concluded:
"My understanding of democracy rests rather on the convic
tion that political groups gain a justification of their existence
and activities at the moment when they are legitimized by the
voters and if they are not unambiguously opposed to law and
justice . " Such an "understanding" of democrary has domi
nated German politics since the republican leaders of the late
1 8th and early 1 9th century German classical period were
exiled . In this mixture of not wanting to be bothered, cow
ardice , positivistic submission to the letter of the written law ,
and blatant fellow-travelerism, one can again hear voices
saying , "I dido't know what was going on . "
But a s Gunther B annas wrote in the Franlifurter Allge
meine Zeitung on on March 2, 1 98 3 , in a report on the elec-
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toral campaign of the Greens , "No one will be able to say , I
didn 't know what was going on . " Recent actions by the
Greens , including the attack on U . S . Vice-President George
Bush in Krefeld and the incident in which Frank Schwalba
Hoth , a member of ti).e Hesse state parliament , doused U . S .
5th Army Corps Gen . Paul Williams with his own blood at a
reception , have spurred others besides the EAP to call for an
investigation of the Greens ' constitutionality .
A very few politicians have actually been willing so far
to publicly discuss a ban on the Greens . These include Chris
tian Social Union (CSU) head Franz-Josef Strauss , who said
that "the penetration of unconstitutional parties into parlia
ment" must be blocked , and the CSU politician Theodor
Waigel , who has demanded a thorough investigation of the
loyalty of the Greens to the fundamental constitutional law
of the Federal Republic . From the judicial side , Professor
Stober of the University of Munster has warned against al
lowing the Greens into public service , and the Cologne con
stitutional lawyer Martin Kriele has acknowledged that the
self-styled "resistance movement" shows strong fascist
characteristics .
Columnist Klaus Besser wrote in the popular tabloid BUd
am Sonntag on Aug . 7: "The number of anti-democratic
parties which wish to bless us with a state based on violence
is growing , slowly but surely . What the Greens did at the
reception of a general from the United States , a nation still
friendly to us, was worthy of an SA, and generally , the
behavior of the boorish representatives of the Greens in the
Bundestag is reminiscent of the Nazis in the old Reichs
tag . . . . The question now arises , how long are we to pas
sively sit by and watch as the Greens turn our nation into a
police state?" But, as Besser added , "The route to a complaint
under the constitution is difficult and controversial . "
Germany has suffered from such constitutional difficul
ties before . Following the Beerhall Putsch of 1 923 , the Nazis
carefully preserved an the appearance of legality . They came
to power "legally ," covering their violence and their illegal
actions with appeals to the "legitimacy" of their intentions .
The Greens and the peace movement are doing exactly the
same , as they , in a characteristically Orwellian twisting of
the meaning of "non-violent resistance , " stand , with Molotov
cocktail and brick in hand , and chant the motto: "Willst du
nicht mein Bruder sein, dann hau ' ich dir die Fresse ein ! " ("If
you don 't want to be my brother, I ' ll smash in your face ! ") .
They too blame a radical minority for any violence, and assert
that the great majority are peaceful . But it is clear that the
"peaceniks" thrive off the acti ons of the radicals , and , that,
without the small radical movements , the more formal pro
nouncements of the official representatives of the Greens and
the peace movement are nothing more than verbal gymnastics.
There are other factors that make a ban on the Greens
difficult. The media which, when not openly favorable , as is
usually the case , makes light of the Greens ' actions-for
example, the references by Johannes Gross , the journalist, to
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the Greens as "chlorophyJ fascists" or "Potemkin villages on
bicycles" are more helpful than harmful to the Greens . The
media are generally overwhelmingly favorable to the activi
ties of the Green Party , and are attempting to drive the pop
ulation into virtual capitulation with a "peace movement
bombardment . "
Another problem is the treatment of the Greens by the
U . S . State Department . In an recent interview in D er Spiegel,
a Green representative expressed great enthausiasm over the
recent reception of a Green delegation in the United States
by the State Department-nowhere have they ever received
such a reception . A better alibi could not have been provided
for all those who want to get out of beginning any action to
ban the Greens .
I n a recent radio broadcast J o Leinen , a Green who had
.
previously promised the citizens of the Federal Republic to
make their nation ungovernable , stated, without rousing any
opposition whatsoever, that the peace movement has the
support of a majority of the citizens of West Germany .
However, the German population has clearly , if far too
passively , refuted her statement, when over 500,000 people
flocked to Ramstein for an aerial display by NATO , despite
a call to boycott the display made from the pUlpits of evan
gelican churches throughout the nation . In the light of this
vote by the population for a "mIlitant" democracy and for
technological progress (over 300 ,000 had earlier attended the
landing of the space probe Challenger in Cologne) , it is far
more true to say that it is the EAP , which has supported
technical progress for years and energetically promoted the
development of defensive beam weapons , which has the sup
port of the majority of the population.

Green Party demonstrators blocking traffic in the West German city
of Vim .
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PROFILE : Jean-Baptiste

Doumeng

France's 'red millionaire' advocates
the partition of Chad
by Joelle Leconte
"Why not give a part of Chad to Libya and the rest to the
Central African Republic?" proposed "red" millionaire Jean
Baptiste Doumeng on the plane flying back from Congo
Brazzaville to Paris . "Qaddafi. is not mad , " said Doumeng ,
who therefore doubts that "Libya has any hegemonic designs
on Africa. "

Doumeng did not make such proposals merely because
he chairs an oil-trading company dealing in Libyan oil . Jean
Baptiste Doumeng is the Armand Hammer of France , who
has built a fortune on both trade and political good offices
between East and West .
Doumeng proposed on June 1 982 a kind of decoupling of
the French currency from the dollar. "Our money must be
protected from the forces of the world market, " he wrote in
Le Monde , "essentially from the dollar . " The solution he
proposed was first to establish a two-tier monetary system
with 1 ) a convertible franc to be used in international ex
changes , possibly based on gold , and held at parity to the
other currencies; and 2) a domestic franc , non-convertible ,
whose interests and parity to the convertible franc would be
fixed by parliament. These proposals were close to those
issued by Jean Riboud , who is head of the Schlumberger
multinational and an old Socialist pal and advisor of President

RECTIFICATIF

Je n'al Jamals dlt qu'li fallalt donner Ie
nord du Tchad a Kadhafl, J'al dlt qu'li
fallalt lui vendre !
Correction: "/ never said one had to give northern Chad to Qaddaji;
/ said we should sell it to him . "
Canard Enchaine
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Mitterrand . Riboud ' s Socialist Party faction , CERES , has
for months been pushing for an isolationist policy , and an
eastward orientation of French trade and diplomacy.

A boost. from Moscow

Born in 1 9 1 9', Doumeng �ntered the French Resistance
in 1 943 under communist general Alamichel . In 1 945 he
began a trade-union career and became director of the Co
operative Agricole et Vinicole of Longages as well as a Com
munist Party member.
But his career really took off in 1 95 2 , when he attended
a major economic conference in Moscow . There he met with
the director of the Soviet bank BCEN in France , Mr. Hilsum ,
and thus began his lucrative East-West grain export-import
business , for which he now has a near-monopoly in France .
Doumeng is chairman o f a food-products company called
Interagra, as well as the SOCOPA meat-producer coopera
tive . The Doumeng empire also includes IPI-Trade Interna
tional , and Sica-vins (Comptoir Agricole Franc�is) . He has
been involved in the recent French trade deals with
Vietnam .
Doumeng has been nominated by the Mitterrand govern
ment to sit on the board of COFACE , the French state com
pany which covers foreign trade risks . Last year three-quar
ters of �e losses covered by COFACE were from East bloc
countries .
During the Giscard d' Estaing regime Doumeng played
an important role as semi-official East-West intermediary .
When Giscard fl�w to Warsaw to meet Soviet President Leo
nid Brezhnev in January 1 980 , as East-West relations were
on the rocks following the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan ,
he traveled on board the private plane of Jean-B aptiste Dou
meng . The trip was organized by Giscard ' s "Eastern connec
tions".,.-international lawyer Samuel Pisar and Interior Min
ister Michel Poniatowski .
Doumeng , like Armand Hammer, has long-standing in
volvement in Africa. For many years he has been trying to
replace the ELF-ERAP company in the trading of Gabonese
oil; very recently he was in Mali signing a contract with the
Mali government for the construction of a maintenance base
at an airstrip for heavy carriers , being built 1 60 kilometers
from the capital B amako , very probably for Soviet use .
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EVE LO PM E N T O F T H E
D IA N A N D PAC I F I C
OCEAN BAS I N S
n d th e Wo r l d De press i o n
Thursday, September 1 5

I n l ate October Pres ident Ra n a l d Reagan 'wi l l b e m a k i n g a n
extended v i s i t to' As i a , i nc l ud i ng the cau ntries a f the Assac i ation af

CON FERENCE PROG RAM

Sautheast As i a n N atians (AS EA N ) , Sauth Korea and j apan'. The Pres

2 P.M.-4 P.M.

World Stabi l ity and G lobal
Development: The U .S. Role in
I ndian and Pacific Ocean Basin
Development
Speake r : Lyndon H. LaRouche, J r.,
Fou nder, fiR; C h a i rm a n , Ad v i so ry
Board , N at i o n a l Democrat i c Po l i cy
Comm ittee

ident w i l l v i s i t a reg i a n span n i ng the I nd i a n Ocean and Pac i fic Ocean
B as i ns, where a l mast twa-th i rds af the warl d ' s papu latian l i ves . The
reg i a n i nc l udes same af the fastest-gmw i n g ecan a m i es in the war l d ,
ecan a m i es that have canti n ued t o' grow even u nder cond itians af
war l d depress i a n , and is strategi ca l ly v i ta l to" the sec u r i ty af the
U n ited States a n d the war l d . T h i s is a reg ion that many peaple
be l ieve w i l l be the new ecanom iC and strategic center far the warld
in the next centu ry .
It i s v i ta l that the U n i ted States approac hes the I nd i an Ocean/
Pac ific Ocean Bas i n area w i th a caherent pal i cy : a cam prehensive

4 P.M.-5 : 3 0 P.M.

The Strategic Parameters of I ndian and
Pacific Ocean Bas i n Development

strategy far stab i l ity and ecana m i c deve l a p ment. The Executive In
telligence Review w i l l p resent such a strategy at this canference.
fiR fau nder, Lyndan H. LaRauche, j r . , who. has j u st retl!rned

fram a tau r af I n d i a , T h a i l a n d , and j a p a n where he had extens ive
d i sc u s s i a n s with pa l it i c a l and ecanam i c l eaders fram thase n atians,

7 P.M.- l 0 P.M.

G reat Projects for I ndian and
Pacific Ocean Development
Speakers : Uwe Parpart, Research

w i l l present the key concepts which shau l d g u i d e American pa l i cy
far the futu re : The canfe rence w i l l p resent far d i scussian deta i led

D i recto r, F u s i o n E n ergy Fou n dati o n ;

D r . Steven Bardwell, Ed itor, Fus ion
Magaz i ne . .

p l a n s for l a rge-sca l e i nfrastru ctu re deve lapment prajects, i nc l u d i ng
a new c a n a l acrass the Kra I sth m u s af Tha i l a n d , a secand Panama
c a n a l , and l a rge-sca l e r i pa r i a n water-cantrol projects far Sauth Asia,
Sautheast As i a , and C h i n a .
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Andean Report

by Valerie Rush

Who deploys the 'cocaine cartel ' ?
The "underground" is going public in an IMF -directed bid to
force debt payment with narco-dollars .

In a Venezuelan newspaper article

dated Aug . 1 9 , the attorney for Boliv
ian "Cocaine King" Roberto Suarez is
quoted as saying that Suarez holds.
"proof positive" that Bolivian Interior
Minister Mario Roncal is on the take
from drug runners . Then , one of Col
ombia' s leading "cocaine magnates , "
an associate o f congressman Pablo Es
cobar, scandalized Colombian politi
cal circles with charges that newly ap
pointed Justice Minister Lara Bonilla
had accepted thousands of dollars from
a noted drug trafficker for his senato
rial campaign .
Suarez employs some 235 , 000 In- ·
dians on his vast coca plantations in
central Bolivia. Escobar, one of the
world ' s richest men , has built up a
personal fortune of $2 billion by fi
nancing cocaine traffic to the U . S .
from his home base i n Medellin ,
Colombia.
Why the sudden elevation of the
"cocaine cartel , " as ABC-TV dubbed
it in a recent documentary , from the
criminal underground into the politi
cal limelight? These highly publicized
"surfacings" of leading Dope , Inc .
figures in Latin America are timed to
coincide with the tightening of the
austerity screws by the International
Monetary Fund . The aim is to force
these countries to pay their debts with
drug money. The more outrageous and
widespread the scandal , the easier the
IMF hopes it will be to force the gov
ernment in question to cave in.
Exemplary is the case of Peru ,
which has just signed a debt refinanc:..
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ing package with the Club of Paris
the Western nations ' debt renegotiat
ing body-at a stupendous interest rate
of 4 percent above Libor. With noth
ing left to pay its debt, much less at
such astronomical interest rates , Peru
is opening up its territory to invest
ments by the Italian and Israeli mafias
for the construction of vast new "Re
sorts International" -style projects de
signed to bring in desperately needed
foreign exchange .
The projects-to include hotels ,
casinos, and race tracks-will sprout
along the length of the Peruvian jungle
fringe, from northern Tarapoto through
the drug cen.ters of Ayacucho , Huan
uco , Pasco, Junin , and Ucayali down
through the department of Madre de
Dios , and are reportedly being fi
nanced through the Italian P-2-linked
B anco Ambrosiano Andino .
Just as the Mexican-U . S . mafias
converted northwestern Mexico into
their playground in the early 1 900s , so
is Peru intended to become the South
American mafias ' "Paradise Island . "
Bolivia i s another case in point.
The confederation of cocaine traffick
ers-headed by Roberto Suarez-is
organizing a return to power through
a coup d ' etat against President Siles
Zuazo . According to their own admis
sion , all they lack is an untainted mil
itary figure to place at the helm.
This time their new government
will wear an "anti-drug" face , and one
of its first acts after seizing power will
be to eliminate the independent "free
enterprise" coca growers who have

flooded the cocaine market and de
pressed prices .
A s part o f the coup preparations ,
Suarez has deployed his lawyers and
bought-and-paid-for congressmen to
smear collaborators of Siles Zuazo
with charges of association with drug
traffickers . Their opening move is to
accuse Interior Minister Roncal . The
rest , they hope , will follow .
In Colombia , the Betancur gov
ernment is besieged by the so-called
clase emergente which has now fully
emerged and , while actively seeking
to buy up political posts , is smearing
every government official possible .
The most recent-and outra
geous--<:ase is the charge just levelled
against the new Justice Minister Rod
rigo Lara Bonilla of having taken "hot
money" to finance an earlier senatorial
campaign . The charges were made by
Jairo Ortega Ramirez, the congress
man whose alternate back home in the
, drug capital of Medellin is Pablo Es
cobar. Further, the charges were made
at the opening session of a congres
sional debate on the infiltraton of "hot
money" into politics called by Justice
Minister Lara Bonilla himself.
Lara Bonilla responded to Ortega
and Escobar ' s offensive with the de
mand that "the courts of investigation
not be turned into courts of drug traf
fickers ," but the remainder of his ex
traordinary congressional session has
been turned into a personal self-de
fense . Corrupt media like the maga
zine Semana have already begun to
publish the alleged evidence against
Lara Bonilla.
These assaults by drug traffickers
against members of constitutionally
elected governments have a simple
purpose . Once the public is convinced
that honesty in government is a thing
of the past , it will accept the Interna
tional Monetary Fund' s insistence that
cocaine is their only future .
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Middle East Report

by

Judith Wyer

Will the U . S . lose Egypt to the IMF?

pan , but also the Soviet Union .
A well-placed Egyptian official
The actions of the Fund and the Eximbank are the most effective
recently revealed that Cairo is becom
way to destroy an ally .
ing increasingly concerned about the
policy of the U. S . State Department ' s
Agency for International Develop
ment (AID) , a close· collaborator of
the IMF, toward Egypt. Recently Cai
ro approached the United States with .
a proposal that U . S . markets be opened
he U . S . Export-Import Bank dealt
government agreed to IMF demands
Egypt a blow in August when it re
to cut subsidies on food , Egypt has to Egyptian exports in order to begin
jected requests for credit from two
been one of the most forthright oppo to cut the massive trade deficit Egypt
American firms interested in building
nents of the IMF. Now , with a marked has consistently run with the United
States . But the AID office reportedly
Egypt' s first nuclear energy plant . The
downturn in foreign exchange earn
intervened and smashed the proposal .
Eximbank' s stated reason: Egypt is
ings , and a worsening balance of pay
Egypt is now on a drive. to find new
uncreditworthy . Eximbank went so far
ments deficit , Egypt is edging toward
export markets in order to increase its
as to cable export credit agencies
a financial crisis which is like that
. foreign exchange earnings .
around the world , warning them that
which preceded the 1 977 riots .
Both the minister of State for For
Egypt's foreign exchange earn
Egypt was "a bad risk . "
eign Affairs , Butros Ghali , and the
ings in oil , foreign worker remitt
Exim ' s actions are tantamount to
Egyptian foreign minister, Hassan Ali ,
ances, and Suez canal transit fees are
sabotage . They imperil not only
falling . Over the past 1 2 months , the · have · reaffirmed that Egypt will soon
Egypt' s energy program , but Egypt' s
reopen relations with Moscow . The
debt has climbed from $ 1 4 billion to
relations with the United States . With
planned exchange of diplomats be
$ 1 7 billion; banking sources in Lon�
out a quantum leap in domestic energy
tween Cairo and Washington is moti
production , Egypt' s economic prob don anticipate that Cairo will have no
vated not only by MUbarak ' s desire to
choice but to accept the conditionali
lems will soon overwhelm the pro
a
ar more non-aligned , not an ex
American government of President ties of the IMF, as it did in the early
clusive ally of the United States . It is
1 970s .
Hosni Mubarak .
alsp motivated by Egypt' s need for the
Then , as now , Egypt is being
Eximbank ' s duplicity in dealing
economic benefits that would accrue
forced to borrow short term to finance
with Egypt is underscored by its new
from renewed relations with the
vital food imports and manage its bal
love affair with Khomeini ' s Iran fol
ance of payments . This year Egypt ' s
U . S . S . R . In recent weeks , Moscow
lowing Teheran ' s repayment of al
and Cairo have signed new economic
foreign food import bill is expected to
most half a billion dollars in back debt.
be upwards of $5 billion and the cost
and trade prptocols in anticipation of
Eximbank is putting out the line that
reestablishing formal relations .
of subsidies over $2 billion . The IMF
Iran' s honoring of its debts "offsets"
Washington' s refusal to heed Mu
is demanding that the Mubarak gov
Mexico ' s and Brazil ' s late payments
barak' s repeated request that Egypt ' s
ernment slash such expenditures in or
and will probably m3ke a new hike in
$ 1 billion a year i n U . S . aid b e used
der to balance its books , no matter
U . S . interest rates unnecessary .
for industrial development is a crucial
what the political consequences. Since
The International Monetary Fund
reason that America ' s strongest Arab
taking office in 1 98 1 , Mubarak has
is working with Eximbank to break
ally is now looking elsewhere for new
repeatedly affirmed that he will not
Egypt. Following annual talks with
partnerships , including the Comecon .
Egyptian officials at the beginning of adhere to such demands.
At this point, Egypt has no choice .
Mubarak continues to uphold his
August, an IMF team left Cairo claim
Repayments on loans for food imports
stated policy that Egypt' s economy is
ing that, in order to receive up to a
have reportedly begun to come in late ,
his number one priority , and he is cur
$300 IMF loan , Egypt is softening its
and certain continental European banks
resistance to imposing of the IMF eco rently crafting a foreign policy aimed
at preventing a replay of 1 977 . His
are attempting to sell Egyptian debt ,
nomic austerity measures .
for fear that eventually Cairo will not
strategy is to strengthen economic ties
Since the bloody food riots of Jan
be able to pay .
with not only Western Europe and Jauary 1 977 , sparked after the Cairo
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Report from Bonn

by

Rainer Apel

CFR makes propaganda for Greens
The Eastern Establishment is promoting the leaders of a party
that attacked a U . S . general.

'

Every politician with some basic

The arrangements made for this
unprecedented gathering at the CPR
feeling of dignity should have thought
go far beyond the usual preparations
that the incident in Wiesbaden on Aug .
made for .these kinds of "off-the-re
3 , when a Green Party deputy poured
cord" events : Even guests , whom the
blood on Gen . Paul Williams during
CPR members are usually allowed to
an official reception for the U . S .
bring with them to such events, will
Armed Forces , Was outrageous enough
be excluded .
to forbid any further official courting
of the Greens . There was some kind
The CPR seems the right place tor
of sentiment even among liberal sup
the Greens to go, because the coun
porters of the Green Party that with . cil ' s mouthpiece , Foreign Affairs
this "direct action ," the Greens had
magazine , is more than sympathetic
crossed the limits of the tolerable , and
to the anti-American views of the
there was a lot of publ!c critic.ism of
Green Party and the affiliated "peace
this action , with some even calling for
movement . " James Chace , the man
the expulsion of the Green deputy from
aging director of the magazine , stated
.
his own party .
in a recent interview that he and his
These moral standards are ob
staff believe the "movement" will not
viously considered irrelevant by
disappear after the first missiles are
members of the prestigious East Coast
st�tioned in West Germany, but that it
establishment club , the New York
as well as the Green Party "will remain
Council on Foreign Relations (CPR),
a political power factor for some years
or by offici'als of the U . S . State De
to come , and they might even extend
partment, including the U . S . ambas
their political influence . "
sador to Bonn , Arthur Burns . While
In an effort to underline this thesis ,
many think that it is about time to move
the magazine will have Robert Mc
politically and legally against the
Namara, the "butcher of VietOam" and
Green Party because of its open sup
recent c onvert to the U . S . peace
port for the, activists of the coming
movement , write an essay investigat
"hot autumn" mobilization against the
ing the viability of so-called nuclear
emplacement of the Euromissiles , the
free zones in Europe , which happens
CPR feels compelled to give the most
to be one of the most prominent de
prominent treatment to dreen ' Party
mands put forward by the Green Party .
leaders Petra Kelly and ex-Gen . Gert
Two days after this distinguished
Bastian . The two Greens , who are
gathering at the CFR , Miss Kelly and
traveling together a lot (there is a say
her general will be meeting officials at
ing among journalists that he is her
the State Department, and rumors have
"wife") , will address a highly exclu
it that some people at the Pentagon
sive audience of CPR members only
might also be willing to discuss "alter
at the council ' s building on 58 East
native defense strategies" with them .
68th Street in New York on Sept. 1 9 .
The question remains what it is
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that the State Department or Pe agon
wants to discuss with the Greens , be
cause even those who met Green rep
resentatives during their last stay in
Washington in July doubt the useful
ness of such meetings . One of these
officials told a Washington journalist
in mid-August that "none of them [the
Greens] seemed to have understood
the least thing about all the matters we
discussed here . "
Again , it will be the U . S . ambas
sador to Bonn , Arthur Bums, whose
office will arrange the Greens ' trip to
Washington .
With the State Department thus
setting the precedent, the National War
College in Washington seems to feel
"in line ," too , by inviting Miss Kelly
and Bastian for another "off-the-re
cord" debate with military people at
the U . S . Army College on Sept . 2 1 .
Political irony might have it that at
the same time Petra Kelly will address
U . S . officers at the War College in
what is considered a "peaceful dia
logue among adversaries , " her own
political combatants in the Green Par
ty and in the "movement" will tum
West Germany into a political hotspot
of the first degree .
It should be mentioned that Miss
Kelly seems to model her own radi
calism after the activities of the Ber
rigan brothers , who have built their
' own violence-prone organization
called the "Ploughshare Movement . "
This organization , many members of
which have been listed on the police
records or have been jailed in the past
years , has developed a special mode
of action which reaches from destroy
ing technical instruments to pouring
blood on facilities, symbols , and
personnel .
On Sept. 24 , Petra Kelly is sched
uled to receive a peace award from the
"Women ' s Strike for Peace" in Phila
delphia. But compared to the official
receptions , this is a routine affair.
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Ita1y� war on Crime

by Marco Fanini

The Nazi International frees Gelli

rity Coun�il .
Kissinger's name also appeared
alongside Gelli's during the investi
A remarkable network was deployed to get the Propaganda-2
gation by the Bologna magistracy into
chief back running terrorist operations .
the 1 9 8 1 bombing at the Bologna rail
road station which killed 85 people .
The bombing was ordered by the
Comite Montecarlo super-lodge ,
headed by Gelli and Henry Kissinger.
icio Gelli , the Maestro venerabile
wha� Prime Minister Bettino Craxi The Montecarlo lodge also master
of the Propaganda-2 masonic lodge ,
would need to push through his pack minds worldwide weapons smug
escaped from the Swiss prison of
age of institutional reforms , based on gling , investigations of which have
Champ Dollon during the night of Aug .
the original plan of the P-2 to trans been stopped by a mysterious series of
1 0- 1 1 , with the total complicity of lo
form the Italian republic into a fascist assassinations of key witnesses and
.
complete sabotage of the inquiry .
. dictatorship .
cal judicial and political authorities .
Gell i himself wanted to publicize
Gelli ' s lawyer, Dominique Pon
Let' s take a look at the Swiss pris
cet, had the gall to say in public that
that he is not alone in his pursuits . His on of Champ DoHon from which Gelli
biographer and top aide , Pier Carpi , escaped: the director, Michel Hentsh ,
Gelli had been kidnaped; the prison ' s
said in an Interview in the Italian is a right-wing extremist linked to the
director has offered th� absurd expla
newspaper II Giorno on Aug . 1 7 that Ligue Vaudoise, a regionalist group;
nation that Gelli escaped with the
Gelli has given him enough material the jailer in charge of Gelli , Edoardo
complicity of a single corrupted j ailer.
In reality , Licio Gelli has been lib
about his international friends for Car Ceresa, is a former military trainer and
erated by the international network of
pi to write another book. Gelli told a Swiss secret services official ; the
the P-2 lodge , in order to prevent his
him: "There is a 35-millimeter color French language teacher of the prison,
extradition to Italy, and also to put him
film showing my daughter Maria Gra Umberto Tosi , an Italian from Tus
back to work.
zia 's wedding with the star guests that cany, is an old school friend of Gelli
participated: Henry Kissinger, Robert and is a mason, head of a Tuscan lodge
The very night Gelli disappeared
from the Swiss prison , a bomb went
McNamara, five U . S . senators , and active in Geneva ! In an interview with
off on the railroad track between Flor
top Italian politicians . . . . I am a great Panorama magazine in April, Tosi ,
ence and Bologna. Had an approach
friend of George Bush and I visit Ger who visited Gelli every day in prison
ald Ford , who is acknowledged as the to teach him French , stated, "When
ing train not happened to slow do.wn ,
ever I shake hands with Gelli , I do it
top leader of American masonry . "
it would have been derailed , to plunge
more than 1 ,000 passengers over a
On Aug . 22, TV news national
according to masonic custom . "
Swiss officials knew very well that
precipice , causing the worst political
channel 2, referring to Gelli ' s escape ,
massacre in postwar Italy. Tht: re
reported: 'There are rumors thatGelli Gelli was surrounded by a network
sponsibility for the bomb was claimed
could even be in the United States , ready to liberate him whenever the or
by the right-wing terrorist movement
given the fact that there he could profit der was given. This criminal. network
from his friendship with Mr. Kissin is led by the banker Fran�ois Genoud ,
NAR (Nuclei Arrn ati Rivoluzionari) .
It should be noted that Claudio
ger, Mr. McNamara, and Vice-Presi of the Nazi International of Lausanne ,
and by his friends Hans Kunz and Ste
dent Bush . "
Mutti , the former head of the Italy
Libya friendship association , was ar
. Gelli ' s friendship with members fano delle Chiaie , plus secret agents
of the Trilateral Commission was al of the Swiss secret services and fascist
rested and tried for a bombing , also
claimed by the NAR , in precisely the
ready known, since Gelli was one of wings of the French SAC secret ser
the few Italians present at the White vice . The marching orders come from
same spot in 1 974 . Mutti was acquit
ted only last month for "lack of
House party in honor of Jimmy Cart American friends .
Where i s Gelli now? L a Repubbli
evidence . "
er' s inauguration as President. In ad
Italian Interior Minister Oscal L .
dition , the papers found in Gelli' s villa ca of Aug. 20 suggests that Gelli might
Scalfaro has warned that a new wave
in Arezzo described meetings Gelli be the guest of the Rev . Sun Myung
of right-wing terrorism is .to be ex
held in 1 969 with Henry Kissinger and Moon sect in Uruguay , at the Plaza de
pected . Such a development is exactly
Alexander Haig at the National Secu- Montevideo hotel .
___ .• .
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Th e NZZ blasts
Fyodor Burlatskii Ilrticle
The Swiss daily Neue Zuricher Zeitung, as
the first major Western news service aside
from NSIPS and its associated news ser
vices, published an extensive article Aug .
25 on the Literaturnaya Gazeta article of
Aug . 10 by Fyordor Burlatskii, which had
termed the U . S . beam-weapons defense
policy a "casus belli . "
"Moscow considers the real challenge to
be the end of March speech by President
Reagan [declaring that] America would mo
bilize all of its scientific and technological
capabilities to catch up with the Soviet lead
in space, and, in addition to modem satellite
defense systems , in the future would also
deploy anti-missile systems based on laser
defenses . Soviet marshals , scientists , and
propagandists were called upon en masse to
portray President Reagan ' s plan as irrespon
sible or even crazy, and also to prove that
the Soviet Union would do the same . "
The Burlatskii article was written short
ly before Andropov "offered" to ban space
weapons , writes the NZZ, where "the party
philosopher Burlatskii claimed in the Soviet
intelligence sheet Literaturnaya Gazeta that
'cosmic weapons' are provocative and rep
resent a casus belli . ' "In his discussion
with U . S . senators , " writes the NZZ, "An
dropov obviously took up the arguments of
his advisor Burlatskii, whose 'War Games '
article will clearly play an important role in
the outer-space diplomacy of the party boss
. . . the space initiative of Andropov reveals
itself thus to be a propagandistic tool to move
Washington to give in and accept discus
sions , where it is clear that Andropov would
like to prescribe his own niles for suc�
'
discussions . "
•

"

Place in the sun for
Italy's new Mussolini
While financiers operating out of Switzer
land have poured tens if not hundreds of
millions of dollars worth of flight capital
into Italy since the appointment of Bettino
Craxi as prime minister in June , an interna
tional press campaign is hyping Craxi as a
model Western statesman . The Aug . 20 lead
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editorial of the New York Times, "The New
Opening in Italy," goes so far as to credit
Craxi with having brought to success "a 20year effort to lift the Communist mortgage'�
on Italy' s "political life . " Craxi' s victory is
described as "deliverance"-not just for It
aly , but potentially also for the entire West .

On Aug . 1 9 , Switzerland' s leading fi
nancial daily , Neue Zurcher Zeitung, re
ported that since June there has emerged an
inexplicable surplus of more than $ 1 billion
every month in Italy' s balance of payments .
The article notes that this sum is too large to
be accounted for by the tomst industry .
While the NZZ leaves to the reader to guess
where these funds are coming from , Swiss
bankers admit off the record that private in
vestment sources have since June been cash
ing in U. S. dollar investments to rush funds
to Italy to help Craxi out. On Thursday , the
Italian stock market suddenly upticked 2
percent-amid reports in the Italian press
that in September a larger, sustained stock
market pickup is expected.

BVS chief: 'East Germans

funding peace movement'

The head of the West German agency for
internal security, Heribert Hellenbroich, has
issued a blast-rare for a public official-at
Communist control of his country' s peace
movement. The Bundesverfassungsschutz
(State Security Bureau) chief was inter
viewed on the TV program "Report" on Aug .
24 (see EIR , Aug . 1 6 , for earlier J,'Cmarks by
Hellenbroich on the Greens) .
Hellenbroich said that the 1 50 ,000 or
thodox communists, represented by the West
German Communist Party (DKP) and its
front organizations and the 1 0 ,000 autono
mous peaceniks , make up the core of the
peace movement, and that they control stra
tegic leadership positions in . its organiza
tional structure . He also stated unequivocal
ly that his agency had information about
preparations by the autonomous groups for
violent attacks on U . S . ammunition trans-.
ports . The Kommittee gegen Bombentrans
porte (Committee Against Munitions Ship
ments) , for example, is heavily
. infiltrated
by pro-terrorist elements .
When asked about the financial sources
of the movement Hellenbroich answered:

"In the coordinating committees , the Ger
man Communist Party and its front organi
zations are the main force , and we have con
firmed information that the DKP brings into
the movement its financial power, which it
does not and cannot receive through mem
bership fees , but it is very massively finan
cially supported by the Socialist Unity Party
(SED) [communist party] of the DDR [East
Germany] . For this we have hard proof. "
The interview triggered an outcry from
the Social Democrats , led by former justice
minister JUrgen Schmude , and parliamen
tarian Freimut Duve from Hamburg, who
also sits on the interior commission in the
federal �arliament.

Why London sees an Iran
'south of the border'
The dire prognostications of all those who '
want to shake the United States through the
destruction of the Mexican republic were
aired in the Aug . 1 3 lead editorial of the
Times of London:
"American suspicion of Mexican st/!-bil
ity is long standing and well-founded in view
of recent Mexican developments-the scale
of its problems and the unpredictable and
mysterious nature of its politics . The col
lapse of Mexican stability , leading to insur
rection, revolution, or just a prolonged pe
riod of economic and social disintegration
cannot feature in any exchange of courtesies
between the presidents , but it features in the
minds of American policy-makers .
"The effect on the United States of such
a collapse in Mexico would be very serious.
The two countries share a common frontier
of 1 600 mile s . . . .
"Social disintegration in El Salvador and
Nicaragua has now created a new exodus of
refugees to Southern Mexico and the United
States. Today ' s difficulties would be tiny
compared to the massive upheaval across
. the U . S . -Mexican border should Mexico's
indecipherable polity start to disintegrate
under the pressure of Cuban-inspired sub
version spreading from Central America, and
the strain of economic austerity at home . . . .
"The border 'is not controllable . More
over, a Mexican government dedicated to
mischief-making could aggravate its rela
tions with the United States by laying claim
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Briefly
to territory beyond its border with as legiti
mate a basis for the claim as the Argentine
one to the Falklands-in other words jurid
ically questionable , but rhetorically popular
in Latin America.
"It is symptomatic of the Mexican un
willingness to share Washington ' s concern
for these matters that the Mexican govern
ment prefers to maintain the status quo on
the border even though it festers in their
bilateral relations . . . .
"The trouble with Mexico is that the
presidential system introduced with the 1 9 1 7
Constitution does not provide for any real
popular participation in presidential politics
other than in the most fonnal sense of regu
lar elections . . . . It is true that Mexico has
avoided the military intervention that has
characterized the rest of Latin America, but
the health of this secretive , unpredictable
and inherently arbitrary system of leader
ship cannot be taken for granted in the face
of the sustained instability of most other
countries in the region . . . .
"[T]he nightmare for some Washington
officials is that Mexico's technocrats will
discover that they are as out of touch with
the scale of disaffection in the rural areas of
their country as were the. Shah ' s managers
in Iran. It cannot be pleasant for Washington
policy makers to visualize a future for the
United States sharing a common frontier with
a neighbour of 73 million . inhabitants vul
nerable to such political volatility . "

Beam weapons termed
'th e end of the line '
"If the u.s. deployed a directed energy
weapon system , a complete one , the Rus
sians take the view that it' s the end of the
line: it would be war. I don 't disagree with
them ," said a leading British strategist Aug .
24 , who usually acts as a liaison between
the Mountbatten-CaiTington groupings of
Britain and the Soviet General Staff.
"They're worried about a strategic ambush.
They know that if the U . S. really gets started
on that path, its technological skill is such
that they cannot match.
"The Burlatskii article [in Literaturnaya
Gaze ta , threatening war if the U. S . attempts
to develop beam-weapon missile-defense
systems] can be said to sum up six. months
.
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of a major debate : there has been consider
able attention to the problem of beam weap
ons in the whole range of Soviet military
publications , about space warfare . They're
in the middle of a crash program . Especially
the fact that the U . S. has the Shuttle and it' s
damn good . The U . S . i s making great prog
ress in lasers and beams, and developing six
or seven systems . . . . The March 23 speech
jolted them quite badly. It has made Soviet
strategic planning a nightmare . "
Elaborating on the history o f the ques
tion, the think tanker added: "I had a long
conversation with Marshall Sokolovskii in
1 963 . He told me : "I'll lecture you on space
weapons . This is the key and vital area, the
battleground of the future . Do you know
,
about the economics of space technology?
So , the Soviets are looking for a retaliation
proof capability . I don 't think they'd deliver
a first strike . . . but of course they may ,
since they know that if there is a race they
are going to lose it . But it' s a very serious
warning . "

Soviet space military
capabilities assessed
With respect to the ability of the Soviet space
program to put an anti-ballistic missile sys
tem in orbit, expert on Soviet space efforts
James Oberg told EIR : "Yes , the Soviets
have shown that they are capable of break
throughs . Their Salyut space stations have
demonstrated their ability to do mainte
nance of orbital facilities . They would use
this manned capability to overcome techni
cal problems they have had in long-duration
autonomous systems , " for a space-based
ABM system . Oberg estimated that the
soonest the Soviets would demonstrate this
capability would be in five years .
A sustained Soviet effort over the past
twenty years has produced the first Intercon
tinental B allistic Missile (ICBM) , the first
anti-satellite system , and the only space nu
clear bomb capability . After the first test
launch of NASA's Space Shuttle in April
1 98 1 , Soviet party chief Leonid Brezhnev
felt obliged to declare "May the shoreless
cosmic ocean be pure and free of weapons
of any kind. " To this day , only the U . S . S . R .
has developed the capability t o put weapons
in space .

• AVRAHAM ABITUV, the for
mer head of Israel' s Shin Beth inter
nal security service , has issued a de
nunciation of Jewish settlements in
the West Bank as a "psychological
hothouse for Jewish terror" against
Arabs in the region.
•

EUROPEAN

COMMUNITY

top brass in Brussel s , Belgium, are
reported furious with Greek Presi
dent Andreas Papandreou' s attempts
to transform the December 1 983 EC
ministerial meeting into a sounding
board for protest against the installa
tion of Pershing and Cruise missiles
on European soil.

• GENGHIS KHAN has been re
habilitated as a national hero by the
Chinese government, it announced in
August.
•

THE WIFE of Muammar Qad
daft has arrived for a stay in Wiesba

den , West Germany , according to the
Aug . 20 Wiesbadener Kurier.

•

EGYPT AND TUNISIA have
announced
security crackdowns
against AI-Tahrir, an Islamic funda
mentalist-terrorist group linked to the
Swiss-based Nazi International .

•

CHARLES BERNU, France ' s
defense minister, announced that a
contingent of French military person
nel was being dispatched Aug . 24 to
Argentina in order to receive training
from the Argentine air force on use
of Exocet missiles . An angry spokes
man at the Quai d 'Orsay complained
that Foreign Minister Claude Cheys
son had not been consulted.

• A CHIEF AIDE to PLO chair
man Arafat, Lt. Col . Mahmoun Mu
raish , was shot to death in Athens
while driving in a car with his family,
by one or two males on a motorcycle
on Aug . 2 1 . Muraish ' s bodyguard,
Mustafa Ali , and one son were
wounded .
•

RUDOLF BABRO, a leader of
the West German Green Party, turned
up at the "International University"
of the Rajneesh Bagwan cult in Ore
gon towards the end of August.
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Andropov Demo crats back
from U.S.S.R. with slingshots
by Ronald Kokinda in Washington, D . C .

Taking advantage of the August congressional recess , Dem
ocratic senators , congressmen , and several presidential as
pirants recently visited two areas of major u . S . foreign policy
concern , the Soviet Union and Central America . Their re
sulting political pronouncements and the press play they have
received from these trips forebode an attempt by the Demo
cratic Party leadership to portray President Reagan as a reck
less "warmonger. "
For his part, President Reagan is showing signs o f cutting
the ground out from under the peace movement as presently
constituted. For the first time since the Scrowcroft Commis
sion approach to arms control came to overshadow the Pres
ident ' s March 23 defense strategy initiative , he seems to have
begun an aggressive organizing effort for beam weapons
development, a policy which could in fact bring peace (see
Special Report) .
These Democratic travelers came back Aug . 22 identi
fying Soviet Party leader Yuri Andropov as a "man of peace, "
and poised to help the Soviets back Reagan down.
On Aug . 1 8 , Andropov took the occasion of a visit by
nine Democratic senators to call for a "complete" ban on the
research and development of "any space-based weapons for
hitting targets on Earth , in the air or in outer space . " He
claimed that the Soviet Union would impose a "unilateral
moratorium" on the deployment of its "killer satellites" as
long as the U . S . refrained from deploying its anti-satellite
(ASAT) weapons , which will be significantly more effective
and which are scheduled for testing this fall. Claiborne Pell
(D-R . I . ) , the ranking Democrat on the Senate Foreign Rela
tions Committee and a former Averell Harriman campaign
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chairman, responded-with a brief qualifier that this might
be an Andropov ploy to "forestall U . S . tests"-that Andro
pov ' s proposal "should be examined seriously [in order to ·
determine] whether it is a genuine offer. "
Pell was accompanied b y Paul Sarbanes (Md . ) ; Don Rie
gle (Mich . ) ; Howard Metzenbaum (Ohio) , James . Sasser
(Tenn . ) , who is 'coordinating John Glenn' s campaign in the
South; Russell Long (La . ) ; Patrick Leahy (Vt . ) ; Dennis
DeConcini (Ariz . ) ; and Dale Bumpers (Ark . ) , whose wife .
heads the KGB-contaminated women' s "disarmament through
friendship" organization known as Peace Links .

Banning space-directed weapons

Andropov' s formulation was almost identical to the text
of Senate Joint Resolution 1 29 , which the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee passed on July 19 . Originally cospon
sored by Pell , Paul Tsongas (D-Mass . ) , and Alan Cranston
(D-Cal . ) , along with Kissinger Republicans Larry Pressler
(S . D . ) and Charles Mathias (Md . ) , the resolution seeks an
immediate moratorium and a permanent treaty on the testing
and deployment of anti-satellite weapons as well as negotia
tions for a treaty "prohibiting the testing , production , deploy
ment, or use of any space-directed or space-based weapons
system which is designed to inflict injury or cause any other
form of damage on the Earth , in the atmosphere , or on objects
placed in space . " This "protect the ICBM" defense of the
Mutually Assured Destruction doctrine was lifted from a
draft AS AT treaty written by the Union of Concerned Sci
entists-a conduit of the KGB-contaminated Pu wash Con
ference scientific circles .

g
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With Andropov' s boost, renewed attempts will be made
to get Senate floor action on S .J . R . 1 29 . As part of this Capitol
Hill offensive , the Senate Foreign Relations Committee is
also scheduled on Sept. 20 to consider the nuclear freeze
resolution , cosponsored by Senators Kennedy (D-Mass . ) ,
Mark Hatfield (R-Ore . ) , Pell , Tsongas , Sarbanes and others .
Tsongas has already succeeded in attaching an amendment
to the defense authorization bill calling for "good faith" ef
forts to negotiate an ASAT treaty prior to the testing of the
U . S . ASAT weapon. This language has report�dly been re
tained in the House-Senate conference report, which will
come to a up-or-down vote when Congress returns from
recess . Opponents of the President' s defense modernization
program will also probably force a number of votes on the
House and Senate appropriations bills on the MX, the Per
shing lIs , the ASAT , and other defense systems .
The day before he received the senators , Andropov met
with William Winpisinger, head of the International Asso
ciation of Machinists and a leader of the Socialist Interna
tional; TASS reported that their meeting took place in a "warm
and friendly atmosphere . "
At home , presidential aspirant Sen . John Glenn (D-Ohio)
has been cultivating both an image as a "middle of the road"
type, his major selling point over Jimmy Carter' s Vice-Pres
ident, and also as "no Johnny-corne-lately to the peace move
ment. " Glenn appeared at the August peace conference in
Iowa, and his top advisers say nuclear nonproliferation will
be the centerpiece of his campaign . One Glenn strategist
confirmed that Glenn thinks "there is a bigger danger posed
to peace by the proliferation of nuclear weapons to third
countries than by the Soviets ," and that Glenn is is totally
"opposed to any militariztation of space ," including directed
energy beam systems . Glenn . would like to "sit down with
the Soviets and work out a ban on weapons in space , " the
adviser said. "Glenn is the real Mr. Star Wars , and he realizes
that space is not the place for weapons , as opposed to the
false Mr. Star Wars [Reagan] who wants to put weapons in
space . "

The Central America front

This "paint Reagan as a warmonger" offensive has a
similar platform in Central America, where Democratic
spokesmen have made a a series of Democratic trips . Gary
Hart (D-Colo . ) , will tour the area Sept . 6-9 . Alan Cranston ,
in an Aug . 22 press conference upon returning from a tour of
- the region , called upon the administration to withdraw "the
enormous naval flotilla" of U . S . ships from the region , charg
ing that "tensions have increased markedly" because of the
Regagan policy . "It's time the U . S . government pursued a
dialogue with Cuba through the Contadora process," Cran
ston said, "because no lasting solution can be reached without
the involvment of Cuba and the United States. At some poi'?t,
directly or indirectly , there has to be some form of commu
nication . " Cranston underlined his point that "Reagan' s strat
egy of tough talk and guns" was "undermining Contadora. "
"To continue down the path o f brute force fighting the inev-
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itable tide of social change i n Latin America means the
United States will always be on the wrong side . "
This is the grossest hypocrisy on all counts . The same
Harriman Democrats who blast U. S . military involvement in
Central America have pushed the Boland-Zablocki amend
ment in the House , which calls for an $80 million program
of "overt" U . S . military operations to interdict arms flows
from Nicaragua and Cuba- -hardly the approach of the Con
tadora Group (Mexico , Colombia, Panama, and Venezuela) ,
which wants the superpowers out of the region. Indeed , the
Boland-Zablocki approach would leave Nicaragua an un
touched sanctuary for arms supplies while requiring Ameri
can military efforts to cut off arms fl o ws to other countries , a
strategy which , as Republ icans have pointed out, failed in
Vietnam .
As for "social change" in Ibero-America, the Harriman
Democrats have done nothing to halt the blockage of all U . S .
aid to Guyana, which condemns that nation to hunger and
misery . They are avid supporters of "appropriate technolo
gies" and "population reduction ," euphemisms for Third
World genocide which emerged under the Carter administra
tion . They cynically relish every blunder the White House
has made in Central America, seeking to use it against the
President , instead of to rescue the people of the region .
The four Democratic front-runners , Mondale , Hart,
Glenn , and Cranston, have been competing for advisers on .
Central America from the same group that took the foreign
policy helm under Carter and presided over the takeover of
the anti-technology Sandinista Jesuits in Nicaragua . Names
that have surfaced in this talent s�arch include Lawrence
Pezzullo , ambassador to Nicaragua before and after the San
dinista takeover; W ayne S . Smith , former head of the U . S .
interest section i n Havana , who resigned to protest the Rea
gan attitude toward Cuba; Robert Pastor, an NSC staffer
during the Carter years ; Viron Vaky , assistant secretary of
State under Carter; Profs . Jorge Dominguez of Harvard and
Wayne Cornelius of Stanford University; Ambler Moss, for
mer ambassador to Panama; and Sally Shelton, a Carter dep
uty assistant Secretary of State for Central America .
Senator Paul Tsongas, visiting Managua, Nicaragua, went
so far as to invite junta leader Daniel Ortega to visit the United
States as his guest . Tsongas , who has endorsed John Glenn ,
added that Ortega had accepted the invitation . Rep . Frederick
Boucher (D- Va . ) , who visited Nicaragua with Reps . Ed Mar�
key (D-Mass . ) , Frank Harrison (D-Pa . ) , and Thomas Carper
(D-Del . ) , reported to the press Ortega' s justification that the
military buildup backed by the Soviets and Cubans was a
response to the U . S . show of force . Boucher and his col
leagues recommended immediate negotiations with Nicara
gua, ending U . S . aid to the "contra" rebels , and pressure on
the U . S . -allied EI Salvador government to accelerate its ag
ricultural reforms .
Some Capitol Hill observers were wondering why these
legislators aidn ' t simply make Andropov' s announcements
for him from the steps of the Capitol , and save the taxpayers
some travel money .
National
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Interview: NASA's Dr. Sally Ride

Shuttle astronaut details
mission's technical success
Dr. Sally K . Ride , 32 , one of the five astronauts o n the June

18 mission of the U . S . Space Shuttle, is both the youngest

person and the first American woman to have made a space
flight. Dr. Ride has a Ph .D . in physics . The following inter
view, conducted on July 26 by Marsha Freeman for Fusion

magazine, was made available to EIR by Fus � on .

Freeman: The work that you did on the seventh Shuttle
flight using the Remote Manipulator System (RMS) or arm
was one of the major objectives of the mission . Could you
describe how the arm performed in space compared to your
practice with it before the flight, and the importance of the
RMS in future Shuttle missions?
Dr. Ride: We had quite a bit of training on Earth before we
went into space , but almost all of that was on simulators . The
arm itself is very lightweight, designed to be used in space,
and actually won ' t support its own weight on the ground .
You have to rely on computer simulations . We have several
sophisticated simulators: there are two here at the Johnson
Space Center, and one up in Toronto at SPAR Aerospace ,
which is the company that built the arm Both John Fabian
and I had extensive experience on these simulators . As a
matter of fact, we did a lot of the design work, trying to match
one simulator to another and get them to be as close as we
could to what was supposed to be the predicted performance
of the arm What we found was that the real arm behaves at
least as well as the simulators and in some cases , much better.
It' s much easier to control than some of the simulators ,
and the dynamic control , the oscillations , are quite a bit les s .
All the operations were easy t o perform, and i n every case
the arm worked at least as well as advertised. We had a 3 , 500pound payload which we could position as close as we want
ed. If we decided we wanted to move it two inches , we could
move it two inches. It was really easy io use .
As far as the future , the thing we did on our flight which
was different than the other flights was the release of a pay
load . We let go of it with the arm left it as a free flyer, and
then retrieved it . On other flights , they had used the arm to
carry a payload but had only used the arm to wave it around .
The main thing that we demonstrated with the arm on this
flight was that the Shuttle can not only release payloads , but
can retrieve them. This is a capability that NASA has adver
tised for quite a while and is one of things that will be very
important .
,

.

.
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We are planning payloads to be put into orbit that are
designed to be serviced by the Space Shuttle . If after a year,
for example , the film runs out [in a satellite] , we are designing
the payload such that we can go after it with the Shuttle and
use the arm to grapple it and then service it. We have Flight
1 3 coming up where we are going to use the arm to grapple a
payload that is in space right now , the Solar Maximum Mis
sion satellite , which malfunctioned right after it was sent up .
We are going to try to use the arm to pick it up and repair it
with the Shuttle .

I'reeman: You are one of the few scientists who has gone
into space and the first physicist in the Shuttle . With your
expertise , what would you be interested in doing on your
second Shuttle mission?
Dr. Ride: Actually , I ' m not the first physicist . On Flight 5 ,
Joe Allen was one of the mission specialists , and he has a
Ph . D . in physics . There have been quite a few scientists who
have flown , particularly back in Sky lab and the later Apollo
flights . So far on the Space Shuttle we 've had only six sci
entists fly . When we came to NASA it was made very clear
to use that although we would have an opportunity to persue
the research we wanted to , we would have no special privi
leges as far as proposing experiments or implementing ex
periments on the Shuttle . If there were experiments we want
ed to propose , we had to propose them through all the proper
channels . I don ' t have any particular experiments that I have
intended to propose . The main advantage of a science back
ground is that it prepares you to learn a lot very quickly about
fields that you really don 't know much about. NASA has
wanted use to primarily generalists , not specialists . .
Freeman: In the future , however , won ' t there be a great
advantage in having scientists in space who will be trained in
special fields, to do experiments in space?
Dr. Ride: I think that ' s very true . NASA is planning to have
those people fly on the Space Shuttle as well as further on
down the road . The astronauts who are flying as mission
specialists now are not really seen as the experts for a given
experiment . If there ' s an experiment that requires a scientific
expert on board , NAS A ' s plan is generally going to be to try
to fly a principal investigator associated with that experiment,
rather than to try to train one of us-to fly the person who ' s
actually designed the experiment .
EIR
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A good example of that is the CFES [Continuous Flow
Electrophoresis] experiment that is scheduled to fly again on
the next flight, but also on Flight 1 2 . The work that' s been
done so far, including on our flight, was primarily engineer
ing experimental work; proof of concept and then trying out
a couple of different things, but it was mostly to make sure
that the experiment would work in weightless conditions ,
and to try to refine i t to the point where they could use i t a s a
production system. During that period they trained a mission
specialist to operate it and we were very well qualified to
operate it, in that mode . But on Flight 1 2 they ' re going to use
it to actully produce quantities of some pharmaceuticals that
they intend to be tested by the Food and Drug Administration.
For that, they [the industrial designers , McDonnell Douglas
and Johnson & Johnson] want to fly one of their own scien
tists who is extremely familiar with the entire process and
could make any changes if necessary .

Freeman: What might some of the most important missions
be in the next 5, 1 0 , or 20 years?
Dr. Ride: I know that NASA is looking toward the contin
uation of the Space Shuttle program-using it as a launch
platform for communcations satellites and using it as a base
for short-term experiments in space . But I think that NASA
is also working toward the concept of a space station that
would give us a permament presence in space-a space sta
tion that would be continuously occupied and could be ac
cessed by the Space Shuttle , which could then be serviced
and shuttle people to and from the space station . That has not
been funded by Congress yet, but NASA has conducted sev
eral feasibility studies and considers this the next important
stepping stone . It' s the kind of thing we need , for example ,
if we' re going to do more substantive experimentation on the
lunar surface , we 're going to need something like a space
station as a platform to jump from , rather than building large
rockets like we used to .
Freeman: One of your areas of expertise is in advanced laser
research . On March 23 President Reagan announced a new
defense policy based on high-energy laser development for
space-based defense . What do you think the importance of
space is for national defense?
Dr. Ride: That ' s an aspect of the space program that I'm
not really very familiar with . We tend to concentrate on the
civilian side and on our particular space flight. To be honest
with you , I haven ' t had the chance to think about that since
I ' ve been back.
Freeman: From your overall experience with the Space
Shuttle , what do you hope to accomplish on your next trip
into space?
Dr. Ride: I don ' t have any specific goals . I think that one of
the things that made our flight so appealing was that it was
very diverse. We had a chance launch two communications
satellites , to use the arm and demonstrate its capabilities , and
to perform quite a few experiments , while we were on board.
EIR
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Kissinger Watch

by M. T. Upharson
Twentieth Century Fox with Rich as
. his silent partner, placed his close
friend Henry on the Fox board at a
reported salary of $50,000 . A protege
of the late Meyer Lansky , the orga
nized crime kingpin , Davis is a top
funder of Dope Inc . 's Anti-Defama
tion League of the B ' nai B ' rith and
has a substantial .interest in Toronto
Dominion B ank, linked to the drug
trade . Davis is the owner of the Den
ver Post, the mouthpiece of "Rocky
mountain high" liberalism .

Grand jury probing
Henry's business partner
Developments in the federal grand jury
investigation of the shady Swiss-based
firm Marc Rich A . G . for conspiracy
might instead expose the organized
crime empire behind the secretive fin
ancier' s most famous business asso
ciate-Henry A. Kissinger.
Judge Leonard Sands has ordered
the holding company for Twentieth
Century Fox Film Corp . , of which
Henry Kissinger is a director, to cease
financial transactions with Marc Rich.
Rich, which owns 50 percent of
Twentieth Century Fox , is among the
world' s largest trading companies ,
with annual sales of $ 1 0 billion . Under intensive federal scrutiny for alleged price fixing , Rich attracted U . S .
government scrutiny by what federal
prosecutors described as possible
"shams" designed to conceal assets .
After being fined $2 . 5 million and under threat of seizure of $55 million
worth of U . S . subsidiaries , Rich
agreed to supply Judge S ands and the
grand jury with requested subpoenaed
documents .
The Swiss government suddenly
came to the rescue , impounding Marc
Rich A . G . documents under the Secrecy in Banking articles of the Swiss
criminal code . Then agents of the
Clarion Corporation, a former U . S .
silbsidiary of Rich believed by federal
prosecutors still to be under its control , loaded two crates full of documents to fly back to company headquarters in Zug , Switzerland, where it
is believed that the Swiss government
would impound them. An anonymous
tip and fast action by federal agents
caught the plane moments before
takeoff, and the documents were
retrieved .
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Trilaterals plan
Pacific Basin moves

"t
,

\

Why did Izvestia , the official or
gan of the Soviet government, drop its
characteristic denunciations of "the
multinationals" and come to the de
fense of Rich? In an Aug . 1 7 article
titled "Open Black mail , " the paper ac
cused the Reagan administration of
delivering "an open threat , an attempt
to interfere into the internal affairs of
Western European countries through
the threat of economic sanctions . "
Why i s Marc Rich risking its entire
financial empire to withhold docu
ments in what would seem on the sur
face to be an income tax case? And
why has the Swiss government creat
ed an international incident over the
financial affairs of an unsavory com
modity trader? Could these docu
ments implicate Henry Kissinger in
international financial manipulation ?
This line of investigation is sug
gested by examination of the man who
brought Henry Kissinger and Marc
Rich together, Denver independent oil
man Marvin Davis . Davis , who bought

The second annual conference of the
"World Forum" convened in Vail ,
Colorado Aug . 26-28 for a discussion
of 'Trade Policy Issues , " featuring a
keynote speech by Henry Kissinger.
The conference was slated to consider
"issues related to economic recovery ,
to trade , and to structural imbalances
in industrial countries . Wherever ap
propriate , it is to also to maintain a
regional focus on the Pacific Basin . "
EIR ' s on-the-scene correspondent
will have a report next week on the
meeting , which was convened by for
mer President Gerald Ford, and in
cluded former world leaders Helmut
Schmidt , Valery Giscard d 'Estaing ,
Malcolm Fraser, and James Callaghan.
Kissinger will be keynoting a con
ference in Hong Kong Oct. 28-29 on
the topic "Political and Economic De
velopments in Asia in the 1 980s . "
Henry met i n April with Chinese
Foreign Minister Wu Xueqian and
discussed setting up a firm in Hong
Kong called Everbright Industrial
Corp . , to promote sales of "high tech
nology" to China, according to a re
port by syndicated columnist Jack An
derson . Kissingerwould be a consult
ant in the firm, which would be run by
Wang Guangyin , an entrepreneur who
is said to hold a diplomatic passport
and cabinet rank and to report directly
to Chinese Premier Zhao Ziyang .
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Eye on Democrats

Manatt admits he will
rig the convention
All Democratic National chairman
Chuck Manatt' s thousands of pages of
rules mandating an "open process" and
the "widest possible outreach" for the
selection of convention delegates and
the 1 984 Democratic presidential
nomination itself were dismissed
quickly in mid-August.
The "Proposed Final Call to the
1 984 Democratic National Conven
tion" contains a remarkable passage
under Section VI, "Presidential Can
didates," which gives Manatt sole
power to determine for the convention
who is a Democratic presidential can
didate and who isn ' t .
The Call states: "The term 'presi
dential candidate' herein shall mean
any person who , as determined by the
Chair of the Democratic National
Committee , has established substan
tial support for his or her nomination
as the Democratic candidate for the
Office of the President of the United
States, is a bona fide Democrat who
has the interests , welfare and success
of the Democratic Party at heart, and
who will participate in the convention
in good faith [italics in original] . "
DNC press officer Diane Dewhirst
told a journalist on Aug . 1 8 that the
clause was inserted because presiden
tial candidates are entitled to a certain
number of rooms , space, and other
convention facilities , and Manatt
doesn' t want "non bona fide" candi-
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by C incinnatus
dates using them up .
Would the chairman consider Jesse
Jackson or has-beens George Mc
Govern , who mooted a candidacy in
early August, or Gov . George Wal
lace , bona fide candidates? Oh yes ,
said Dewhirst, and they would be af
forded all the amenities .
What about Lyndon LaRouche ,
who received federal matching funds
and ran in 1 6 Democratic presidential
primaries in 1 980? "LaRouche is not
a Democrat; he's a member of the U. S .
Labor Party ," lied Dewhirst . Twitted
on this childish answer, Dewhirst said
that Manatt would certainly invoke this
clause against LaRouche were he to
run for President .
The hand of Chuck Manatt is also
visible in the not-so-subtle threats
against anti-Harriman delegates who
might be elected during the February
June 1 984 delegate selection "win
dow . " The Proposed Final Cal l ' s " Re
sponsibility" Section VII (M) , stipu
lates that each delegate "expressly
agrees that he or she will not publicly
support or campaign for any candidate
for President or Vice-President other
than the nominees of the convention . "
In short , all the monstrous fixes
that were used to secure the renomi
nation of the hated Jimmy Carter in
1 980 are in place , as befits an associ
ate of the mob-linked Hollywood
crowd like Chuck Manatt . This is not
to say that Manatt will succeed in his
rigging attempt against LaRouche
Democrats--only that he is making
predictable moves already .

' Leadership ' principle
but no leaders
Crashing boredom characterizes the
Democratic presidential race. Front
runner Walter Mondale became so
panicked by the situation that he con
vinced the AFL-CIO to move up its
planned endorsement session from
December to October. One California
Kennedy hand said "The AFL-CIO

endorsement of Mondale was neces
sary . . . it' s a mixed blessing . He got
it early because his campaign was
going nowhere . " The AFL-CIO en
dorsement, he chuckled, was hardly
decisive for George McGovern in 1 972
or for Henry "Scoop" Jackson in 1 976
in Pennsylvania, and besides, some of
the other candidates "have friends in
labor who won't be denied. "
The problem, a s a second Kenne
dy hand concurred, is that none of the
Democratic presidential campaigns
has caught fire . It' s not this or that
issue , though they should be talking
about issues , our interviewee said;
none of the candidates project as a
strong leader who has the intellect and
moral integrity to solve the nation' s
problems . " A candidate like that you
can support even if you don' t agree on
every issue , " he said .
Will the Bob Strauss-Lane Kirk
land-Trilateral Commission road
show otherwise known as the Demo
cratic National Caucus, or the com
plementary "issues debates" that the
Democratic Caucus is now ·sponsor
ing , fill the bill? No, the Kennedy field
hands agreed. The Democratic Party
only functions on the basis of an indi
vidual leader who embodies certain
values for the nation . That, though
these fellows didn' t say it, is the secret
of Ronald Reagan ' s ability to hold the
nation ' s interest, while the Democrat
ic candidate s . parade through media
events lik.e male mannequins .
Policy solutions are the true coin
of real moral-intellectual leaders .
"Somebody has to say 9 . 5 percent of
ficial unemployment is not good
news , " quipped one of the Kennedy
loyalists . But the official position of
the Manatt party is that there is an
economic recovery ! New York Times
pundit Tom Wicker warned the Dem
ocrats on Aug . 23 that without a so
lution in Central America they will be
seen as handing the region to the.com
munists . Nor does every Democratic
voter believe the party ' s propaganda
about Andropov' s desire for peace.
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tober. The organization, active in 15 coun
tries on five continents , is recognized as the

Caribbean maneuvers

international leader in the fight against Par

the Trilateral Commission" called the Inter

depopulation.

ing with conservatives all over the world . "

son

held by NATO

Gemma of the National Pro-Life PAC, have

recently set up a "conservative alternative to

Malthus ' s

dictum

of

inevitable

national Policy Forum, which is "network

The recently commenced Readex-2-83 ma

neuvers in the Caribbean involve two British
ships , one Dutch ship , and the following

from the United States: two aircraft carriers ,

Heritage ' conservatives '

ply ships , two minesweepers , two Atlantic

out to defeat Reagan

ship . Apparently by the end of the maneu

groups has been put together by Heritage

16 destroyers , cruisers , frigates , seven sup

Walters won 't rule out
Nicaragua intervention

A coalition of more than 30 conservative

Vernon Walters , State Department ambas

vers-which are scheduled to continue

Foundation sponsor Paul Weyrich, Con

America, refused to rule out a U . S . military

ships will be 43 .

Richard Viguerie, to demand that President

Fleet attack submarines , and a command

servative Caucus head Howard Phillips , and

through Sept . 1 7-the full complement of

Reagan go for "a clear-cut policy of victory

The first exercise in this series occurred

in Central America , " and to "instruct Rea

in March, involving 32 ships and 300 air

gan and Congress on true anti-communist

craft , and was also a U . S . -British-DUtch

behavior, " the Aug . 22 Washington Post

operation .

The exercise plan is: Leave port under

simulated mining threat; perform aircraft

.

reported .

The coalition, its leaders claim, was

carrier operations; perform air-to-surface and

formed in response to Henry Kissinger's ap

various ports in the Caribbean; and conclude

Central American Commission. Organizers

sile exercises.

Labor Day and continue through the 1 984

air-to-subsurface attacks against a target; visit

pointment as head of the administration' s

with air-to-air and surface-to-surface mis

are

planning a media blitz to begin after

elections .

The coalition' s policies are , however,

actually aimed at preventing the re-election

Club of Life meets to
boost medical science

Central America would enmesh the United

States in an expanding war which would

and the Fight Against Genocide , " will bring

ment' s anti-Reagan campaign.

movement , political leaders in the fight for

that the formation of the coalition represents

and distinguished members of the medical

ment with Reagan. Paul and others don ' t

economic development of the Third World,
profession .

Discussion topics at the conference will

include "How to Stop the IMF-Qaddafi

Rampage in Africa," "Kissinger' s Racist

Policy to Destroy Guyana , " "Is AIDs the
20th Century ' s Bubonic Plague? ," and ''The

to the Spanish weekly Cambio 1 6 .

"That is something one cannot say , " he

replied, when the interviewer asked about
the likelihood of an intervention . "This was

one of the mistakes we made in Vietnam;

we said that we would never invade North
Vietnam and what happened was that the

Vietnamese sent all their troops to the South.

One cannot say to the enemy what one is

planning to do . We are naive , but not to that
extreme . "

Walters gave his interview during his

stop in Madrid as part of an early August

European tour.

Their prescription for "gaining victory" in

aIlenate both Western Europe and lbero

together leaders of the U . S . anti-euthanasi�

intervention into Nicaragua, in an interview

of Reagan in 1 984 , inside sources revealed .

A Club of Life conference on Sept . 16 in

Washington, D . C . , titled "Medical Science

sador-at-large and a leading expert on Latin

America and fuel the U . S . peace move

LaRouche addresses
Strauss's ' dual-key ' idea
Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr . , the internation

A top aide to Weyrich told a journalist

ally prominent economist who chairs the ad

visory council of the National Democratic

"the culmination of two years of disenchant

Policy Committee , issued a statement on

want t o see Reagan re-elected if h e contin

Christian Social Union leader Franz-Josef

taking . The people who did the work in the

U . S . missiles stationed in the Federal Re

ues on the kind of centrist course he ' s been

Aug . 23 on the proposal by West German
Strauss for a "dual-key" system governing

Reagan campaign in 1 980 are primarily from

public of Germany .

what Reagan has become, and if their lead

Stern magazine Aug . I I for a German "veto

the conservative movement. They don' t like

Strauss called in an interview with Der

right" over any U . S . decision to launch mis

Battle to Prolong Human Life . "

ers don't go out and motivate them to work

Rouche ' s keynote presentation will be titled

Paul and other leaders have no intention of

nor of the state of Bavaria, may enter the

Enemies of Life Today . "

Reagan . "

up this fal l .

U . S . conference since its founding last Oc-

with Edward Feulner of Heritage and Peter

Club o f Life founder Helga Zepp-La

"The Cultural Foundations for Defeating the
This is the C:ub of Life ' s third major
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for Reagan, there is no way they will. And
motivating

conservatives

to

work

for

Weyrich' s assistant added that he , along

siles from German soil . Strauss , the gover

Bonn cabinet if there is a government shake

LaRouche declared: "The proposal is

implicitly an interesting idea, not inconsist-
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Briefly
• JERRY

BROWN , just returned

from a month sojourn in Mexico, an

nounced that he will co-author a study
ent with my own thinking on the lines of

ment that the program i s "technology limit

with existentialist Nobel Prize win

ning novelist Gabriel Garcia Mar

negotiations on arms reductions within the

ed" and not "funding limited , " i . e . , that the

quez. Brown has confirmed that he

defined by the President ' s March 23 speech

volve inherent technological obstacle s .

national productivity and technolo

the most advanced technologies 'to give us

programs in the research and development

ons impotent and obsolete , ' and Defense

and deploy a system.

setting of U . S . -Soviet negotiations being re
calling for a U . S . strategic defense based on
the means of rendering these nuclear weap
Secretary Weinberger' s statement March 25

that. 'If both sides can acquire the means of

rendering impotent these deadly missile s ,

w e would really have advanced the cause of

peace and humanity very, very far. ' "

"It should be the objective of both su

perpowers ," LaRouche continued, "to dis

engage from the posture of forward nuclear

programs are adequately financed but in
Such arguments have left beam weapons

stage . but with no effort to actually build

The announced retirement has also fueled

speculation about a Republican loss of their

majority in the Senate . With both Senate

Majority Leader Howard B aker and Tower
stepping down , it is unlikely that the Repub

licans will keep those seats .

Texas is traditionally a Democratic state

and no strong candidate has stepped forward

defense which has brought both superpow

on the Republican side in Tennessee . The

"Herr Strauss ' s proposal could well be a

three more seats to lose their narrow majority .

ers to the brink of a launch on warning .

feature of overall negotiations within the

Republicans would then have to lose only
Harrimanite Democrats are looking at

March 23 concept of ending forever the era

vulnerable

terror.

and North Carolina . Senate Foreign Rela

Soviet Union would begin to see the wisdom

also facing a tough primary challenge from

of Mutually Assured Destruction nuclear

"I would hope that the leadership of the

of new approaches defined by the Presi

dent' s March 23 doctrine of Mutually As
sured Survival . "

Republican

seats

from New

Hampshire , Iowa, Mississippi , Minnesota,

tions Committee chairman Charles Percy is
the conservative side of the Republican par

ty and will run against a well-finam;ed Dem

ocratic opponent .

Capitol Hill sources say that a Percy re

tirement is not out of the question either.

strategy .

•

THE

HOLISTIC

HEALTH

center in Wichita, Kansas had its of
ficial "skybreaking" ceremony the

week of Aug . 20 . The center, sur

rounded by geodesic dome s , is a spe

cially constructed pyramid built in a
certain position to "facilitate" com

munication with outer space . It will

provide a v ariety of services from
"stress analysis" to marriage coun
seling . The center is funded , in part,

by Willard Garvey , who also funds

the Libertarian Party . Local sources

have revealed that Garvey brought
'
back a statue from a trip to the Far

East and the Middle East several years

ago which' now sits in his Wichita
office . Staff members are expected to

pay daily homage to the object .

•

WARREN

HAMERMAN,

chairman of the National Democratic
Policy Committee , accused Utah ' s

smoke at: the Senate Banking Com

signal cabinet sbakeup?
Senate Armed Services Committee Chair

man John Tower' s announcement that he
will retire at the end of his term in 1 984 has

provoked speculation in Washington about
a coming shakeup in the Reagan cabinet.

$2

gy , and one on national industrial

Jake G arn o f "licking the boots of
Paul Volcker while Volcker blew

Does Tower retirement

Since Tower had already raised

will head up a special commis sion on

mil

lion for his 1 984 Senate bid and his wife had

recently left a federal government position
to work for his reelection, the word in Wash
ington is that he was suddenly given assur

ances that he will be the new Secretary of

Defense in a second Reagan administration .

Unlike Defense Secretary Caspar Wein

berger, who has been outspoken in defense
of President Reagan' s March 23 strategic

Mario Cuomo
to endorse Mondale?
New York Gov . Mario Cuomo , frequently

mooted as a possible running mate for Dem

ocratic presidential hopeful John Glenn , is
reportedly considering an early endorse
ment of Walter Mondale .

Cuomo is being proposed as keynote

speaker for the 1 984 Democratic Party pres
idential nominating convention-a presti

gious but traditionally "neutral" office .

Cuomo advisers report that the governor

will accept no such "impotent" position in

the party as the convention approacheg-;...a
. n

indication that he may endorse front runner

mittee during his confirmation hear

ings . " Plamerman' s description of the
senator was the lead item on the 8:00
a . m . news ,on radio station KJZ, Salt

Lake

City, on Aug . 24 . Hamerman

was also featured on a station talk
show that morning .

• DANiEL ELI.$BERG has joined

four "peace" demonstrators who have
gone on a hunger strike until the
United States changes its nuclear pol

icy arid halts emplacement of the

Pershing s . The strik�, being held at
the Catholic Worker building in Oak

land , California, is coordinated with
s
es by four demonstrators in Paris

irik

defense speech , Tower has tended to toe the

Mondale .

and by three in Bonn. One of the Bonn ' .

000 officials immediately responsible for

likely give an early endorsement to the for

Francisc� sheriff s deputy .

weapons research, has accepted the argu-

is backing Cuomo as the keynote speaker.

defense bureaucracy line . Tower, like those
programs
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defensive

The AFL-CIO executive , which will

mer Vice-President at its October meeting ,

fasters , Andrea Elukovich, is a San

National
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Editorial

'The technological basesfor peace '
materials , " transforming man ' s ability to transform na

agreed to set up a commission to study the feasibility

ian economy .

Ence ; .Italy, U . S . , Soviet , and European scientists
of anti-missile beam we �pons , the new technologies

upon which U . S . Presi �ent Ronald Reagan based his

ture, spilling over unimaginable benefits into the civil

At hand is the opportunity of which LaRouche wrote:

"If we can resolve now to dedicate both our nations to

declaration of.the new strategic doctrine of "Mutually

fostering r:apid economic development of developing

The town of Erice in Sicily has seen a great deal of

trade , we have established among nations a moral com

. history . Founded by the Phoenicians , contested by the

initment (in effect of practice) to the welfare of each

Syracusan Greeks , subjected by the Romans , the hill

and every person .on our planet , a commitment to af

Assured S urvival" last March 23 .

nations , using the increase of technology and world

top city manifesfs the layered ruins of those epoch s , as

fording them the productive powers to meet their own

well as a delicately beautiful Gothic church in its central

requirements . "

square . In antiquity it was noted for the temple of a
hideous "earth-mother" cult for whom each society had
its own name . The cult was used to maintain oligarchist
control by instilling in the inhabitants the terror of tech
nological change as forbidden "interference in Mother
NatUre ' s inscrutable ways . "

The outcome of the Erice conference brings every
genuine advocate of peace , and every political leader
of any nation, face-to-face with an unambiguous choice .

One side , promoted at Erice by the U . S . delegation led

by Dr. Teller, is the Judeo-Christian ethic , of man ' s
mission to multiply , subdue the earth ; and exert domin-

But the Erice meeting , titled "Technological B ases
of Peace , " has dealt a potentially lethal blow to that
oppressive ideology and its modern-day advocates in .

the Green "peace" movement .

\

ion over nature .

The opposing , earth-mother cult ideology is wield
ed today through the anti�nuclear Green movement, the
dope mafi a , the Scottish Rite freemasonry , and the likes

Erice points toward· the "origins of a real peace , the

of Muammar Qaddafi (who tyrannizes the Libyan de

pursuit of the common aims . of mankind, " to which

sert across the Mediterranean from Erice, and foments

Edward Teller referred in his famous speech of Oct .

violent "peace" rallies by the Greens against the Per

coo�ration with those who are willing fully t o coop

stitious fear of the nuclear and other technologies vital

.25 , 1 982: "We can do much more than avoid war. B y

shing missile site in Comiso, Sicily) , to spread super

erate , we can improve the very horrible way of life in

to advanced-sector and Third World economic devel

the Third World . We can by using technology create a

opment .

. situation where the reasons for war will diminish and
keep diminishing . "

Since EIR held a public cont\.

Moscow , too , has backed these wretched cults , in

the cynical ambition that Russia might become the
.Ice on the subject

"Third and Final Roman Empire , " over the ashes of a

in Washington , D . C . in February 1 9 8 2 , this review ' s

West which had renounced technological progress .

founder Lyndon LaRouche has insisted that the beam

Erice provides the superpowers with a historic

weapons development policy is the key to the solution

chance: President Andropov , to shift to a rational poli 

to the avalanching collapse of the world economy caused

by International Monetary Fund debt-collection poli

cies , and by the oligarchs who insist on maintaining

cy , and negotiate on the basis of Reagan ' s new defense
doctrine , as Lyndon LaRouche has repeatedly urged;
and the Reagan administration , to start a real economic

that rotted hulk , while suppressing the qualitatively

recovery in place of the faked "upswing" that has been

As LaRouche stressed in EIR last January , the re

trying to sabotage the beam policy-starting with H .

rrew technologies crucial to growth .

lativistic physics 'involved in the beam-weapons gear-

64

up will revolutionize the very notion of the term "raw

This week ' s cover feature reports that on Aug . 23 in

National

sold to the President by the same treacherous advisers

Kissinger and his friends .
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EIR Confidential �lert Service
What wou ld i t have been worth to you or you r company to have known in advance
',; that Mexico wou l d defa u l t on i t s debt-service
.
payments i n September 1 9 8 2 ?
,; t h a t Venezuela wou l d become t h e "next Mexico"
in early 1983 ?
,; t hat t he Sc hmidt gove rnment in West Germany

wou ld fa l l in Septembe r 1982 ?
,; that t he U.S. economy, after a false-start
recovery during the fi rs t half of 1981, would
enter an unprecedented 18-month downslide ?

"Ale rt" pa rticipants pay an annual re taine r o f $ 3 ,500 for hard-copy briefi ngs, o r $4,000 for tel ephone briefings
from staff spec i a l i s t s at EIR's int ernational headquarters in New York C i t y The re ta iner includes
.
1 . At least 50 updates on brea k i ng deve lopments
per yea r - or updates dai ly, if the fast-moving
s i t ua t ion requires them.
2 . A summary of EIR's exclusive Quarterly
Economic Forecast, produced w i t h the a id of the

LaRouche-Riemann economic model, the most accurate i n the h i s tory of economic forecast ing.
3 . Wee k l y telephone o r telex access to EIR's staff
of spec i a l i s t s i n economics and world affairs for
in-depth d i scussion.

To reserve participation i n t he program, EIR offers to ou r current annual subscriber an i n t roduction to
t he service. For $1 ,000, we w i l l e n ro l l pa rt icipan t s i n a t h ree-month t rial program. Participants may then
join t he program on an annual bas i s at t he regu lar yearly schedule of $ 3 ,500.
William Engdahl or Peter Ennis, EIR Special Services, (2 1 2 ) 247-8820
EIR SERVICES 304 W. 58th St reet, fi ft h O oor, New York, New York 10019
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